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the time lO U get yOUf grubby little
nds on PrB~lic8J CB. citizens' band radio
I have bee.l legalised - just - and
'II prohaby be thinking about buying a
Of if younaven" yel mastered the
'Bo. a CB radio set.
On the othtf hand. you'll have already
en on chan'lel ror 8 lime [albeit illegally)
d8"j~ wondering whether you should
R~tJ VOur AM iIIegRI rig to the now!.h",d PM Iype. Well. first of ell. you
shadd change. because
,nsn,ltll;ng m AM is a c rime . Bul
don't you try it? FM I mean.
.
is limed to appear on

I

my _

November 2. 1981 _
Y01'U see inrormalion .

.sp.rlflcalions and prices of many of the
11'1/10'11 IcJga l cfjUipmenl to help you decide
;h., ~'ou wallt. But before you buy. read
'rtKflcal CB lirst. Discover what CB can
do (or you, how much fun it ca n be and
~:~nhohw it Ca n help SA \Ie lives. It is 8
101 <II sh<>uld rind a home in

everybody's car and home. because U's a
call for help if needed. and it means you
can talk to passers by. neighbours. and
even order your goods from tbe local shop.
assuming the aforesaid shop is HUed out
with OB.
H you look reaUy closely. you'll rind 8
word in the magazine tille - practical.
Yes, that's the one. Now, that means we've
80na all DIY and weU. practical, and inside
are features on fitting rigs 10 your ca r. to
your home. and antennae to your chimney
and car bodywork. in fa ct. everything you
need 10 get started properly.
CB is gding to 8081' in popularity now It's
legalised. Here you'll find all the
information you need in order to get
started. Plus. there's a lot of exp(>rt
information of interest to the alreadyexperienced breaker. And if you're still
looking for something else, there's especial
feature on amateur radio. But that's
another story.
CHRIS DRAKE
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Middlesex. The publishers of Practical CB
would make it clear that CB radio is at present
completely le8el in this country. whether II be to
own. install. or usc such equipment. So.
oHicially, Practical CB must definitely
encourage and approve
such practices.
Hooray!
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FM

Our range of Low Priced
CB Rigs, eg:
40 Channel Standard from

Walkie Talkies

................. £49.20
40 Channel Medium from
. .. .............. £54.60
40 Channel Deluxe from

................. £59.20
+

1 watt, 3 channeL ....... £44

To accept 4 watt booster
A lso available 10 cha nnel
Walkie Talkie

VAT and
Delivery

FREE . ..
BUTTON BADGE!
when you send for details
of our entire range of
27 MHZ FM CB Rigs,
Accessories and Walkie Talkies

All

U.K.UMmD
Wortley, Sheffield
Tel: Sheffield 886237 or 885388
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"j"Drae';'ea/ and

a ner' rig. Howhver. fumour has
is p market far second.h4nd
,v.biclj.c;aDlle.11,Sqd.in.Qtbe£-t· ~...
c
' . If 8~re enterprising fjrm could
cOnf up with an economic, rig conver~ion
tlJe~e is plenty bf trade wtfting. We bp8r

":.%i:::';..

that there is a/ready one o.utfit in
b[fs~ess:-"'"

.-+--.....-.-j .

'

metres
Ond on
Get/U?

!

-' l "~~~~~~~~t~;~

Icall.
htvejusfh
A:Nt"that
'HgstoIenrro\lj.
my
is theread"my
apytbing
I can do a.bout

I

'1

it?
EX.BREAKER. !LIVERPOOL.
.
Shqrl_of calling in Shoest;png.Jlo .. Qulle ____ _
apart [rom -the fact-that ypur rig is J
probably fong [and far) edne by now jvith

Jitt~e cha1Jce of recovery. (he Old BilIjwou ld
probably lake more jnt er~t in your illegal
activities than assisting-yau to trs e

separatel y
both . I of the circui t.
~Voltage-wi~e, you can Wight 20 12 r.olt
'
Christmas tree lights from the mains if in
I "Beries: :"bi;c8use-thei~ voit8ge--eap8oities

yoqr equipmeIlI. Write if of[ to experience.
get an FM rig. and insurlt it!
.

fare added: if OlDY wel;'e connectetJ in
parallel. e~ ch bulb would get .24Q Volts!
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I am a UHle r.onfu se~ by tne.tcdlls ~F, IF,
and AF ag used in radio. Could you eXP,ainL
them to~e ' pleasef
FAT HERjlIE. BARNET.
•
Tbe lhree lterms are Radio Freq4ency.
Intermedi,te Frequenpy and Audio
l
Fr~quencYr' s lid refe!l t~e lhre pa~
frequencies as uSiia on r amo lramsmitters
and recoiysrs. RF is
lr8nSmj ~ ted
,
freQUencnlin your
which has

r--- - , --

I have been considering usiqg my base t ig
a ~by a larm, ftbus ena bling my wife
and-I-to visit neighbours tn the-eveningt-[s-

8S

this ftasibl.?

i

I

D. COjCKERHAM, WORTHING.
Aparfl from the fa ct that it
illegal to

!

I have just t a~en up base breaking, and
with a kiog-siJ:ed antenna strapped to the
chimney. I ani more thaD a bit worried
about TVI, a~ getting "?one" for it. Is

~'rr:R~~~~~B~~~:O

about it?
A
commendable attitude. if I may say
50- - even if you are loofing after yQur
own skin! People are really very
8p'proa,oh"bJe. If you lVe e to go round alJ
1
;;;';~J;~:t~::;/ and explain. quietly. to

eery

,

-f

t-

,I

I

I

a JjttJq
The qqick
your question is yes - but \yithin
limita tions.
I
.
B
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Botivities. NO'I complBint
be legally
ulJheld for persons so detained but ~ot
c~8rged wit~ any speqi'lc offence . .

As the m~tber of

tW?{under-isj sons

have CBsi. I am disgusted with a}.llhe
language ithat-I'- heaT)'over my sdf' 's""Scls.
there nOlping that cpn be donq abo,,!t it?
MRS MAp SAVAGE. CAMBRJpGE.
In any organisation, (here are e!ways the
Jew ":htLSpoiJ it (or the many. ahd GB, •
unrorlun ~te1y, is no ~xcep tion. Let me

J

1--.

eV.BD. we_sr.e_Bppalle --by the. blatant US8.01, H

ob"ceJ1i1ylby llie you ger generation in the
I
I put down mainly bravado .
'1
tllOse Iwho use i t kre
,
I
1 _::~~~:::~:~~L~~lt:·.
doesn 'f challenge~·II
.-l--.
----l .. _~.. ~ Il
. .:;s;o;~n~~J8::o:~lIeof~out-lahlJlIl3ge

to

- - t... ~--4-.-

I.

the
hand, 1s
;
as it .
hj~illg behind I
a microphone, {lnd in my
.ih n di{tJ!..fllit rpe.lL!.~Q~
calls. It
be illega l.'

__ ."

"

I
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stress tbat we at PI'~tiC81 CB
no
prudes. bying quite
pable of al few quiet
four-Jelte) words in 'mes of sfr 4ss, but

i
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BRITAINS FIRST
LARGEST & BEST SELLING
BREAKERS MAGAZINE

of

i

AT ALL GOOD NEWSAGENTS
The last Thursday of every

month price 60 pence.

Rig tests AM & FM - DIY Play Kits
Antennas & Transmissions - Demo Cover
What's Happening - & More!!

•• 0-

•
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THIS SMART
ATTRACTIVE BINDER
HOLDS 12 COPIES Of
CB RADIO MAGAZINE
BLUE EMBOSSED
WITH SILVER
AlSO
(8 RADIO
19820lARIES
AVAlLA8 LE
ONLY from
ALL GOOD
(8 SHOPS

I
I

£2.25

--~

"h'ml'ine up" th~ second

no. However. Luc8s

~

I·

§~~~~~~~'f.4~
8D for
SpUr
c~ Charging
r8v8n_.

•..i

I

probJem to yours ..
8a"ica lJy."
allows both batteries 1
to "draw l' what pOl-ller they neeli according
to their relative charge conditions.
I

ell

Radio Magazine

British Breaker Productions
Tudor Work s, Beaconsfield Road ,
Hayes, M id d x. UB4 OFL
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From the people who brought you
'The Big Dummy's Guide' ...

TRI: BR'T'SROB BOOK
Beginner or expert, you carmot afford to
ignore
it!
* Equipment &Installation
* British slang including
towns and cities
* AM vFM -the argument
* How the Home Office
got it wrong
* Sideband and DXing
* Complete FM specs
* The law and you
* Home Office
900 Mhz tests

ANDLOTS
MOBE complete with
cartoons, pictures and diagrams

NOW AVAILABLE FROM:
KONA PUBLICATIONS
335 City Road
London EC lV 1LJ
Tel: (01) 2786914

LC L IMPORTS LTD
101 Dixons Green
Dudley, West Mid lands
Te1:(0384) 59185

BREAKING-THE I.AW
Like the proverbial reluctant virgin , the
Thatcher administration had been blowing
hot and cold on the subject of CB fo r so
long that iegalisation, when it happened,
appeared mo re as an acknowledgment of
fact rather than the granting of official
permission.
From complete rejection in 1980,
rece iving the blessing of officia ldom is a U·
turn completely unrelated to current
governmen ta l policy . But nevertheless, it
went some considera ble way towards a
control and sta nda rdisa tion of CB that was
impossible to im pose in its lawless s tate.
On the prin ciple that in any negotiation,
agreement is r eached through a
compromise of confli cting arguments,
British br eakers have emerged from the
fr ay with most of th eir fla gs fl ying; the fact
that frequency modulation (instead of
a mplitude modula tion) has been prescribed
might have been a blow to the heart for
breakers. but it is a wound that time a lone
can heal. Unless the government cha nge
their mind s again ... Unlikely a t the
moment.
Perhaps the greatest source of
frustration has been the ina bility or
reluctance on the pari of the a uthorities to
publicise advance information as to the
pr ecise deta ils of the laws they had
envisaged wit h r espect to CB. It wasn 't as
if iega lisa ti on wa s unique. as some 61
countries have a lready hacked their way
through the jungle of lega l process to
emerge with a reasonably acceptable
solution.
II mus t be remembered that. ina smuch as
the ope ra tion of CB equipmen t was illegal
until November 2, so too was the
ma nufacture, importing (p ri or to September
4) and marketing of the said equipment.
The difference as far as the ma nufacturers
were conce rned was that. apa rt from
ma int aining their professional integrity, it
was a damned s ight easier to conceal a rig
in a car than it was to hide a fa ctory!
Annoying though this gove rnment
r eticence may have been to those intending
to use CB, manufacturers were reluctant to
get themselves tooled up ei ther out of
uncertainty or ignorance of the r equired
equipment specifi ca tions. Coupled with this
the Home Office proposed CB frequenci es
differed from those recommended by the
EEC which provided manufactur ers with
the time-consuming headache of developing
d iffer en t integ r ated circuits for the UK
market. The knock-on e ffe ct of this was a
temporary s hortage of these circuits and at
the sa me time a n estima ted increase in
demand from two to s ix million rigs. It
created 8 market vacuum which could be
filled by unscrupulous or technically misled
exporters at one end of the production line.
a nd simila rl y misinformed dealers at the
other. And 8S the average British breaker's
technical background terminates on the
other side of the push-buttons, he wouldn't
know the difference an yhow!
The lega l citizens' band frequencies as
lis ted in HMSO publica tion MPT 1320 and
MPT 1321 (a vailable from HMSO price
£1.90 each) are as follows:
1,27.60125 to 27,99125mHz, broken
down into 40 channels of 10kHz with a
maximum frequen cy error of plus or
minus 1.5kHz. Maximum RF power output
must not excee d 2 watts ERP and
maximum frequen cy or phase modulation
is plus or minus 2,5kHz with an audio
12
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bandwidth of 300 10 3000Hz.
2. 934.025 to 934.975mHz, carrying 20
channels of 50kHz spacing with a
maximum frequen cy error of plus 01'
minus 9kHz. Maximum RF output in this
band is restricted to 8 watts, \\lith plus or
minus 5kHz maximum frequenc y or pbase
modulation-frequency deviation, Audio
bandwidth remains between 300 and
3000Hz.
In layma n's terms . thi s means that the
27mHz ba nd. for instance. storts at
27. 60125 and ex tends for 0.39mHz (or
390kHz) to 27.99125. Within this 390kHzwide bond are contained 40 cha nnels a ll of
which a re ava il able for CB use. None of
the 40 cha nnels must ove rla p its neighbour
by more tha n 1.5kHz, a nd the amount of
space occupied by a cha nnel in its
frequency excursion will be confined
within 5kHz (or plus or minus 2.5kHz of the
ca rri er). The a udi o band-w id th of
300-3000Hz will effectively cut off any
speech outside these limit s.
The indiv idua l breaker will no doubt be
r elieved to learn that he has no cont rol
wha tsoever over these limitations. as they
a re built in to the equipment; the only
variation at hi s comma nd is the output.
unless you count the high deg ree of
technology required for s witching the rig
on and off!

SMALL CHOICE
On the other hand. he does have
cons iderable la titude when it comes to the
choice of a ntenna but these too. are
governed by government s peci fi ca tion. For
a start. no an tenna must exceed 1.5 meters
in length. and this includes helica lly-wound
twigs in on unwound s tate. The use of
cen tIle-loaded and parasitic-aided aeria ls is
banned. as are top-loaded antenna if they
radiate at the luning coil.
An tenna must not ex tend higher than
OFFICIAL CHANNELS - 27MHZ BAND
Chnnnel number
Frequency
1
27.60125
2
27.61 i25
;,
27.62125
4
27.63125
5
27.64125
6
27.65125
7
27.66125
27.67125
8
9
27.68125
10
27.69125
11
27.70125
12
27.71125
I :i
27.72125
14
27.73125
15
27.74125
16
27.75125
17
27.76125
18
27.77 125
10
27.78 125
20
27.79125
OFFICIAL CHANNELS 934MHZ BAND
1
934.025
2
934.075
!U4.125
4
9:H. 175
934.225
5
n:i4.2i5
!U4.:J25
7
<);14.:175
U
!J:l4.425
9:14.475
10

;,

"
"

seven meters above ground level. but if
they do. a 10dB antenna must be fit ted.
Tho Gove rnment's view on the use of CB
was ou tlined by Timothy Raison when he
spoke to the Radio. Electrical and TV
Retailer' s Association ea rli er in the year.
Of the two band alloca tions (27 and
934mH?). the highe r is the preferred choice
of th e Home Office. caus ing the least
int erfer ence to other radio use rs.
Labo ra tory tes ts. fi eld tr ials a nd lis ted
complaints, it wou ld appear. have provided
ha rd evidence that AM CB ca uses more
than double the interference emanating
from all other sources.
The choice of fr equency modulation. they
say. will drastically r educe these instances
of interference and the government are of
the opinion that authoris ing the use of FM
now is the Quickest way of solving the
immediate problem. "Commona lity"
(wha tever that is) - with Europe is a valid
argument. but this is not within reach at
the moment. And although any other
solution will take years to implement. Mr
Raison is of the opinion tha t the spectrum
alloca ti on and authori sed power limit for
UK breakers is more gene rous than
anywhere else in Europe.
The a uthorities will r equire CB
equipment. as ma rketed in the UK, to
conform to certain technical standards
with regard to interference under section
10 of the Wireless Telegraphy Act - and a
s tanda rd mark of compliance is
recommended in the s peci fi ca tion. Failure
to comply, says Mr Ra ison, will result in
the issue of notice under section 12 of the
Act. prohibiting sa le of unmarked
equipment. With rega rd to conversion of
rigs from AM to FM a t an economic cost,
this would. a ppa r ently be welcomed by the
Home Office: it is understood that Customs
and Excise would "look as sympathetically
as possible" on the conversion of

Channel number
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
11
12
i3
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Frequency
27.80125
27.81125
27.82125
27.83125
27.84125
~.85 125

27.86125
27 .87125
27.88125
27.89125
27.90125
27.91125
27.92125
27.93125
27.94125
27.95125
27.96 125
27.97125
27.98125
27.99125
934.525
934.575
934.625
934.675
934.725
934.775
934.825
934.875
934.925
934.975

NOW OPEN AT
349A WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
Tel: 01-684 7861
Wholesale and retail sales
Distributors for

~~IRTEL

~.

~fa'or

.;.=

=r&-

.. BlACK MAGIC"

SI RTEL· VALOR • HAM INTERNATIONAL·
-------.-----~-

FM CB sets available; Ham International,
Lake, Midland, President and Sirtel

Complete fitting and repair service available
==~------. --------------

/

Free technical
advice given
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£400.

equipment which they might otherwise
have seized. This is the nearest tha t
breakers are going to get to the amnesty
that wa s spoken of for some time. as no
!Yay would the H ome Office sanction tlie
use of any equipmen t other than PM.

Having outlined the right s of breakers.
Mr Raison touched on the rights of the
genera l public with regard to interference
to their radio and TV rece ption. Radio
interference. even if caused by an
authorised transmission source, is a n
indicta ble offence under the Wireless
Telegraphy Act, and if emanating from an
unlicenced source. can be viewed more
seriously.
The a lloca ti on of a 934mHz CB band
came as a su rprise to many, but the
Australian equivalent on 477mHz has
proved to be extremely popular down
under. Tra nsmitting on 934mHz. however.
will effectively eliminate any skip effect
and confine the range of CB equipment to
its direct wave or li ne-of-sight. The reason
for this is that a 934 trans mission will pass
stra ight through any ionised layer. will not
be reflected back to ea rth. and un less a
breaker has the power and th e not
inconsiderable luck to hit a satellite, his
signal will lose it se lf in oute r space!
Over the past two years. uneducated
predictions of licence fee varied from £5
upwards. until the true cost of £10 was
announced. There can be little doubt that
a high proportion of this fee will he
absorbed in the ad ministra tive cost of
issuing licences by a no doubt small army
of civil servants, but if the estimated fi gu re
of six million breake rs is reached, the
Exchequel' will be in receipt of some 60
million pounds peFannum. -Additionally, the
VAT incurred by another four million
breakers spending (on average) £100
apiece plu s 15 per cent tax. would put an
extra 60 million pounds into the
Chancellor's coffers. Thi s would be largely
a one-off windfall d ue to the initi al onrush
of new breakers. but nevertheless
represen ts a tota l cash mflow by the
authoriti es of something approaching 120
million quid by the end of 1982.
Despite the recession a nd resu lta nt
cutback in public services. it is not
unreasonable to expect that the Home
Office will spend at least some of its new14
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found wealth on monitoring, detection and
general poli cing of CB bands - a service
a lready in existence in the United Stales
and a subject that officialdom appears
singula rly reluctant to d iscuss! Ta ken at
face va lue. monitoring would appear to be
another example of blatant bureaucracy if
not officia l ha rrassment. but would in fact
be a double-edged weapon. To cite a few
examples, use rs of linea r amplifie rs vastly
exceeding the pe rmitted power output a nd
bleeding over other breakers: owners of
faulty rigs which int erfere with other HF
radio systems and those who use CB as an
opportunity to voice their obscene language
with impunity - Ihese undesirable
elements ca n be reduced by official control.
One fact of life remains, however, that
a lthough CB has become legal in the UK,
there remain vast numbers of breakers for
whom the illegal status has not changed those who will continue to use AM rigs .
Although there may be cause for
sympa thy for the fru stration, impatience
and even the enthusiasm of long-standing
breakers in the face of the foot-dr agging
altitude of HM Government over legislation,
many will no doubt resign themselves to
buying a legal rig. The number of FM users
will increase rapidly. not on ly for mora l
reasons but also because FM rigs will be
easier to get. AM users could well find
themselves somewha t isolated because
they' lI be unable to communicate with FM
breakers. Furthermore the supply of AM
rigs and spares will become increasingly
difficult , mainly because UK stockists will
have less need to resort to back door
imports in the face of a lucrative market
for FM gea r. It s hould be clearly
understood that in no way can a breaker
conceal the fact tha t his rig is amplitude
modulated, as mode-identifica tion by
monitor is so ea sy it isn't true!
Subject to any amend ment to the law the
penalti es. even as they sta nd . are severe.
For that matter. it may come as something
of a surpri se that listening to any
transmi ssion other than the BBC or local
radiO is in contra vention of the Wireless
Teleg raphy Act. For starters, a fine of up
to £400 andlor three months imprisonment
can be imposed, just for the installation of
an illegal transmitter, and similar
punishment can be evoked for each
occasion that it has been proved that the
equipm'e nt has been used! Having paid
that debt to society. together with court
costs tha t can mount up, Customs and
Excise are then empowered to impound any
vehicle in which illegal gea r ha s been
fitted. and can impose further pena lties. A
breaker who fits an illegal rig in his car.
therefore. and uses it on only three
occasions. could get done for the maximum
penaity of £1.600 in fin es. £75 cos ts. a year
in the sla mmer. and still have to settle his
account with Customs and Excise. Customs
men, incidentally. enjoy a privilege in that
unlike the poli ce they require only a writ of
assistance issued by the loca l customs
office to enter premises in the "persuance
of their duty." For that ma tte r. the law
relating to ill ega l importation requires that
the onus of proof s hou ld lie , liot willi tlie
prosecution. but with the defence.

Offenders are. in fact. guilty until proved
innocen t! Detection of transmissions.
seizure of imported rigs and subsequent
prosecution of the offender are tasks
sha red between three organisat ions -

those of the Post Office (as agents of the
Home Ofri ce). police, and customs.
Existing leg islation a lso imposes ce rtain
limitations on the use of radio and it is
inconceivable that breakers would in any
way be excluded from these constraints; as
already mentioned, abusive or obscene
language is one of them . Simila rly,
broadcasting music contra venes the Act
(not to mention involving tho~e r.!l~2n si ble
in litigation under copyright in a civil
action) just as does adve rtising or any
other context for gain. Admittedly most
breakers use CB in its original context as a
persona l radio contact system but the
au thorities do ha ve a n obliga tion to
protec t those who pay them hea vily for the
privilege of using radio tra ns mitters (such
as taxi fi rms) and they gua rd their
monopoly of broadcasting jea lously. Any
breaker. therefore. who fanCies himself as
a OJ on 27mHz. boosting trade for his local
chippy in return for a fr ee fish supper, and
running a radio controlled mini-ca b fl eet
"on the side" . could justifi ably expect a
litt le offici al opposition.

DOUBTFUL BENEFIT
Perhaps the best advjce that ca n be
given to those new to citizens' band rad io
is not to take any! Certainly, the only
way to ensure that you avoid any
unknowing excursions outside the law is to
learn all about CB from offi cia l. legal or
well-informed sources. There are plenty of
fellow-breakers who will give you the
doubtful benefit of their equally dubious
wisdom. but most of their knowledge is
based solely on hea rsay. As far as the
government is conce rned, CB ha s only just
been bo rn; only now can UK regula tions be
formulated. Any of the previous so-ca lled
"rules" understood by the majority of
breakers are those a pplicable in oth er
countries. A little knowledge, as they say.
could be a dangerous thing.
Buy a known-bra nd rig from a recognised
dealer. and fit it (or have it fitted) in
accordance wit h the ins tructions. and then
ins ure it. Do not be tempted to inves t in
expens ive. complica ted a nd often legally
doubtfu l power-boosting devices that will
empty you r pocket. not to mention your
battery. There is a lot more to opera ting a
radio link than pus hing a button a nd
ta lking. So much more in fact that others in
the communications business have to pass
exa ms before they a re a llowed to transmit.
Il follows. therefore. thai there is a skill
tha t you musl learn about and exercise if
CB is to enj oy the accep tance it craves.
Bewa re of the pitfalls. There are
Japanese rigs a vailable - both AM and
FM whi ch have been imported through the
Isle of Man. Although free of res trictions
from Customs and Excise. both types are
Jegal to own. but JJJegal to use ~u.!!tue of
Ihe fa ct that AM remaml: illegal anyway .
a nd FM types will not necessa rily bea r the
offi cia l mark of government approval. And
remember, the moment you mount one of
these rigs in your car or put a mains plug
on it. you have " insta lled" it.
With the exception of certain districts
near London and the West Midlands. the
a uthorities kept a ver y low profi le wit h
regard to pre-legal CB. Now that they have
acceded to the popular d emand for
breaking (and in effect kept their side of
the bargain). they will expect breakers to
do the sa me.
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There will still be a need for eyeball cards,
despite legalisation
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McKINLEY

295·297 HIGH ROAD,
WILLESDEN,
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IF you talk to that elusive person - the
ma n in the street - about CB he will
either spit in your eye or conjure up an
image of Rome leather-clad youth , bombing
around the countryside in his customised
car with sparks fl ying off the end of his
Firestik.
Certain ly, many membe rs of the public
would be surprised to learn that not a ll
breakers find it necessary to do their jawjacking on the move - there ARE those

who prefer to remain as close as possible
to home, beauty and Nescafe. Before
receiving all th e benefit s of legality.
breakers no doubt found mo re securit y in
being 'of no fixed abode', but happily they
ca n now share the same degree of domestic
comfort as those leisure-friends dedicated
to Monopoly, home brewing, or sex!
Apart from a tendency to r epetitious
contact with other loca l base s tations,
indoor breaking has all the advantages that
are lacking in mobile operation, with few,
if any, of the disadvantages, For one thing,
any base rig being operated on a n upper
floor of a house has an immediate headstart of some 15 feet in elevation over a
mobile - and even more if his antenna is
mounted on the roof; and as the bulk of CB
co nta cts arc of the 'line of sight' variety,
this will give owners of the simplest rigs a
greater range . especially when ta lking to
s tations in a similar situation, A home base
ca n provide one of the basic raison d'etre
of CB - the fac il ity to contact the family
at any time and from any local location.
Just like installing CB in a motor car,
setting up a base rig requires careful
consideration, although it does not
necessarily incu r as much work. If only to
avoid confrontation with the family over
the conflic ting pr oprieties of CB a nd Star
Trek, the use of an upstairs room is
recommended. Furthermore, if batteries
and their attendant smells a re to provide
the power supply then the spa r e room
would be even better. Apart from anything
else, once a ll your energy, money and
attention is directed towards CB, marita l
harrassment w ill probably result in you
sleeping in there anyway!
A further ad vantage of an upstairs rig
location is the correspondingly shorter
length of co-ax between the rig a nd the
antenna; mor e co-ax means more
resistance. and more r esistance means less
power fro m the antenna.

nOUSf BRf4KIN(j
clutter the floor. waiting to entwine
themselves round the ankles of the unwary.
An additional radio componen t that
should be fitted to your system must be an
interference suppresso r. Mobi le br eakers
may well interfere with other radio systems
- particularly TV which is ultra-sensitive
to such phenomena - but at least their
interference is momentary as they dr ive
past. Home base breakers, conversely, are
no t moving ~nywhere. and if they a re
causing TVI to their neighbours, then they
are probably doing it all the time . TVI
s uppressors are available, a r en' t that
expensive and do a lot for community
rela ti onships, apa l't from avoiding the
wrath of your offspring if you splash your
transmitter a ll over Tiswas !
Un less you have been fortuna te enough
to acquire a base rig which you plug
stra ight into a 13amp power socket, you
have only two choices of power source - a
' power pack' which transforms 240volts AC

to 12volts DC, or batteries. Although a
mains transformer might be a COsI ly item,
it s purchase should be considered with a
v\ew to convenience . cleanliness, lack of
smell and the fact that you will require
mains electricity to run a ba tt ery charger
anyway. Acquiring a transformer is a
matter of consultation with a qualified
electr ician, as any old unit will ])ot suffice
and you require one with at least a three
amp r egulat ed DC current which carr ies
12-1 4 volts.

Ripped off?
The a lternative of a battery-powered rig
will llecessitate the purchase of a charger
(unless you prefer to go wa lkies every week
with 15 Ibs of lead battery to the nearest
garage a nd get ripped off at 50p a charge)
and in this respect. mobile brea kers have
the edge on their home-loving counterparts.

Regulated power supply equipment, plus
"other" equipment.
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Integral unit
Whether or not you are by inclination a
tidy p'e rson, or one who has to be knee
deep in rubbish before clearing up becomes
a necessity if only to get from one side of
the room to another. neatness of CB

eiu~:::;;::~~.~d_:d~;e~S'~ir~:al~b)~leT~·~,E~;qUipment
should
h
close_as PO'lSit)le __I_
to a mains socke t and if possible. near to a
window to a llow for battery ventilation. If
you are using your mobile rig, together
with an SWR meter. speaker and mike.
build a sma ll unit to keep it all together.
You will need something to hold the
speaker in an upr ight position any-way,
and if a ll your gear is contained in its own
unit the chances of bits of it being swiped
off the table when the good lady has a go
with the Pledge will be drastically reduced.
And if you do a good enough job she might
even class it as an object d'8rt a nd polish
the damned thing! As mentioned before,
antenna leads should be as short as
possible, just as mains leads should not
PRACTICAL CB
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When CB's are legalised,
retailer, you'll be selling the
the market for antennas wi ll
brand that's recognised
boom along with the
throughout Europe as the
demand for CB equipment.
cream of CB antennas.
For quality, reliability, price
Shell post Ltd. ,HMP's
sole u.K. agents, gives you a
and back-up service, HMP
golden opportunity to
antennas are top ofthe range.
become part of the dealer
They'll be supported by
network and take advantage
national advertising and an
oflucrative sales.
r - - - - - - - - , impressive show
As an HMP
COMMUNICATION of promotional
ANTENNAS t t + material- point-ofsale, window
I
stickers, consumer
leaflets and posters.
Become part of this
profitable dealer network and
establish yourself in the CB
antenna market NOW by
posting the coupon below to:
Keith Johnson,
Shell post Ltd., 185
The Rock, Bury,
Lancashire.
-7977146

~
~

-'I
I am interested in
Shell post's di stributor
net work fo r HMP.

SHELLPOST

I
I
I
LTD I
I

- the electronic source
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Address

Post to Sh ell post Ltd ., 185 The Rock, Bury, Lancashire.
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A car dyna mo - and especially an
alternator - will charge a battery at
whatever rate is required, up to 30amps,
dependant upon the need of the battery, A
domesti c batt ery charger, on Ihe other
hand, has a ma ximum oulput of just a few
amps, irrespective of whether Ihe ba llery
is flat or only partially discharged, The
charge life of a 12volt ba tte!'y va ries
according to the rating, bul the average
car type ha s a 60ampere·hour capability in
that you ca n draw one amp for 60 hours.
or 60amps for one hour - and a ll points in
between. Transistors might have va stly
reduced Ihe power needs of radio
equipment, but transmitting requires a
great deal more power than receiving and
a rig ca n be a very heav y drain on a
battery power supply.
Il could be said that the chOice of power
supply is dependant upon the amount of
time you intend to spend actually
transmitting. any power boosters such as
linear a mplifiers that you have fitted, and
whether or not you a re working on a
st rai ght channel or side band rig, BOOls are
notorious for absorbing power (without
necessa rily increasing range) for instance,
and a lthough using side band does provide
a little mOI'e power a nd a great dea l in
increased selectivity. I would recommend
the use of a mains tra nsforme r. whilst also
reminding you of the illegality of side band
use!
If on the other hand. you opt for less ai r
time, a st ra ight rig and even less bucket·
mouthing then a little inves tment in a
baltery charger is for you. Unlike motor
car cha rging equipment which is left very
much to its own devices, domestic chargers
require attention. and a few words of
advice on the subject would not go amiss,
Many of them. for instance. have an
automatic cut-out which opera tes when the
battery ha s been fully charged - they may
even include a meter which will give an
indi ca tion of charge rate, You should,
nevertheless. know how to test the cha rge
condition. and thi s ca n only be done with
the help of a hydrometer - unless you
want to go to the expense of buying a
professional condition indica tor, which
does exactly the same job. but ten seconds
quicker. A hydrometer consists of a float in
a tube, with a bit of rubber tubing at one
end and a bulb at the other. Acid is sucked
out of the ba ttery by compressing the bulb
whilst the tube is inserted in the cell
housing. and the level at which the float is
suspended in the liquid denotes its
condition, The acid. or electrolyte. of a
full y charged battery ha s a high speCific
grav it y, whilst tha t of a flat one is low.
High sg will cause the float to ride high in
the hydrometer. as opposed to a low sg
which will let the float sink lower. It· s as
simple as thatt
Whilst on cha rge, the cell covers on a
battery should be removed to a llow gases
that form (as a result of the charging
process) to escape a nd near which smoking
is definitely not recommended. Acid level
should be just above the top of the plates
- but not higher. as excess liquid can 'boil
over' on charge a nd topping up should be
done with distilled water, The fact that I
have always used the stuff out of the tap
without any detrimental effect on my
batteries is purely coincidental - it must
be the fl ouride! Any acid which does come
in contact with the skin should be wa shed
off quickly with plenty of water: battery
acid is not concentrated. and although
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immediate washing is adv isable. you r hand
won't drop off if you wait five minutes
before doing it! It does. nevertheless. have
a pretty rapid effect on furniture, carpets
a nd other fabrics. so if you don't want any
additional aggro. keep it away from the
wife's favourite Axminster. An even be Iter
idea is to make or buy a plastic container
for you ba ttery which will ensure your
marital compa tibility!
So far we have discussed eve rything
pertaining to home base opera tion wit h the
exception of THE most importa nt part of
the equipment - the antenna. No matter
how good or how expensive the rig . it will
only be as good as its aerial a rray. and
Ihere is a wide choice available. each with
its own pa rticular chara cter istic.
BaSica lly transmitting a nd receiving
a ntennae work on exactly the sa me
principle a nd can be broadly put into two
categories - directional and
OMNIdirectional: this means that an
antenna radiates either all of its power in
ONE direction. or distributes it in EVERY
direction like the proverbial pebble in the
pond transmits waves, For dedicated
contact - where the location of the
answering station is known - the
direc tional antenna is obViously the best
suited . Unfortunately. breakers receive
ca ll s from every point of the compass, and
are there for e faced with the dilemma of
lower power from every di rection instea d
of greater power from a speci fic direction.
One answer of course. is to ha ve two
antennae, an omni for listening out and a
directional twig with a swivel base for
orientating when a nswering. Electrically
motivated directiona l unit s a re available
for those who want 10 go thot far.

Choice of antenna
Within the two basic antenna types a re a
multitude of arrays that range from a piece
of wet string to a parabolic (or dish)
reflector. and your choice is limited only by
what you are prepared to pay. and the
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physical const raints of your house and
ga rGen. But perhaps the greatest
considera tion must be given to the fa ct that
although a transmitt er emits two waves .......
sky and ground wave - the bulk of CB
contacts will be on ground wave, and any..:.
twig which restricts power on the sky wave
to the advantage of ground wave must give
better results in a CB situation. This is not
to say tha t skip working should be ignored.
as the most a mazing distances can be
spa nned with a little bit of help of the
reflective ionosphere!
One a ntenna which provid.es adequate
service for many breakers is the i wave ;.
vertical which has the added advantage
be ing an indoor or outdoor type, Basicalty'
it is a vertical pole. with three radial
',':
components which can act as a tripod
sta nd if used inside. Conversely the unit '
ca n be fixed to a pole for outside use or "
mounted in the attic and its one dB gain :'"
will increase your transmitting power by' ,:
a bout 1:2. In effect the rad ial elements "!
replace the ca r which normally acts 'a s. the'
ground pla ne in a mobile rig. Even better
'gain' can be achieved by going up to a . t wave vertical antenna, and the tried 'al1e!tested DV27 can give good results.
.
Individual antenna choice is govertH~d ~
limiting factors of pri ce. type of rig.
• "
location and dimension availability, but.ot(
assured that no matter what permutatitlri 'r
of circumstances surround your base rig;.. !'
your friendl y neighbourhood breakers'
",:'
supplier will find a twig suitable for just ~'
your requirements.
:~
Of one thing you ca n be sure, with the , '
rig safely installed within the confines of ~
your hom e. no longe r will your beloved .
equipment be al the mercy of every taUy
ca r-thief who's out for the soft touch, If
you're going to be ripped off. it' s going to
be done by a professional housebreaker! :

or

Like most CB sets, this all-British Tenvox
27mHz FM radio which will be available
early in 1982, can double as a house base.
'
Price will be around £97 plus ,VA T.
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Sole UK Supplier of
the set everybody wants
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ex F.M. 'NATO'

80 AM 80 FM EUROPEAN SPEC.
40 AM 40 FM BRITISH SPEC.

Talk to friends on the new British F.M. and breakers on the European AM spec now
being used by 2% million breakers in the UK, have the
of both worlds
in one set.
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Now tha t He r Majesty's Governme nt have
a l last got round to lega lising CB on FM at

27 a nd 934mHz. it 's 8 good time to take a

vs
vs
Forget the legality of the
question - which is the
best of the three ? It's
elementary, says John
Nelson.
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look a t what the various varieties of
a lphabet soup in the fo rm of AM. FM . UHF.
HF and the res t a re r ea ll y a ll ahout. There
is a fantastic amount of misundersta nding
about wha t they a ll imply and what the
difference bet ween them r ea lly is.
So let's sta r t by tak ing a look a t a few
meanings; we might even ask wh a t 8 radio
wave is a nyway? We ll . we can a nswer th a t
one in one of two ways - we can either go
into pages of equa tions on fi elds . wave
propaga tion and the Lord knows what else.
or you ca ll settle for something a bit
si mple r in the s hape of an ana logy.
Imagine getting hold of a length of string.
We tie one end to a fence pos t a nd the n
wa lk a way fr om it clutc hing the ot her e nd :
it ought to be a bout thirt y feet long. or. just
to get into th e s pirit of the thing s trai ght
away, let's ca ll it ten me tres or so. Now,
let's imagine s haking the fr ee e nd gentl y up
and down at some a ppropria te rate. You
shou ld be able to obtain a patte rn vaguely
resembling Fig 1.
Assuming that the neighbours haven't
started s taring out of the windows yet, you
ca n try waving the e nd up a nd down at a
s teady rate of. for example, once per
second. Further assuming tha t a howling
ga le or the family dog don 't disrupt the
experiment. a more or Jess s ta ti c wave
pattern should be seen to form in the rope.
And should you be able to enlist the
services of a n assis tant. you cou ld ask him
(or her) to measure the dis ta nce betwee n
the highes t and lowest points of th e rope as
you do the waving (Fig 2). By the way, you
have now become what an elect r onic
enginee r would ca ll an " oscill ator",
Congratu lations!
Fine , you may say, but what's a U this got
to do with radio? Well, believe it or not a
radio wave behaves in some wa ys like your
piece of rope; a rad io transmit te r of any
SOl't does something like the sa me job as
your right arm was just doing, and the two
basic pa r a meters of a radio wave are
exactly the same as we just sa w the rope
demons trate. Wh en you regulated your
waving to a ra te of once per second, that
'iT1Can t that the frequency of the wave in
the rope was one cycle per second : one
cycle per second, in electronic te rminol ogy,
is a freque ncy of 1Hz (the Hz is an
abb reviation for Hertz, which was the
na me of a n early Ge rman r adi o pioneer).
So if you could wave the end of your rope
up a nd down at a rate of ten times per
second, the fr equency of the wavo would
be '10 cycles pe r second or 10Hz. Should
you be some kind of supe rman a nd
somehow ma nage to whip the rope end up
a nd down two hundred thousa nd times per
second, the frequency would obviously be
200.000Hz or, as it tends to be w ritte n,
200k ~rz - the "k" being an abbreviation
for kilo which, as in kilomet re implies one
thousa nd . Now a lthough this sounds like a
fri ghtful ra te to wave anything up and
down, it' s rea ll y a low fr equency in terms
of radio. It co rres pond s to what used to be
sonorous ly known as Long Wa ve, a nd
actuall y 200kHz is the frequency of the
BBC's Radio 4 long wave transmitter at
Droitwich.
Le t's crank th e fr eque ncy up some more
a nd pump the old right a rm up and down
one million times per second. ObViously,
the frequency would be one mill ion cycles
por seco nd and s ince. in th e metr ic sys tem
(u sed in rad io s ince it a ll sta rt ed a s
wireless - no old·fashioned s tuff here,

mate) one million is Signified by mega or
·'M" . this fr equency ca n be written as one
mega hertz or 1mHz. It sounds like one hell
of a rate. but it's sti ll only somewhere near
the top e nd of the med iu m wave band - no
great s hakes in radio terms if you consider
that every ti me you make a telephone ca ll
over a ny d istance, your voice is being
ca rried on radio waves with a freq uency of
ten or fi fteen million million cycles per
second (w hich. if you 're interested. is
writton as 10 or 15gHz, the " g" standing
for giga).
So if we decide to inc r ease the frequency
to 27mHz - ie Ihe end of the rope would
be wav ing up a nd down 27 million times a
second. a lthough yOll!' arm mus cles would
probably be emitting smoke and fl a mes a t
this s tage of the proceedings - we're
getting on to familiar ground. We ca n
actua ll y forget the rope a nd our poor old
rig ht a r m at this s tage a nd mentally
s ubs titute a radio tra nsmitte r. 27mHz, or
27 million cycles per second of the wave,
actually co rresponds to D radio wave a t the
top end of what is grandly known to
engineers as the HF Sp ectr um and to the
rest of us as that bit of rad io s pace
con taining waves classified as high
freq uency or short wave. On the other
hand, 934mHz is quite a bit highe r in terms
of frequency, and thi s order to "shake" is
known as Ultra High Fr eque ncy or UHF .
We'll look a t the diffe rences between them,
pa rticu la ri}' in the area of how they ge t
around (or propagate) in a minu te.

THAT DREADED W ORD
Let's jus t pop back to the garden and
s peak nicely to our assistant. who we left
standing there with the ruler - re me mbe r
we asked him (or her) to measure the
dis tan ce be tween the hi ghest a nd lowest
bit s of the wave we generated in the rope.
AI this s tage, we'll just note that this
dista nce stays more or less constant for a
steady r a te of s haking [or consta nt
frequency, if you want to sound a bit more
techni ca l abou t it) since it'll be useful later
on. Now be fore your assistant eit her nods
off or fre ezes to the spot. you ca n ask him
to measure the di sta nce be tween
successive crests of the rope (Fig 3) and
we' ll note the int eresti ng fact that the
fa ste r you do the sha ki ng bit, the shorter
this distance ge ts. Thi s is an Important
Thing, since whal the assistant has jus t ·
measured is known in th e radio world as
wa velength . In the ea rly days of wireless
almost eve r yone thought of wireless waves
in terms of wavelengt h. and mos t old radios
have dials solemnly ma rked in metres. No w
this is a ll very we ll for low frequ encies like
long and medium waves (w hic h is why a
Jong/mediu m wa ve trans is tor radio s till
often has a dial ca li bra ted in this way) but
as you go up in frequency, or you want to
think in terms of c ha nnels {like the CB FM
c hann els. for instance), it becomes a whole
lot eas ier to switch your thinking into
frequen cy instead of waveleng th . As a
matter of interest. 27mHz corresponds to a
wavelength of about 11 metres , a nd
934mHz to 6 shade over 30 centimetresjus t like the piece of rope. the faster the
s hake, the s horter the wavelength. But to
express the difference between a
frequ e ncy of 27.550mHz a nd one of
27.560mHz in terms of wavelength would
need an 8wfullot of fi gures, which is why
a t higher fr eque ncies (or if we're thinking
of channe ls) we use frequency instead of
wave length as our ba s ic descriptive tool.
The two are related by a simple equation,
but it doesn't matter for our purposes.

Okay - so 27mHz and 934m I-Iz refer
to fr equ ency. What"s this got to do with
AM or FM? Well - not a 1011
Obviously we can, given suita ble
technology, generate radio waves at
27mHz or 934mHz or any 01her mHz we
lik e, but how do we use them to tell
someone somet hing? Lots and lots of mHz
by themselves won'l be a whole lot of use
(unless. perhaps, we turn them into Morse
code by switching them on an orr. bUI
thai's not mu ch good if we want to tell the
wife we're on the way home for tea in as
long as it takes to say the words, a nd she
might not know Morse anyway). Somehow,
having go t our rad io waves, we have to be
able to put ou r speech on to them in such a
way as to be able to transmit ou r voice and
receive it intact a t Ihe other end.
Which is where the d readed word
modulation comes in. To a musicia n it
means a cha nge of key, but to a radio
engineer it means modifying some
parameter of a bas ic radio wave of
whatever freq uency in such a way as to
convey infor mation on it. or with it. Even
turning it on and off and making like
Samuel Morse with , it coun ts as
modulation , a lthou gh you wouldn'l perhaps
think so at fi rst. There are heaps of wa ys
of modulati ng a radio wave. but we' ll
confine ourselves to Ihe top chief ones for
our purposes. These a re sig ni fied by the
initia ls AM a nd FM, and there are no
prizes for guessing what the M stands fo r !
Time to go ba ck in the ga rden. Thinking
back to our expe riments with the rope, we
could have a little think and then sa y to
ourselves "well. we could shake ha rder or
softer" whi ch is va rying one parameter.
(Fig 4) or we could say "then again. we
could vary the act ual rate of shake"
(fig 5). Suppose we wanted to signa l to the
assistant tha t we were cold and wanted
some refreshment: we could do that by
actually sta rting to shake the rope to get
their a ttention, assuming thai Ihe assista nt
knew that a shook rope meant th at you
needed some thing. Lel's also say that we
could shak e slowly for bee r and fa ster for
corree. or so ftl y for tea a nd harder for rum
and coke. In other words. we can convey
information (assuming everyone ag rees on
what the information mea ns) by doing
somet hing to the basic shake of the rope.

If you don't mind looking stupid, you could try this home experiment. It helps you

understand what a radio wave is.

The distance between the highest and lowest point of the rope is called the amplitude.

EVER SO SIMPLE .. .
So let's go a stage furth er and think
what would happen if we could put our
voice actua lly on to the rope in some way.
Assuming you and your assistant spoke the
same language, you could say what you
wanted - dead easy, Whethe r or not you
get it is outside the scope of this article . .
If we now stick tliose concepts toget her,
ie we cause some parameter of the basic
rope shake, or radio wave. to vary in
acco rdance with our voice, hey presto!
We're gett ingthere.
So let's pretend Ihat we ca n vary Ihe
amount of up-a nd-down in the rope in
accordance wit h the paHerns of our voice.
When you wh isper - not much shake.
When you shout - very vigo rous shakes.
Now it ain't so easy with a rope. but it's
pretty si mple with a radio wave. a nd if we
feel like bei ng posh we can say that we are
varying the amplitude - that's to say the
amount of up-and-down sha ke - in the
wave. Gentleman, we have iust discove red
amplitude mod ulation. or AM. Amplitude
modulation is reall y nothing more than a
grand way of descri bing what we just did
with the rope when we varied the strength
with which we shook it. With a radio wave.

By measuring the distance between the waves you get the wavelength, or frequenc y in
modern terms.
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Var ying the amplitude like this (remem ber i t's a radio wave) means
you're getting amplitude modulation. AM in other words.

AMvsFMvs934
you cou ld say (althoug h th e purist engi neer
won't like it) that you vary the pow er in it.
II's nearly true, a nd purists tend to be
boring a nyway.
The Beeb's long a nd medium wave
transmitters (actually. they refer to them
rathe r quaintly as "senders" - how
splendid. cha ps) use AM. as did the illegal
CB sets of yo re. Reduced to its essentia ls,
what ha ppens is that the sound wa ves you
make when you say some thing ge t turned
in to tiny electric currents by the
mic rophon e. These get amplified, in the
same way as your record player or tape
recorder amplifies Ihe signa ls form the
pickup or tape head, and they're then made
to vary Ihe amplitude or the up·and..down
shake in Ihe basic 27 or 934mHz or
wha teve r. It all happens in a bit of
circuitry called the modula tor, and it· s eve r
so simple ...
Having sa id that. FM is even si mpler!
FM stand s for Frequency Modu lation. and
it's really just what it says it is. Back to the
garden; remember how we could a lso vary
the ra te of shake of the rope - like when
we noted tha t Ihe slower we shook it, the
longer the wave length ga l. FM is just like
thal. If we take our basic 27 mHz radio
wave, which is a constant frequency
(remember that MHz is a measure of
fr equency, and that in radio transmitters
it' s important that the frequency stays
more or less put so you don't clobber
someone else's conversion or spla tter a ll
over the Archers) and then vary that
frequency by a sma ll amount around the
basic frequency in sympathy with your
dulcet tones. you've got yourself FM. 'Here
again, wh ether you' re a CBe r or the BBC
on their VHF transmissions, you take the- sound waves from the microphone, amplify
the resultant elect ric cu rrent s a bit and
then appl y them to the part of the
transmitter that determines how many mHz
it' s supposed to gene rate in such a way as
to wobble the fr equency about either side
of the main frequency. This is known in the
t rade as de via tion (hm mm) a nd in a CB set
it ·s a bout plu s and minus 3kHz. At
27mHz, this is a pretty small shi ft in
frequ ency, but it's plenty to tran smit basic
speech. It isn't enough for super quo li ty
s tereo music, so a broadcas t tra nsmitte r
uses a lot more than 3kHz - this is why
the BBC FM VHF transm itters are 2.5mHz
apart a nd CB channels are 10kHz
apart
The importa nt point to note before

And b y varing the rate of shake (as it were) you get what's known
as frequency modulation. Or FM to put it another way.

proceeding any further is thot with FM you
va ry the basic rad io frequency and keep
the a mpli tude constan t. whereas with AM
it' s precisely the ot her wa y about. If you' re
doing bo th a t once, you've got a bum
transm itter. It' s important to vary one
parame ter at a lime a nd slick to it, because
the receiver has rather different circuitry
to recover the speech in each case, and it'll
con fuse the poor thing if you present it
with modu la tion it wasn't designed to cope
with. This is why you ca n't resolve AM
with a n FM rig. and FM with an AM rig well. not very well. anyway.
So. after all that. which is best? Well, it
ra ther depends on what you wan t. but one
interesting fact emerges from that last
statement. When your neighbour fires up
his electric drill , or you fire up your car
engine, you'll noti ce a fair amount of
in terference on an AM se t - that's to say
a n ordina ry LW/MW broadcast radio or a n
ill ega l CB AM rig. This is beca use spa rks
from any moving conta cts, spa rk plugs,
lightning or what have you gene l'a te a
broad band of radio waves, which you' ll
hea r as crashes and bangs in an AM
receiver because it ca n't tell the difference
between Radio 4 or Ratchet Jaw a nd your
loca l fri endly thunderstorm. Howeve r, a n
FM set is a hit dirferent. Because it isn't a
bit interested in the amplitud e of the signal
it·s rece iving but only its instanta neous
frequency (i n fact any FM set with
pre tensions to Goodness employs a sneaky
piece of circuitry ca lled a limiter to make
jolly sure it's insensitive to variations in
a mplitude) any assorted crashes and hangs
get crea med off ea rly in the circuit before
the bit that turns the wave back into sound
waves - grandly known as the
demodulator - does its thing. So an FM
signa l. provided there's enough of it to get
limited, is absolutely quiet - there's none
of the snap, crackle and-pop-from-any- - sources of elect rica l interfe rence that
sound prett y hor rible on an AM set. This is
one reason why many professiona l users
of mobile radio wen t over to FM years ago,
as did the amateurs on the VHF and UHF
ba nds. It 's a lso the reason the BBC use it
for their high qualit y stereo broadcasts on
VHF. Try listening to Ra dio 4 on long wave
and then turn to a n FM tuner; you' ll rea lise
why those who wan t some peace and quiet
use FM. It 's truly excellent for mobile use.
Let' s kill once and fo r a ll the nonsense
about AM somehow "going furth er" than
FM, or th a t there's something somehow
inferior about FM. Thi s really is the biggest
load of electroni c cobble rs known to
mankind. a nd those twits who say AM
"goes further" are (a) kidding themselves,

{bl following a ra ther outdated fash ion, and
(cl technica lly incompetfmt. As we've seen,
the way in which you put information on to
a radio wave has nothing whatsoever to do
with its ba sic frequency - 27mHz,
934MHz or wha tever - which is the only
factor dete rmining how it will "propagate"
or ge t a round. Some of this pa rticula r
moonshine comes from the fa ct that to
demodu late FM is a little more dHficult
tha n to demodula te AM and that some
early FM receivers were a little deficient in
this area.

5 TO 20 MILES
It's the frequency which determi nes the
range (obviously fa ctors such as
tra nsmitter power and aerial height do
too, but they' U be the sa me whatever
modulation you use) and the type of
modu la ti on has nothing to do with it. The
only exception would be some exotic
modula tion systems which most certa inly
don 't concern us here, and it's only true for
them because they spread the basic
frequ ency a ll over the pla ce. For FM and
AM - no si r!
27mHz, whether it's AM or FM.
probably has a ra nge under normal
circums tances of 5 to 20 miles. depending
on the aeria l in use more tha n anything
else. "Skip " ranges don't count, since
they' re (a) dependent on propaga tion and
(b) aren't what CB is intended fo r - if you
want to yack round the world. do the job
prope rly and get an amateur licence
instead of faffing about and playing at it on
a band thai'li be useless for worldwide
communication anyway in a few years.
934mHz will vary very much depending on
where you are. If you're up on a hill, it'll
probably get you 15 or 20 miles; it will also
depend on how ood the receiver is and
what sort of antenna is used. For mobile
use in town. don't expect mo re than a
couple of miles.
Th e ot her big hangup with AM. by the
way, is that it tends to clobber TV sets. hifi. etc, a lot harder than FM does. It' s a bit
beyond the scope of this a rticle to ex plain
why, but you ca n take it as the gospel
truth. Please note, by the way, that I' m not
writing this from the point of view of the
CB use r - AM or FM. In other words, I
have no AM or FM bias except from a
purel y engineer ing point of view, and if I
thought AM was better for CB, fro m a
techni ca l point of view, I'd say so. No one
is giving me a ra ke-off for being biased
towa rds FM; the thing is that my bia s is a
technica l and engineering one based on
facts.
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~~With
bodyIslike
nd~~~~::~~=:E1
bur awille
likethat,
Hildaa~
we do for a start! Peter
takes a eheeky look at the

We a ll know that thee are some people who can't talk to ea ch ot her a nd there are some who just won't
talk to each other. An there are a few
miserable bugge rs who couldn't give a
damn!
That's where CB will probably
change things. Those aforesaid
miserable buggers just might fit a fig
into their ca rs, and then be forced to
ta lk to somebody, even if it' s in
answer to a cry for help, or to someone who's telling you that your rea r
lights aren't working!
In any case, the Post Office's sickly
advertising slogan which goes
something like "somebody, somewhere,
wa nts to hea r from you, " will undoubt edly help the CB ca use.
In accordance with the origina l concept of CB as a limited-ra nge personal
contac t system (but contrary to a
belief widely held by many inexperienced breakers). open channel
does not offer world-wide communications at the press of a button. With a
st ra ight rig. ungarnished by the
sophi st ica tion of sideba nd facilities,
radio contacts are often distorted, fr eQuently grotty and on occasions conversations could be held with infinitely
more ease if shouted out of the
window.
If you consider two breakers on the
M6 travelli ng at a speed in excess of
70mph in opposite directions', the aggrega te distance thoy accumula te in
two minutes might put them out of
range of each other before they could
sa y "Hey you in the baby Dagenham,
give us a ha ndle' " Conversely, if they
were travelling in the same direction
(but hope full y in their respective ca rriageways!) there wou ldn't be much
point in one breaker telling the other
that it's "clea n 'n' green on the big
sla b" because he a lready knows.
And as a motorist wit h the average
sense of responsibility - which isn't
saying very much - negotiating traffi c these days is hazardous enough
even if paying due care and a ttention
to the task in hand. Ju st how a
breaker can ex pect to drive the en tire
length of the Nor th Circula r a t the
rush hour, changing chaIll1e ls a nd rabbiting on about "Roger-D good buddy,
what's your ten twenty c' mon?"

without spreading his motor over the
back of a bus, I'll never know!
The authorities view the advent of
CB with the now-familiar emba rrassment of being caught with their official trousers down. Having origina ll y
dismissed open chaIll1el use as a passing phase, the massive popularity with
which CB was welcomed in the UK
completely overwhelmed them - let
alone the limited monitoring resources
at their disposal. In its infinite but
often confusing wisdom, HMG has
managed to produce the usua l
pa ckage of compromised legisla tion
which pleases few but saves their
Ministeria l fa ces. Although I sympathise to a ce rtain extent with the
impatience of breakers who acquired
their AM rigs a couple of years ago, I
cannot in aU honesty ex tend similar
sentiments to those who have bought
AM gear in the last six months in the
full know ledge that FM would be the
lega l requ irement; it's a bit like buying
a horse a nd ca rt then moaning
because you can 't take it up the M4. I
have, however, been reliably informed
that there WILL be a trade-in market
for AM rigs, so the usual adve rts in
the technical press can be expected " For sale. AM CB equipment, one
owner fr om new, never raced or
rallied. Willing to exchange for FM rig
and heliograph ."

Saves the embarrassment
of spelling!
But legisla tion HA S provided an
escape from the ridiculous situation
whereby a breaker could park on any
High Street, flagrantly transgressing
the Wireless Telegraphy Act whilst
Simultaneously being done six Quid by
some sadistic battle-axe for parking on
a double yellow line! But in contra st to
the slender chance of prosecution
taken by breakers. the guys who really
took a calculated risk were those who
supplied CB equipment long before it
was made lega l. Quite apa rt from the
fact that they were sailing so close to
the wind that it just wasn't true, they

had no definite indication that CB
operation would EVER come within the
law; as recently as 1980 the Home Offi ce claimed tha t there was "No
possibility of introducing a CB-type
service in the UK due to inte rference
problems" . Big business is not given to
odds-on bets when it comes to high
finance, and I must be forgiven for
thinking that maybe they knew
something that the rest of us didn't!
Users of CB equipment are drawn
from just about ever strata of society.
Having said that, it must be admitted
that the preponderance of breakers
feel more at home with leather jackets
and page three of the Sun than lea ther
briefcases and the Telegraph. It may
be true that silvery-tongued eloquence
isn't everything, but there are
breakers who. to my certa in
knowledge. have a better understanding of the la nguage of CB than they
have of the Queen's English. Not, I
ha sten to add, that prolonged conversations of highly technica l or
academic content are conducted on CB
bands, but even if they WERE, using a
speech medium protects breakers from
the rigours, not to say-the embarrassment. of spelling! Indeed , having exchanged handles, ten twenties and
established the fac t that both parties
a re using identical Jap rigs, there isn't
a lot to talk about. Unlike Amateur DX
operation, where conversa tion with
foreign na tionals gives an unlimited
choice of topic, being fiv e miles a way
from your correspondent doesn't give
a grea t deal of scope for environmental exchange - not even the weather!
And when it comes to CB language,
the novice has a great deal to learn.
The terminology is based on the principle of never ca lling a spade a spade,
never using a couple of words when
ten would suffice, and beats Cockney
rhyming slang into a cocked hat fo r
confusion. Originally invented as a
\ way of avoiding any accusation of
complicity in evading law-enforcement
agencies, the langauge anu its translation have been so well publicised as to
render any plea of ignorance completely unacceptable. From these small
begiIll1ings grew a glossary of terms
embracing every conceivable subject.
many of which a re extremely funny.
But only the first time round.
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It is perhaps this American mode of
conversation that gets up the noses of
CB critics more than anything else.
Admittedly it was the Yanks who first
brought CB to the world, but with the
possible exception of bubble gum and
TV films. we British have nearly
always withstood the pressures of any
trendy influence from the United
States. "Overpaid, oversexed and over
here" is still a traditionalism many
hold dear!
For one thing, the diverse local
dialects of the British Isles can be dif·
ficult enought to understand without
the added complica tion of a superim·
posed Texas drawl. And what could
sound more ridiculous than a gradely
lad fro m Bolton emulating John Wayne
with his "negatory on my handle old
buddy, I repeat this is Blue Grass Fly
down and gone!"
And before leaving the subject of
language, there has been a marked in·
crease of late in the use of the pro·
fane variety on channeL As an
acknowledged expert in the use of bad
language in times of stress. I cannot
justifiably condemn the practice on
moral grounds. I do, however.
understand that it causes distress to
breaking bishops. nuns on the side and
others of a sensitive disposition. It also
gives me an inferiority complex in that
my sons now know more swear words
than I do, and the budgie is so confused that it has stopped talking
altogether.

"What could sound
more ridiculous than a
gradely lad from Bolton
emulating John
Wayne ... "
Seriously, the practice of using
obscenities (if you will forgive such a
pompous term). on crowded streets is
bad enough, but to hide behind the
anonymity of a radio set is despicable,
and the CB movement has no use
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whatsoever for those who fee l that
they must dump their filth on the airwaves, just for the hell of it!
The original concept of CB as a
form of personal contact undoubted ly
has irs benefits - although with a
couple of million breakers tuned to the
same frequency I would hesitate to
call the system "personal". Certainly,
any attempt to whisper the most intimate thoughts to your loved one over
a CB rig would be prone to interruption from some heavy breathing
breaker who would blurt out" - and
ten-four on THAT, big buddy" just as
you get to the juicy bit!
In real terms, CB offers little in the
way of financial remuneration to the
motorist. It might save you some of the
hassle of traffic jams. but is no
guarantee against apprehension by the

"Causes distress to
breaking bishops, nuns
on the side and others
of sensitive disposition."
strong arm of the law, should you be
driving in a manner likely to cause a
breach of the peace. Police cars have
a disconcerting habit of NOT being
where you have been told they are
lurking, and before you can say " tenfour on the bears" there's a little blue
light flashing in your mirror and you
are get ting the old chat about "- and
how's Mr Hunt this morning?"
Similarly. in the event of an
emergency, CB is not an insurance
against all misfortune: a channel nine
call to the effect that you have broken
down can easily attract mechanical
predators who will further intensify
your immobility by removing the
wheels as well! Furthermore, a plea
for help in the event of impending actual bodily harm at the ha nds of a
bevy of heavies is not likely to summon
much, if any, help. On the other hand.
the threat of being sexually assaulted
by six Amazonian blonde honies will

summon a score of eager breakers on·
ly too anxious to lend a helping hand
- or anything else for that matter,
but who is going to shout for help in a
situation like that!
Although official short-wave radio
communication has been adopted by
organisations as widely diversified as
construction firms and motor clubs,
the cost IS high. CB may not offer the
same quality of equipment and signal,
but it does provide a partial solution
to problems that hitherto didn't have
an answer - which is a nice way of
saying that it's better than nothing! To
quote a few examples, a rock climber
hanging by his crampons to a craggy
mountain would welcome a word from
his sponsor, even if it is only to ad·
minister the last rites: skiers,
yachtsmen, even those afloat on the
Broads are, by the very nature of their
hobbies, prone to dangar. but are
singularly isolated when it comes to
making someone happy with a phone
call! And as has already happened in
the States, ladies of the night use the
broadcasting aspects of radio com·
munication to their consideralie ad·
vantage in attracting custom - not to
mention a drooling escort of voyers!
Who knows what the fu ture will hold
if the principles of CB are extended to
the ultimate conclusion and domestic
conversation as we know it ceases to
exist. But although the confrontation
with bank managers and mothers-in·
law will be a thing of the past, the
problem of maintaining the birth rate
with a 27MHz rig is one which will demand all the technological expertise at
our command - and STILL won't be
so much fun !
On the technical side, CB rigs are
installed for a variety of reasons, only
one of which is an interest in radio
communications. I must admit to a
sneaking suspicion, prior to leglisla·
tion. that many of the younger element
of breakers joined the ranks by virtue
of the fact that it WAS illegal. and
they derived some perverse pleasure

----

from acting illegally and so building
for themselves the image and mystique
of the outlaw. This action in itself
would be sufficient to pull the birds, if
not actually reducing them to a
suitably permissive disposition. That,
in the end, must be all down to the individual breaker's personal charm and
those interested in this aspect should
note that few girls nowadays will surrender their virtue for a Coke, 20p
worth of chips and a bit of rock
salmon!
The know-how necessary for the installation of a CB rig is confined to the
practical application of a screwdriver
and a reasonable familiarity with selftapping screws. You also require the
ability to bore holes in motor cars
without banging the drill right through
the bodywork and endangering any
vital organs - be they your own or
the car's: an added asset is enough
knowledge of basic electricity to
understand that, unlike plumbing, you
don't string all the bits together like
radiators! There ARE more
sophisticated electrical aspects such

"Gentlemen who hail
from Littlehampton
tend to keep very
quiet about it."
as earth returns and correct polarity
connections, but these are dealth with
adequately elsewhere.
At this juncture, I would venture a
word aboullinear amplifiers, more
commonly known as burners, footwarmers, boots and in Ireland,
wellies!
Before fitting one of these components, you would be well advised to
consider that having increased your
output phenominally (without
necessarily increasing your range),
they will also drain your battery, and
incur the intense displeasure of your

fellow breakers by bleeding all over
them - and many other users of HF
as well! There has already been a
classic case of this nature up north,
when a breaker was using a boot that
gave him no less than 1,000 watts
from his base rig. right next door to
an ambulance station, with dire
results. His activities were, thankfully,
curtailed by action on the part of the
local CB association, who leant on the
offender with enough muscle to convince him of the error of his ways!
And in the absence of official control,
local CB influence of a responsible
nature can be of incalcuable value of
open channel wants to achieve the
respectability it seeks. The use of
burners, I might add. is outlawed in
the States, and there is a growing
movement among British breakers to
have them banned here as well. If a
marginal improvement in power and a
deal of selectivity is all you want. go
side-band - join the elite of breakers
and effectively halve the number of
scroungers who turn up for a drink
should you inadvertently mention on
channel the fact that it's your
birthday!
No self-respecting feature on
citizens band radio would be complete without some reference to the
all-important subject of "handles".
During the, pre-legal days of CB, an obvious need for both identification and
self-defence brought about the adoption of bizarre code names by
breakers, and the choice was dependant upon a variety of criteria that
ranged from their professional calling
to individual physical attributes - or
lack of them. "Opposite Lock" denoles
an avid interest in rallying. whilst
"Big John" could be interpreted as a
statement of fact or an indulgence in
over-wishful thinking. Similarly,
geographical location features in many
code names, although this is not a
practice favoured by lady breakers
from Bristol, and gentlemen who hail
from Littlehampton tend to keep very

quiet about it!
By and large, CB enthusiasts are
orientated towards communications
SYSTEMS, rather than being concerned with the theoretical and
technological aspects of the subject.
Whilst preparing my material for CB
81, I spent a lot of time on the
premises of a well-known Cheltenham
CB supplier. and I had ample opportunity or'studying his clientele. With
the confident ai r of the communications expert they would prattle on
about the relative advantages of
various components. name-dropping
little gems such as power mikes, basewound antennas, SWR meters end

"He sniffed, poked a
clinically lethal finger in
his ear and said: Well,
er. It boosts the old
signal up, don't it?"
all the multifarious junk that an
astute trade throws up to tempt the
gullible. And when i asked one of these
acknowledged specialists. resplendent
in his leather gear, studs. cowboy
boots and acne, how a linear amplifier
actually worked, he sniffed, poked a
clinically lethal fingernail in his ear
and said:
"Well, er, it like boosts the old
signal up, don't it?"
"Yes. it does. but HOW?"
"5, 'like this, innit. it like loads the
old waves an' that."
Further questions proved equa lly
fruitless, and I reminded my friend
that he was now a responsible, licensed breaker. authorised to operate
under the Wireless Telegraphy Act.
"Listen, mate -" he said,
somewhat ruffled. " - you gotta telly
licence?"
"Yes, of course I have."
"Right, tell us 'ow the bleedin' fing
works den'"
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Down
Down and gone

Stopping transmission
Stop transmission and
switching off
Down on the side Stop transmi ssion and
standing by
Driving on the peg On the speed limit

A

The MAN; important

Ace

breaker
A liltle belp
Affirmative
ANL
Alligator station

Additional power
Yes
Automatic Noise Limiter
Big mouth/incessant

talkerls radio station
that transmits but

doesn't receive

BTO
Baby bear
Bad: door
Background
Back to you
Bailing out
Base station

Bareback
Barefoot
Barley pop
Barnyard
Basement

Bean store
Bear
Bear
Bear
Bear
Bear

bite
cave
in the air
in th.e

bushes
Bcar taking pictures
Beaver
Big drcie
'Belly up
Big brother

Bctween the
sheets
Bible
Big daddy
Big four
Big slab
Big switch
Bird cage
Black box
Black water
Bleed over

Blood box
Blue light
Blue Dote
Bodacious
Bone box
Boob tube

Boots
Boot rest
Brain bucket
Breaking up
Brew
Bring it back

Bubble trouble
Bucket mouth
Bull jockey
Bumble bee
Bumper jumper
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B

Big Time Operator
Young policeman
Last vehicle in a line
Interference
Awaiting your reply
Leaving the highway
Rig based in one location, ie a thorne
Driving without CB
CB without an amplifier
Beer
Truck with livestock
Channel One
RestaUfantlservice area
Policeman
Get a ticket
Police station
Police in aircraft
Speed trap
Radar trap
Female
North Circular Road
Overturned vehicle
Home Office, police,

Can
Cancer stick
Camera
Carpet crawler
Cash register
Cement mixer
Channel jockey
Charlie's Angels
Check seat
covers
Chew and choke
Chick
Chicken box
Choke and puke

Chopped top
Chrome dome
Clean
Clean and green
Clip joint
Co-ax is ringing
Coffee pot
Come back
Confetti
Convoy

GPO

Cool it

Sleeping
Log book
Home Office, GPO
Yes
Motorway
On/off switch
LiverpooUHeathrow
Airport
Hearse
Coffee
Breaking into other
channels
Ambulance
Police ca r
A5 road
Receiving well
Ambulance
Television
Linear amplifier
Accelera tor pedal
Crash helmet
Signal cutting out
Tea
Call for a r eply
Puncture
Obscene talker
Someone who talks
nonsense
Motorcycle
Vehicle following close
behind

Copy
Copying the mail
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Coupon
Covering ground
Cowboy
Crank your
handle
Cruising
Cutting loose
Cut the co-ax

DDT

DX
Dagenham
dustbin
Dandruff
Dead wheel
Diesel digit
Dog biscuits
Do it to it
Do you copy
Don't feed the
bears
Double 88'5

c

CB rig casing
Cigarette
Radar trap
Kid
Toll bridge/road
Noisy engine
CBer
Police woman

Ear ache
Ears
Ears on
Easy chair

E

Eighty-~ights

Enve lope
Evel Knievel
smokey
Eyeball

Look at lady passengers
Restaurantfservice area
Woman/girl
CB rig
Motorway service
area/road cafe
Short antenna
Roof aeria l
No CB in ca r
Clear ahead
Hairdressers
Call for a specific CBer
Restaurant
Your turn to talk
Snow
Line of vehicles in CB
contact
Slow down/watch out
police
Receive
Listening to other
breakers on the CB
Speeding ticket
Speeding up
Flashy character

Fancy seat cover
Feed the bears
Feet
Fender bender
Final
Fireworks

What's your handle?
No particular
destina lion
Stopping transmission
Signing off

Front end

D

Don't do that
Long distance

Ford car
Snow
Flat tyre
Channel 19
Decibels (dB)
Drive very fast
Do you read me
Don't get caught
speeding
Love and kisses

Five by five
five finger
discount
Fixed station
Flap jaw
Flaps down
Flicks
Flip flop
Flop box
Flop stop
Flyboy
Footrest
Foot warmer
Four
Fox hunting
Front door

Full of vitamins
Full sails
Funning
Fun buster

Problem with antenna
CB radio or antennas
CB switched on
Middle vehicle(s) of
three or more
Love and kisses
Unmarked police ca r
Police on a motorcycle
To meet another CBer
in person/to see another
CBer

F

Pretty girl
Get a speeding ticket
Tyresllinear amplifier
Accident
Last transmission
Police car with flashing
lights
Good signa l
Stolen goods
Base station
Consta nt talker
Slowing down
Cinema
Return trip
Bedroom
Overnight stay
Speed ing driver
Throttle pedal
Linea r amplifier
Abbreviation or 10-4
Home Office trying to
catch CBers/wa isting
time
First vehicle in a
convoy
First vehicle in a
convoy
Big engine/strong signal
Driving very fast
Joking
Radar detector

Galoshes
Gang plank
Garbage
Garbage mouth
Get a
transfusion
Give it a message
Get horizontal
Getting out
Gimme five
Go breaker
Go-go juice
Going down
Going down on
the side
Going into the
sunset
Goldilocks
Good lady
Goodies
Get a copy
Got my foo t on it
Got your ears on
Gravel agitator
Greasy
Greasy side up
Green apple
Green light
Grizzly
Grounded
Gypsy

Hammer back
Hammer down
Handle
Hang out
Hang ten
Hash
Heater
Hen fruit
Henry's
Hiding in the
bushes
High rider

G

Linear amplifier
Bridge
Interference
CBer who swears

Ice box
Idiot box
In a short
In the dog house

Stop for petrol
Speed up
Go to sleep
Good signal
Wait a few minutes
Go ahead speak
Fuel
Turning off CB

In the hole
In the mud
In the pen

Indians
Instamatic

I

Jail

Television
In 5 minutes
Under the bOimet of a
vehicle
Stopped or arrested by
police
Bad transmission
CB not in use/parked up
Neighbours who have
TVI (television
interference)
Police radar

f1

Myoid lady

MOL
MOM

Mafia squad
Make a trip
Making the trip
Moma
Man in white

Myoid man
Tough group of truck
drivers
Change channels
Sending out a good
signal
Wife
Doctor

---=",..".-

Signing off but still
listening
Heading west
Woman with blond hair
Female good buddy
CB accessories
Do you read
Speeding up
Is your CB on
Hitch-hiker
Icy road
Overturned vehicle
Inexperienced CBer
Road clear of police
Police
Driver outside vehicle
Owner/driver trucker

H

Decelerate
Accelerate
CB code name
Monitor a channel
Speed up
Interference on channel
Linear amplifier
Eggs

Ford vehicles
Hidden police vehicle
Truck driver

Jabber Jaw
Jack it up
Jaw jacking
Joy juice
Juice
Juice stop
Jump down
Jump up
Junk buzzard
Junk yard

CBer who talks too
much
Accelerate
Taling on CB
Alcohol

Fuel
Petrol stop
Switch to a lower
channel
Switch to a higher
standard
Tramp
Place of employment

K

Keeping between
the ditches
Drive safely
Keyboard
Dials on 8 CB radio
Keying the mike Pressing the mike
button
Kicker
Linear amplifier
Kiddie can
School bus
Rough ride
Kidney buster
Knocking on your
back door
Coming up from behind
Fight
Knuckle buster
Kodak
Police radar
Kojak with
Police with radar
Kodak

LSB
Lady breaker
Land line
Lay it on the
floor
Layover and
listen

L

Lower sideband
Female CBer
Telephone
Accelerate

Maniac
May day
Maxi taxi
Meany men
Meat man
Meat waggon
Meeting twenty
Micro bus
Midnight
Midnight
shopper
Mike
Mike fright
Mixerologist
Mobile
Mobile mattress
Mobile rig
Modulating
Modulation
Monitor
Moonlight
Mothball

Motion lotion
Motivate
Motoring on
Motor mouth
Mouthpiece
Move
Movie camera
Movies
M20
Mud

Mushy

Bus

Home Office/GPO etc
Butcher
Ambulance
Meeting place
Van

South
Thief
Microphone
CBer nervous about using microphone
Barman
Vehicle/CB radio
Car pulling a caravan
CB in vehicle
Talking on a CB radio
Voice/conversation
Listening to the CB
Drive a long back roads
to avoid police
Annual CB convention
Fuel
Move
Driving on
Someone who talks too
much
Microphone
Vehicle driving a long
Vascar
Police with Vascar
Meeting place
Coffee/interference on
channel
Bad signal

N

Stop transmitting but
still listening in
Left
West
, - __ Lolt shoulder.- -Behind you- - - - - - - - - - - - ---""-.....'Nap trap
Motel rest area
Accelerate
Let it go
Local GBer
Natives
Let it roll
Accelerate
Halt
Nature call
Lettuce
Money
No
Negative
Lie sheet
Lorry driver's log book
Negative contact CB called does not
Light footing it
Driving at the maximum
respond
Hole in the wall Tunnel
legal speed
No answer/answer is
Negative copy
Arriving at destination
Home free
Road ahead clear of
Lights green
not understood
safely
police
No
Negatory
Home on its back Camper
CBer with loud voice
Linear lungs
Twit
Base location
Home port
Nerd
Linear amplifier
Little box
Toll bridge
Base loca tion
Nickel bridge
Home 20
Short antenna
Little mama
Police are everywhere
Police woman
Night crawlers
Honey bear
Living dead
Driving too close to
Asleep
Horizontal
Part of a CB that helps
Noise blanker
vehicle in front
Linear amplifier
to reduce interference
Hot foot
Home
Living space
Cargo carried in a rush
Basically sarno as above
Hot load
Noise limiter
Loaded for bear CBer who has police
Vehicle heading in a
Coffee or tea
radio listening
Hot stuff
Nor' bounder
equipment
Mountain
northerly direction
Hump
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o

OK
OM
OW

Oasis
Oil burner
On skip

On standby
On the by
On the fly

On the peg
On the shore
On the side
One armed
bandit
Doe eyed
monster

Open season
Other half
Out

Out stripped me
Out to lunch

Over modulation

Truck stopflay-by cafe
Vehicle with smoke
comin~ from exhaust
Faint signal
Listening in
Listening in
Driving fast

Driving at maximum
legal speed
On the side of the road
Listening in
Petrol pump
Television
Police everywhere
Husband/wife
Stop transmitting
Pa ssed by a very fast
vehicle
Not answering
Talking too close to the
microphone

p

P&Ds

PC

PIT switch
Pajama wagon
Pan handlers
Pants on fire
Parking lot

Party hat
Pause for a
cause
Peak power
Peaked up
Peanut whistle
Pedal down
Pedal pusher
Peel off

Peppers
Peg leg

People car
Persuader
Photographer
Pick a clean one
Picnic
Picture box

Picture taker
Pigeon

Pigeon plucker
Piggyback

Pinball machine

Pick-ups and deliveries
Printed circuit
Push to talk switch on
microphone
Truck with sleeping
facilities
Nurses
Getting stopped for
speeding
Traffic jam
Lights on roof of a
police vehicle
Rest area
Maximum wattage
CB radio putting out
more than standard
watts
Low powered CB set
Speed up
Cyclist
Turn
Police
Driver who keeps braking when not necessary

Bus
Linear amplifier
Police with radar
Change to a channel
with less interference
Drinking party
Police radar
Policeman with radar
Person who is caught
speeding
Policeman pulling in
speeding motorists
Small trailer
Vehicle with flashing
light

Pinl panther
Pitstop
Plain brown

wrapper
Plane pit
Pokey

Polaroid
Polo mint

Porcupine
40

"S" Metcr

Sign off
Old man/husband
Old woman/wife

Unmarked police car
Layby cafe; rest area
Unmarked police car
Airport
Prison
Police radar
Roundabout
Vehicle with several
antennas
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ssu
SWR

Portable can
Portable rig

Tanker
CB that can be carried
or moved with own
antenna and power
source

Potato juice
Pound meter
Pounds

Vodka

Press some
sheets
Press cooker
Prime time
Professional
Pulling the plug
Pump
Pushwater
Pushmobile
Pusboline
Put your shoes

on

RF
RVM

Ratchet jaw
Rack
Radio
Rag top
Rags
Rain locker
Read
Reading the mail
-Rebound
Red box
Redneck radio

"S" meter
Meter reading in "S"
units
Sleep

Sports ca r
Time spent with wife or
girlfriend
Truck driver
Turning off the CB
Linear amplifier
Petrol
Vehicle moving very
slowly
Petrol

Saltmines
Salt shaker
Sand bagging
Sand blaster
Sandbox
Say again
Set of doubles
Seven threes
Seventy three
Shack

5

Meter which measures
level of signal
Single side band
Standing wave ratio
Place of employment
Road gritting vehicle
Monitoring; listening in
on a CB radio
Road gritting vehicle
Bathroom
Repea t the transmission
Truck with tra iler/artic
Sign off
Best wishes
Room where CB set is
installed

Shaking the

windows
Sheep herder
Shim
Shoe box

Receiving clea r signal
Hopeless driver
To boost power of CB
radio a bove normal
Car/van

Turn power
up/amplHier on

R

R:adio frequen cy
Rear view mirror
CBer who talks a lot on
channel

Bed

CB radio
Convertible car/soft top
Bad tyres
Shower room
Hear
Monitoring
Return journey
Ambulance
CB conversation using
only CB slang
Reefer
Refrigerated lorry
Rembrandt
Painter and decorator
Rent-a-bear
Private security guards
Rib
Wife
Ride shot gun
Be a passenger
Rig
CB truck
Rig rip-off
Stolen CB set
Right
East
Ringing your bell Someone's calling you
Rinky Dink
Small CB radio
Rip strip
Motorway
Road tar
Coffee
Roger
Yes/a ffirmative
Roger D
Message received and
understood
Rodger dodger?
Do you understand?
Roller derby
Accident; wrecked car
Roller skate
Small car
RoiU.g
Moving
Rolling bears
Police on the move
Roundy-roundy
Roundabout
Rubber duck
Lead CBer in a line of
two or more vehicles
Rubber lips
Someone who talks too
much
Rubber neck
Slow down to look at
accident
Rude dude
Reckless driver
Run out of road
Accident/wrecked
vehicle
Runner
Police chase car
Running a boot
Use of linear amplifier
Running bear
Police on the move

Shoe burner
Shoes
Shoot thc bull
Short short
Shot down rig
Shoulder boulder
Shovel coal
Show off lane
Side door
Silly side
Sinking ship
Singing waffles
Sit on it
Sit rep
SiUin' by
Sixes and eigbts
Skate jockey
Skaling rink
Skin clock
Skins
SUp

Skipper
Sky bear
Sky hook
Slab

Slantyeyed
Slaughter bouse
Sleep it off tank
Sleeper
Slider
Slip and side
Slop

Smashed
Smoke
Smoke city

Pedestrian
Linear amplifier
Speakltalk

Soon/rest room s top
Sub-standard CB set
Abandoned vehicle
parked on side of road
Accelerate
Overtaking lane
Overtaking lane
Single side band
Vehicle running low on
fuel
Radial tyres
Be quiet
Location report
Stop transmitting to
allow another CB to use
channel
Best wishes
Driver of small high
performance vehicle
Slippery road
Watch
Tyres
Communication
reflected by ionosphere
CBer who transmits
Police helicopter
Base station antenna
Motorway
Japanese vehicle
Channel II

Jail/prison
Truck tha t has a sleeping compartment
Between channels/
sliding bracket for CB
radio
Slipper road
Bad fuel
Overpowered by a
stronger signa l
Police/London
London

Smoke 'em out

Speed slightly to bring
police vehicles out of
hiding
Police loca Han
Police in a rea
Police radar
Police
Policewoman
Parked police car

Smokey report
Smoke signals
Smoke screen
Smokey bear
Smokey beaver
Smokey dozing
Smokey on the
ground
Policeman on foot
Smokey's trackin ' Police using radar
Snafu
Situation normal all
fouled up
"S" curve on road
Snake
Fire station
Snake den
Hidden police vehicle
Sneaky snake
Hidden radar trap
Sniper
Snooperscope
High atenna
Snoreshclf
Bed
Linear amplifier
Socks
Truck carrying bottled
Soda fountain
gas

Sore foot
Sou'bounder
Sounding choice
Spaghetti bowl
Sparky
Spin out
Splat hat
SpIash
Splashed on'
Splatter
Split
Spring water
Square wheels
Squelch
Stack
Stage stop
Stand by
Stick
Stomped
Strangle
Strapped for
time
Streaker
Streaking
Strip her
Stroller
Struggling lane
Stuffy
Sucker brakes
Suds
Suicide cargo
Suicide jockey

Flat lyre
Vehicle headed in
southerly direction
Clear reception of
signal
Motorway intersection
Electrician
Spin/skid
Crash helmet
Spill over from one
channel to another
Interrupted on channel
by someone breaking in
Interference on channel
Motorway intersection
Beer alcohol
Parked up
Unit which cuts out
interference on a CB
Exhaust on a diesel
vehicle
Truck stop
Hold on/wait
Mobile CB antelUla
Overpowered by a
stronger signal
Turn off
Late
Speeding sports car
Full speed
Unload truck cargo
CBer with a walkietalkie
Left hand lane
Congested channel
Air brakes
Beer
Dangerous cargo
Truck driver carrying a
cargo of explosives

Sunbeam
Super cola
Super slab
Superstructure
Sweep the leaves
Swimming pool
Swindle sheet
Swinging beef

TR switch
TVI

TX
Tags
Tailboard artist
Tal1cing skip
Tar
Tear drops
Ten bye-bye
Ten code
Ten four
Ten pounder
Ten roger
Ten ten
The man
Thermos bottle
Thin
Thin man
Thread
Threes and
eights
Throw a shoe
Throwing
Tiger in tank
Tin bender
Tooled up
Toothpicks
Top of the shop
Tractor
Trading stamps
Training wheels
Trampoline
Transceiver

r

Transmitfreceive switch
Television interference
Telephone
Number plates
Someone who thinks he
drives perfectly
Talking to someone a t a
great distance due to a
reflected signal
Coffee
Onions
Sign off
Abbreviation code
Yes

Excellent reception
Message received
Stopped transmitting
but monitoring
An official
Milk tanker
Weak signa l
CBer who gives a weak
signal
Wires on a CB set

Voice check

VOX

WT

v
w

Radio check
Voice operated relay

Walki-talkie
Parade
Leyland, Nr Preston
Overpowered by a
stronger signa l
Interrupted by someone
breaking in

Wagon train
Wagon wheels
Wal1ced all over
Walked on
Walking with
boots
Warden
Washboard
Water hole
Wearing socks
Weight watcher
Wierdy
We're-clear

Using linear amplifier
Wife
Bumpy road
Rest area
Using linear amplifier
Weigh bridge worker
A home-made CB set
Sign offfroad ahead
clear of police
Sign off

We're down
What are you
wrapped in?

What kind and colour
of vehicle are you
driving?

What kind of
copy?

Request for a meter
reading

What's your
eighteen?
Whip
Wide side
Will you 10·88?

Best wishes/sign off
Get a flat tyre
Transmitting
Wind whipper
Linear amplifier
Window
Sheet metal worker
shopping
Boosted CB set
Window washers
Telegraph poles
Wiped out
Channel 40
Lorry without a trailer
Wood peeker
Money
Word nut
Provisional licence
Work twenty
Bed
Combined radio
transmitter and
receiver
Travelling zoo
Truck carrying livestock
Truck 'em easy
Drive safely
XL
Move on
Truck on
XY
Tractor pulling two or
Truck train
XYL
more trailers
XYM
Move into the left hand
Tuck it in
XYN
lane
X rated roadway
Tuned up
CB putting out more
X ray machine
than 4 Watts
Friendly insult
Turkey
Turkey area
Rest area
Slow moving vehicle
Turtle
~ ompany present ____I________
~w elves
Twenty
Location/position
Dual antenna
Twin huskies
YF
Twin mamas
Dual 9ft antennas
YL

What kind of truck are
you driving?
Rod for mobile antennJ,l
Empty lane on right
Will you marry me?
(Foolish statement)
Long CB antenna
Looking at pretty girls
StormJcloud burst
CB signal overpowered
by stronger signal
Carpenter
Student
Place of employment

x

Unmarried woman
Spouse
Ex young lady
Ex young man
Male
Trucks prohibited
Police radar

y

URO

USB

You THERE

Comedian
Beer
Molorway
Bridge
Last CB vehicle in
convoy
Pondflake
Truck driver's log sheet
Frozen meat in a
refrigerated lorry

Under the hump
under the thumb
Undressed
Used food van

u

Unidentified rolling
object
Upper sideband
Tunnel
Una ble to pass
Unma rked police
vehicle
Dustbin lorry

Yo
You got it
Youngville
You're looking
good

Zoo
Z's

_________1

Wife
Young lady
Yes

Permission to speak on
channel
Children on channel
Clear reception

z

Police station
Sleeping
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HOME & CAR ENTERTAINMENT
SPECIALISTS LTD
32 YORK STREET, TWICKENHAM
MIDOX. 01-891 2244
MON-THURS 10am-6pm. FRI 10am-8pm. SAT 9am-6pm

'FirestiK'
SHARP
ANTENNAS

CoRCB
TOP QUALITY CB EQUIPMENT
BRITISH MADE POWER
SUPPLYS' WITH FULL
ONE YEAR'S GUARANTEE
LONDON & SOUTHERN
DISTRIBUTORS FOR
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

MAIL ORDER PRICES

3/5 amp £13.60 + £1.50 p&p
6/8 amp £18.15 + £1.50 p&p

HA.C.E.S. OF TWICKENHAM
r:--______,
WE KNOW
BARCLAYCARD
WE CAN HELP YOU
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--BIG BUSINESS
CB is big business. Here, Practical CB talks
exclusively with Bill Leech, Marketing Director of
Radiomobile, who says they plan to have about
seven per cent of the British market before the
end of 1981.
Although CB is now well known, it's still a cult.
From now, a thorough promotional campaign is
needed to educate the newcomers to CB. "It's not
a specialise<;! hobby. It's easy to understand and
everybody will find a use for CB radio. It is also
fun. " Chris Drake visited the Radiomobile offices
to talk with their top management.
PRACTICA L CB 43

While we breakers were battling to get cn
legalised, and while the police and
government were slapping our wrists and
sneaking our rigs away into their back
rooms, another, more staid battle has been
going on. It's one battle that the public
never saw.
This battle was going on behind the
closed doors of nearly all of Britain's big
electronics firms. Until now, many of the
big companies have denied implicitly that
they have been involved with something as
illegal and irresponsible as citizens' band.
"Nothing doing at the moment. old boy,"
some have said. "Just keeping a weather
eye open, old chap," say others.
But Wlderneath it all, board meetings
were being held, market research carried
out quietly and Wlobtrusively, some of it
professionally, and some not so thoroughly.
But let's not beat around the proverbial.
ALL firms who have anything even faintly
to do with radio. are interested in CB. It's
too good an opportWlity to miss. With
several million breakers already operating
in the UK (or even a lowly million.
according to one big company) there's a
multi-million pound market to be had especially by the firms who get into the
shops first with their rigs and accessories.
And that bdngs to mind another question.
Wouldn't it have been worthwhile for a big
company to formulate their marketing.
pa ckage their rigs and research/develop CB
rigs jn secret, in order to be one of the first
on the market?
"Of course il would," says Bill Leech,
Director and General Manager of
Radiomobile, well known for their in-car
radios and tape player combination Wlils.
"Because a large firm like ourselves would
44
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Radiomobile top management. From left
to right: Peter Ratcliffe, Marketing
Manager; Bill Leach, Director and
General Manager; Peter Wilding,
Technical Director; Roger Mercer,
Radiomobile's consultant.

"Anybody who can get in °
quicker than that might be
accused of illegally testing
CB rigs, and that's
something we have not
been prepared to do."

Bill Leech.

need three to fou r months for testing CB
radios, setting up the manufacturin~t and
distribution. Anybody who can get in
quicker than that might be accused of
illegally testing CB rigs, and that's
something we have not been prepared to
doo"
Bill Leech added that Radiomobile had
probably lost a "major opportunity"
because they refused to be concerned with
CB when it was illegal to test rigs. Of
.
course, Radiomobile were among the select
number of firms who had licences to
research and test rigs for possible sa le in
the UK when the activity was legalised.
The problem was, said Mr Leech, that
there were around a-million rigs in use in
the UK. "And that's about £50m worth of
business, just waiting to be followed up
after legalisa tion .
"If the illegal market had not existed. all
the lega l makers would begin on the sa me
date and all would have an equal chance
at the market. As it is now, anyone who
can get in first will capitalise greatly.
Naturally this situation is going to favour
the smaller firm, who simply imports and
markets the sets."
Bill Leech said that Radiomobile did not
even consider testing CB units "under the
counter" because they had so much at
stake if anything should go wrong. At
present they are involved in microcomputer
applications which are part-financed by
grants from the Department of Industry,
and there is further co-operation in the
Cadax system. So far. sa id Mr Leech,
Radiomobile had spent £.lm on Carfax.
"Some good reasons why we did not dare
risk going into CB before being allowed to
do so," he said.

It appears that the legalisation date
delay was decided upon in order to give
British industry a chance at keeping up
with foreign competitors in the UK market.
"But it's not working in practice," he
commented. " There is no way that in four
months - from the date we were allowed
to start testing, to legalisation - we can
come out with a good range of CB radios
that will compete with the best the rest of
the world can offer. In general terms,
British industry needs about 26 weeks
between conception and shop window." He
added that 16 months is the proper time
scale for a product as new as CB radio,
Of CB's affect on the existing telephone
system, and on currently available mobile
telephone use, Peter Ratcliffe,
Radiomobile's Marketing Manager,
commented: "Briefly, the telephone is
private, and distance is no problem, 80 the
telephone will still be as popular as ever,
As for the mobile telephone business, they
have a range of 25 miles, whereas CB is
restricted to about 12 miles. Again, mobile
telephones are private which means they'll
retain their popularity with business
executives, salesmen, in fact anybody who
wants to keep their conversations private."
"However, says Bill Leech, "we
anticipate that 20 per cent of CB buyers
will be businessmen." He said that since
legalisation, the " breaker 's" profile was
changing. In the 27 AM period, most buyers
were in the 16-25 ag~ group. But since
legalisation, things are changing - there
will be many more over-25 year aids buying
rigs and there will be a lot of use by
security firms and other semi-commercial
organisations, Not to mention REACT and
their emergency monitoring service.

"The telephone is private
and distance is no
problem, so the telephone
will still be as popular as
ever. As for the mobile
telephone business, they
have a range of 25 miles
whereas CD is restricted
to about 12 miles."

Peter Ratcliffe.

The new ce201 from Radiomobile. It is a full 40-channel FM rig with LED channel read-out and it comes complete with a dynamic
microphone, brackets and detailed fitting instructions. Price should be about £90. Radiomobile are also expected to launch a range of
accessories including a base station conversion package.
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ur extremely stylish new CB202
mobile unit will certainly start the
professionals talking.
They'll probably mention the squelch
tone, the RF gain and LED channel read
out. And they may go on about the
4 digit LED S/RF power meter and the
transmit, receive and power-on indicators
all with dimmer control.
Then of course there's the PA
function, the integral speaker with external
speaker jack, the PA speaker jack and 40
channels to choose from. We could
go onand on.
So why not join the professionals!
The complete package comes with
Dynam ic microphone, mount ing bracket
and comprehensive instruction manual.

And because we've had 35 sound years
behind us, you'll find our experience
built into every unit. That should give
you something to talk uver. Er .. 10.10.
Also available: the CB201. Ask your
dealer for details.
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Radiomobile were announcing at least
two rigs to the UK market - one is
pictured on these pages, along with
specifications and prices. More are to be
added soon. At whom will Radiomobile aim
their rigs? "We will retain our in-car
entertainment image of providing
equipment for the top end of the market.
Our rigs are well-styled and of good
quality. At present we are not anticipating
selling to the lower end of the market,
although depending upon demand we might
re-think that policy," said Mr Leech.
Peter Ratcliffe thinks that the biggest
disservice to CB is the American-based
lingo. "What we must put across is that CB
is for everybody, not a select channel for
experts. And it's not just an extension to
the ham bands either. The jargon is fun
and fairly useful but to some people it's a
deterrent and it could limit the sales of CB
equipment.
"We've also got to tell the public that the
lingo is not a language - once you've got
over the two or three necessary terms and
phrases, it's easy. And with legalisation
there shouldn't be any need for the jargon
anyway." Mr Ratcliffe agreed though, that
many breakers will still operate on the AM
band, and illegal users will need some form
of code to protect themselves. So it looks as
though the lingo will hang around - at
least for a while.
Radiomobile's thinking behind the
shifting marke1 for CB is that prior to
legalisation, about 75 per cent of breakers
were in it for the fun, probably because it
was an illegal activity. These people will
grow up eventually.
After legalisaUon, this market will die
out over a period of time, but it will be
offset by the expected growth in the FM

legal market. "AM is a cult at present,"
said Peter Ratcliffe, "and it's helped along
by the illegality of the thing. Mind you, the
police seem to have adopted an

"If we can sell 25,000 rigs
a year, the business will
be viable. But we think we
can sell as many as three
to four times that figure
next year" - Bill Leech.
RadiomobHe's new CB202, conforming to
MPT1320, Controls include squelch, tone
and RF gain. There's an LED readout, four' digit LED S/RF power meter, transmit
indicator, and dimmer control, Features
include PA function, external speaker jack.
Price is expected to be around £120.

overwhelming· indifference to illegal CB
users anyway."
The market will remain fairly static for a
while. but then increase by about 20 per
cent over the next few years, and finally
settle to a figure just below this level.
RadiomobUe plan to capture between seven
to 10 per cent of the legal market in the
first year of operation. " If we can sell
25,000 rigs a year, the business will be
viable," said Bill Leech. "But we think we
can sell as many as three to four times that
figure next year."
Radiomobile's research is still continuing
over which market sectors will be
interested in CB in years to come, and at
present they are working on what they are
calling a "Desk Top Pack", This is a base
station conversion, custom designed ana
fairly sophisticated with a brightly
designed package. This, as with
Radiomobile's other rigs, is manufactured
in Japan to the firm's own specifications
and design, and at the moment the London
company don't plan to manufacture their
own in th'e UK. But that doesn't mean they
might want to get out of the market once
the initial rush is over.
Said Bill Leech: "The CB market will be
there for a long time and it will need a lot
of support. We are there to help provide
that support." And they're talking about
big money. If there were a million illegal
.rigs being used before legalisation (and we
did say IF - there could be many more)
then at £50 a time. that's £50m minimum.
Radiomobile will be selling their rigs to the
upper end of the market, and at £100
upwards.
Now, at £100 a time, 10 per cent of a
million-strong market comes to arotUld £10
million. , .

~-------
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Real oddballs. these Jones people. Ten
minutes aft er the first pocket calculator
was introduced on News on Ten they'd
bought the prototype for their youngest.
Imported a whole stack of skateboards
from the States and sold them for a tenner
a time down Catford Market, and TV
ga mes? ... well me and Mabel are still
trying to figure out why they pay a licence
fee to the BBC when the 22in colour spends
most of its time doubling as a squash court,
Wembley stadium or a Martian invaders
battlefield!
There are one or two bits and pieces in
the kitchen thet would make a 747 flight
deck look out of date. The kids' bedroom?
Well, "Beam me up Scottie", that's all I
can sa y. Wouldn't be surprised if they did ,
too. ..
And when this Citizens' Band thing came
in we had that many "Ten-four Good
Buddies" coming across the music cent re
that 1 had to send our Mabel to the eye
speCialist. what with TVl and all those
"eyeballs" she seemed to have a fixation
with. Still, we're only their next door
neighbours and not the type to chatter too
much, but this friend of ours seems to know
them quite well. Doesn't miss a single trick
does this chap, so we'll leave him to take
up the story of the Joneses . . .
"Come away fro m that mirror, Justin,"
said the shorL, balding Hitler-faced father
of this effeminate 14-year-old. Hitler-face
began to have doubts about young Justin a
couple of years before, when he wanted to
follow in his sister's footsteps. No, not to
where you might be thinking, but into
hairdressing. But no matter how much
mickey taking there was, Justin just flapped
his right hand and threw a tantrum.
"Come away and get into the car. "
Hitler-face repeated. Hitler-face had a rea l
name naturally enough. Jones it was. Well,
it had to be really didn't it? Mind you, it
helped now and again - Jones is a
faceless name and when Pa Jones used his
CS he thought it wa s good enough (or bland
enough) to keep the bears away from his
fr ont door. That was in the bad old days of
illega l CB, of course. Nowadays
everything's above board; Hitler-face has
the regulation FM rig in his tatty Mark 1
Escort, and it helps keep the kids quie~
when on the big slab, or some such other
long journey.
Keep them quiet , did 1 say? Well, not so
much quiet, but at least out of the reach of
Pa's flailing arms during one of his
frequent demonstrations of how to take a
corner Roger Clarke-style. And out of his
hair (such as it was) when he tried to
concentrate on his driving. Despite his
liking for the latest phases and crazes from
America, Pa Jones was still what he
preferred to call himself, a private person.
He liked to "think", did Hitler-face.
Anyway, Justin eventually tottered into
the Escort, followed by yowlge r-still Vergil.
Yes, we know what you're thinking. It 's as
bad as Donald and Nigel isn' t it ...
Pa Jones locked the two in the back and
gave them the CB rig to play with. There
was a special slider mount at the back end
of the centre console and it made it much
easier for anybody in the car to use the
rad io - good idea really. Now, Pa Jones
was taking his two sprogs to the coast for a
day or two. Booked into a back-stree t bed
and brea kfast pla ce, they were. Typical of
the Joneses. Nothing so flash like the
Metropolitan on the sea front, and anyway
the Metropolitan didn't have CS, wherea,s
Mr and Mrs Hammond's BB semi-detached
was all fitted out.

Into the front seat went Ma Jones, now
rather obese and with no real interests in
her life except the dah1ing children,
although she did dabble with the home
base rig now and again. "They say I've got
a sexy voice," she told Hitler-face once.
"But you know I wouldn't go out for an
eyeba ll," she added, noticing the twitching
moustache that gave Pa Jones his
nickname.
Ma Jones arranged the road maps over
her extensive lap, slotted the "999 places
to eat for around £5" into the glove box
and prepared for the journey.
"You won't need those," said Hitler-face.
"With this CB you just can' t get lost. You
just call the nearest trucke r and he tells
you where to go."
"Yes, I'm sure," said his wife. stifling a
grin. "But what happens if you' re rea lly
lost, miles from anywhere? Don't forget
we're on FM now and the range isn't so
Rreat."
"Well, we've just got to make sure we
don't get really lost," Pa Jones finis hed that
conversa tion quickly, and Ma Jones
retained her unassa ilable position as chief
map reader. "And don't fo rget that those
truckers probably won't understand you
unless you talk in their lingo," she went on.
"1 know that plain English is being used
more and more, but the truckers stiU talk
in their own language," said Ma, now
getting into the swing of nagging her lesser
half. "They won't reply if you don't ask
them properly." and Pa Jones grinned at
this, having studied the long list of lingo
terms in the magazine GB8l fairly recently.
The kids meanwhile were keeping to
themselves, moving up and down the
waveband. listening to other peoples'
conversa tions on the rig. Over the rig came
this gem. " 1-4 for a copy." "Hello there
good buddy. You've got the Rainmaker
here. Come back with your handle." "Nice
to hear you Rainmaker, you 're making it
with Minute Man." "Roger 0, Minute Man.
Say, how come you're called the Minute
Man. Com'on?" "That's a Rag. Rainmaker.
It 's e handle the wife gave me ... " Heh
heh.
Asked Justin: "What did that mean?"
Answered Pa Jones; "Oh nothing. Probably
means he's always saying to his wife 'I' ll
do it in a minute' or something like thal."
Sidelong glances between Ma and Pa.

How COME
'l&U'RE
CAL.L.ED THE
MINUTE MAN?
Absolutely nobody bothered to answer
Justin's appea l for intelligent conversation.
Moral there somewhere.
Ma Jones had spoken into the mike once
or twice, but she didn't enjoy the
experience. Either. No, it was that she
suffered with what is conunonly called
Mike Fr ight. OK. she would pick up the
mike, key it in and ca U for a copy, but if
somebody answered the obviously female
voice, she would lock up and hand the mike

to Justin, or even little Vergil who was
usua lly more intent on giggling at it rather
than talking into it.
Pa Jones tried to cure his wife of this
:.,bvious fault in her make-up. Mental make, iJ that was. "I used to suffer with that,"
he sa id. "Other drivers would see my
Firestik and over the rig I'd hear someone
ask 'Who's that in the baby Dagenham? ' or
something along those lines." Pa Jones went
on that it was just a matter of experience.
Once you'd done it, the second time was
easier. "And that applies to many things,"
he chuckled at Me Jones. "Anyway, if
someone called, 1 would not be able to pick
up the mike and answer them. What would
I say? I've got nothing to say in any case,
so why begin a conversation in the first
placeT' Pa went on confidently, relishing
the moment of superiority over his very
deep pile "seat-cover."

999
PLACES
TO EAT FOR.

A~NOJ5

All this time, the rig had been left on so
the family could listen into the motorway
conversation - Channel 11 was used in
this particular area as the transport
channel. Suddenly, a cheerful voice broke
in waU to wall (er, sorry, door to door)
clear. "You got the Old Timer from Lace
City. Looks like I've just seen a Baby
Dagenham that gets used by Gainsborough
Lady. She's not driving though. Everything
looks fine and dandy from here. Keep your
boot locked and your tyres checked."
"Why. that's me," shouts Ma Jones.
"That's my handle. Had it registered with
the club a few weeks back. 1 wanted to be
Lady Godiva out someone had already got
it." A big truck loomed by at around 70
and Ma Jones declared: "That's Old Timer
all ..ight. Lives in Nottingham - they call it
Lac ... City you know." Everybody was
looking at Ma Jones who, they thought. had
never said more than a few words into a
mike without crumbling with fright. Now
the truth was out - she was a secret
breaker! Proba bly spent aU her time on the
base station chatting up passing drivers.
Hitler-face looked even more like Hitler
than before, wondering how she knew Old
Timer, by sight, among other things ...
Hitler-face snatched the mike away from
Vergil who had managed to persuade the
whole thing into his mouth although there
seemed pi enty of room despite the Mars
bar that was already there!
"Yankee Doodle Dandy with a quick
word for Old Timer, We've got
Ga insborough Lady on board and she just
learned another book of truckers' terms.
Keep it waggling." A loud chuckle came
back. but they couldn't be sure it was Old
Timer. At any rate he didn't reply.
Nowadays nobody really wastes time on
the CB with idle chat or unnecessary
goodbyes. Pa Jones softened a bit. "You
know what we call CBers with nothing to
say? We call them Speaking Clocks
because they Simply ask you the time and
PRACTICAL CB
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sometimes how far away you are,"
Ma Jones warmed to the chatty Pa Jones,
'I reckon CB will save a lot of lives on these
motorways, Not only because it will get
help quickly, but because it helps people
stay awake. There's an old truck driver 1
met (slit-eyed look from Hitler-face) who
said that it somet imes happens that you get
drowsy when you're driving long distances,
and you don 't notice that you're drifting
off. But with CB you're either listening to
people, or talking to them, so that should
help keep you awa ke."
As they approached one of the motorway
access points, Pa Jones switched to the
local comlounity channel. a new idea
star ted by community minded people who
thought it would be a good idea to give
visitors a little information about their
particular town. A voice came through loud
and clear: " If you want to come into town,
there are car parks at ... ". and .. . .. ,
which are just off the High Street." There
followed more information about traffic
conditions, road repairs and major events
followed. At least it kept the kids quiet for
a few minutes, and naturally enough, they
looked forward to their free town map and
CB services information sheet which would
be given out as they left the car park.
Now, this community channel will
develop quite gradua lly over the next year
or two and talks are going on at council
levels between officials and CB clubs about
what services might be provided. At the
moment it seems likely that there will be
general information about loca l services,
specific information on local events. and
well, it'll act like a sort of electronic
welcome rna t.
Local breakers are offering help to
visitors a lready, of course, and switching
off the rig in Pa Jones's Escort, young Justin
said in his high pitched voice: " I read the
other day that in America there's a
television set tube in the dashboard and a
man offers information as you go along."
"Isn't that dangerous?" asked Ma Jones.
"No, not really," said Pa Jones.
"Anything that needs susta ined a ttention,
like route maps, won't get screened while
the car is in motion."
A bleep from the CB rig. "Road traffic
warning. Switch to channel 10." Many new
CB sets were being fitt ed with a faci lity
tha t enabled immediate interruption for
traffic warnings. Pa Jones switched to
Channel 10 and was informed of a speed
restriction, some 10 miles a head, due to
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road repairs. Alternative routes were
offered as expected.
Justin ran up and down the channels
again, just to see what was going on - if
anything. The dial touched Channel 25 .
"Here I am again . good buddies. Ratchet
Jaw at your service. The weather's fine
and the channel's mine, here's modulation
throughout tho nation, plenty of chat about
this and that. so don't be soppy, 1-9 for a
copy."
"Ugh," said Justin. "Old Ratchel Jaw has
been going on like that a ll day. He just
won't get off 25."
"That's ca lled an Alligator Station," said
Pa Jones. "That means somebody who talks
all the time, and doesn' t a llow anyone to
ge l a word in edge ways."
"Isn't he boring though?" said Justin,
switching away to 26 and 27, and catching
the tail end of a ca ll for a meeting between
two people. " .. , an eyeba ll? You've got a
really sexy voice and my home 20 isn't too
far away from you , Foxy Lady."
"That's a Roger, Camel Dung. How about
the Scabby Parrot Tuesday evening?"
"Receiving you wall to wall, Foxy Lady.
Catch you there,"
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''I'm hungry," said Virgil. "OK then.
we' ll call ahead for a cafe or snack bar to
order some sandwi ches," said Pa, grateful
that someone else had brought up the
subject of food. More and more roadside
sna ck bars and transport ca fes are being
fitted out with rigs. so that truckers and
other travellers can cali ahead for food.
On their way, Virgil turned the dial 10
another channel where disco music was
being played. This particular channel was
being used by a reco rd and tape shop in a

'nearby town, and they obViously considered
that playing records a ll day through their
transmitter, interspercing discs with lhe
odd comme rcial. was good business.
An emergency message broke through
the music and Pa Jones moved to Channel 9
to get more details. Just a short distance
ahead. a car had gone off the motorway, as
a result of a burst tyre (apparently) and a
follOWing trucker had called for help via
REACT, the monitoring agency. The police
were on the scene in double quick time,
probably as a react of the REACT ca ll. The
message Pa Jones tuned into advised them
to slow down and avoid the slow lane for a
few miles.
Ma Jones, who had been dozing for a few
minutes, suddenly ca me awa ke at the
sound of tho emergency signa l. "Bet he was
glad someone had a CB rig in their mobile.
They did some research in America some
years ago and discovered that on an
average, CB saved 17 minutes in getting
help to the scene of accidents. There's no
better publicity for CB than that." Ma went
on to explain how REACT teams were
being formed throughout the UK. "And not
before time," she said. "If there hadn't
been so much dithering about whether or
not to have CB in England, we could have
had REACT teams yea rs ago."
"Seems to me this bar of chocolate might
go to the first one that tell s me what
REACT stands for," said Ma Jones. Justin
laboriously recited the answer - Radio
Emergency Associated Cit izens' Teams. Ma
handed over the chocolate, pointing out it
was only fai r she gave some to his brother.
" Tha t' s a ll right." said Virgil. "Pa said I
could have 50p if I learned what REACT
stood for!"
Reaching their destination, a few miles
out, Pa Jones wonde red why the journey
had gone so quickly. Must be th'e CB, he
thought. Picking up the mike, he ca lled the
bed and breakfast ahead, warning them of
the impending arriva l of four hungry and
tired people.
"I heard they had fitted their home up
with a rig," said Ma Jones. "And the
owners take turns at the rig, ca lling their
friends, the local shops for provisions, and
receiving calls from visitors like ourselves.
" I've made them promise to let me take
an afternoon 's turn on the rig. Sitting on a
hillside a t five in the morning's not for me.
Give me a nice cuppa - or a G and T an armchair and the rig and I'm happy."
Well. we suppose it's a nice alternative to
heavy metal music and glue sniffing ...
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NOW OFFER WHOLESALE FACIUTIES TO THE TRADE,

WHERE SERVICE IS THE KEY WORD

NO
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE
(IDEAL FOR TOP UP ORDERS)

COMPARE OU REGULAR LOW
K40 ANTENNA
C24 .95
K40 MICROPHONE
C24 .95
AVANTI Full Range Including:
AV241 4 ' MOONRAKER
C1S.95
AV24 1T BOOT MOUNT
C21.95
AV241M MAG MOUNT
C22.SO
AV2S1 S' MOON RAKER
C39.95
AV174 SIGMA IV BASE
CS1.SO
VAlOR AHTENNAS Full Range :
53024" DIAL·A·MATCH
C11 .25
54048" DIAL·A·MATCH
C11.?5
560 WARRIOR SO" CENTRE LOADED C14.95
520 HALF BREED 1500W
C11.95
SK IPMASTER 100W VARIABLE
C115.00

I

W PRICES

SKIPMASTER
BREMI BURNERS
25 WATT AM
40 WATT AM
70 WATT AM
100 WATT AM
SWR
CS.95
PL259 35p
RG8
sap metre

C22.SO
C34 .95
C45,00
C89.95
PATCH LEAD C1.25
PL258 SOP
RG58 20p metre

And many other famous brands at
knockdown prices. including HMP,

Turner. Shakespeare , Lemm . Fireslik .
Send an
catalogue.
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now for our latest

ARMSTRONG ~NTENNAS NowliN STOCK
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Super Powerful Magnetic Mount
R.R.P,
9UR
£25 .95
Wing or Roof Surface Mount
£35.00
P~ICE
£24.50
CHECK US OUT NOW AT ONE OF OUR BRANCHES
0252318141
85 Ash Hill Road, Ash Aldershot , Hants.
1, Reading Road , Chineham, Basingstoke, Hants,
025653900
049420135
37 Queens Road, High Wycombe, Bucks.
2A Chapel Street, Holsworthy , North Devon ,
0409253504
c/o A & A Carparts , High Street, Crowthorne, BerKs. 0344677113
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OWN PRODUCTS
© CB CITY.. (cbrm) .
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POWERSUPI'lY
TV FIlTER
ADD ON FI
,POWERSUPI'lY7A

BoNA

VAR IABLE CI2995

£13.95
£3.50
£12.50
£24,95
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CALL CB CITY NOW ON HIGH WYCOMBE (0494) 20135
FOR YOUR pmCE UST OR TO PLACE YOUR ORDER

A NEW RANGE OF PRODUCTS WHICH ARE EXCLUSIVE TO CB CITY LTD

POWER SUPPLIES BY 'SURE-POWER'
A POWER SUPPLY YOU CAN USE WITH
CONFIDENCE
A NEW CONCEPT IN POWERSUPPLIES WHICH ARE SAFETO USE.
DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED rN

GREAT BRITAIN

SPECIFICATION: INPUT 2201240V Ale SOI60H"-, OUTPUT

.IJ·ev DC 2.5A CONT/4 A SURG E,

SPECIAL FEATURES
.rULLY REGULATED OUTPUT UTlUSING SPECIALLY
DESIGNED SCWD STATE CIRCUITRY FEATURING
INTERNAL rOLDBACK FOR SHORT CUI CUlT AND
OVERLOAD PROTECTION .
• GOOD QUAUTY AND SAfE CONSTRUCTION. NO
POSSIBIUTY or ELECTRIC SHOCK.
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A TRUE 7 AMP VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

NEW TV! FILTER
. CURES PICTURE IIiTERF£RENCE
.00£5 NOT AFfECT PICTUREOUAUTY
.THIS flLTERR MUTS AND EXCEEDS THE

HOM[OFflC[SPEClflCATlON NO. 6412,\.
BUT HAS BEDi OPTIMISED rOR 27MH.
INTI.RF£RENC£!

PHONETICS, CODES, NUMBERS, INSULTS - IN
FACT EVERYTHING EXCEPT WORDS. ALL YOU
NEED TO KNOW ABOUT TALKING ON CHANNEL
.
THE PROFESSIONAL WAY
Here are a few hundred words on
how not to use words. As it
were ... What we mean to say is:
tallcing in numbers isn't
necessarily tallcing in riddles. I
mean, it figures, doesn't it? Oh
hell. Let's start again. Er. oh yes.
Tallcing in numbers. You see, it
cuts down the chatting time
doesn't it? And anything that
eliminates misunderstanding has
got to be a good thing.
Ten-codes, phonetic alpha bets
and number codes were all

introduced to cut down
transmission time, and to prevent
the aforesaid misunderstanding.
On these pages you'll find a list of
10 and 13 codes. plus the phonetic
alphabet, figure pronunciations
and other information desirable (if
not necessary) if you're using CB
seriously. It would definitely come
in handy if you plan to go into
amateur radio ... but that's
another story. And you'll find that
particular story on page 88!

PHONETIC ALPHABET
LI!'ITER
A

B
C
D
E
F

G
H

I
j
K
L
M
N

o
P

Q
R
S
T
U
V
W

X
Y
Z

PHONETIC
Alpha
Bravo
Charlie
Delta
Echo
Foxtrot
Golf
Hotel
India
juliet
Kilo
Lima
Mike
November
Oscar
Papa
Quebec
Romeo
Sierra
Tango
Uniform
Victor
Whisky
X-ray
Yankee
Zulu

PRONOUNCED
Al-fah
Brah-voh
Char-lee
Del-ta
Ek-koh
Foxs-trot
Golff
Hoh-tell
In-dee-ah
j ew-lee-ett
Kee-loh
Lee-mah
Mike
No-vern-bah
Oss-cah
Pa-pah
Keh-beck
Roh-mee-oh
See-air-rah
Tang-go
Yew-nee-form
Vik-tor
Wiss-kee
Eks-ray
Yang-kee
Zoo-loo

MORSE

-.-

- .-

--.-

-.--

PRONUNCIATION OF FIGURES
0 - Zero. 1 - Wun. 2 - Too. 3 - Thurree. 4 - Fower. 5 - Fyve. 6
_ Sicks. 7 - Sev-en. 8 - Ate. 9 - Niner. 10 - Wun-zero. 11 Wun-wun. 500 - Fyve hundred.
Note: When describing a number. use Ihe word "figure" and make sure similarly

want a 10-81. What's your
name, love?"
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pronounced figures (ie, five. nine) are distinguished. by the above recommended
pronunciations.

As you might have realised by
now, on this page is the lO-code.
What you might not have noticed
is that different magazines (etc)
print slightly different versions of
this code which even by its
existence must be absolutely
accurate and consistent if it's
going to work at all.
Here we publish what we
consider to be the correct lO-code.
Mind you, although codes are not
so desirable as they were before
legalisation, there is still a
demand for them. It cuts down
10-0
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
10-6
1007
1008
1009
10010

Take care/caution.
Poor reception.
Good transmission.
Stop transmission.
OK. Message received.
Pass message on.
Busy - stand by.
Out of service.
In service - open to calls.
Repeat message.
Message completedwailing.

10011 You're talking too fast.
10012 Visitors present.
10013 Advise weather/

"This is a JO-1000. Anybody on
10-221"

10014
10015
10016
10017
10018
10019
10020
10021
10022
10023
1(}-24
10025
10026
10027
10028
r0029
13-30
10031
10032
10033
10034
10035
10036
10037
i0038
10039
10041
10042
10043

conditions.
A party at .....
Dusturbance.
Collect at . ....
(Trgentbusiness.
Anything for me?
Return to .. .. .
My location is . ... .
Phone me.
Come personally.
Stand by.
Assignment completed.
Get in touch with ... . .
Disregard message.
Moving to channel.· . . ..
Identify yourself.
Time up for contlfct.
Illegal use of radio (?)
Crime in progress.
Radio check.
Emergency!
Trouhle here, help!
Confidential info.
Correct time is .... .
Breakdown at .... .
Amhulance needed.
Your message delivered.
Change to channel . ....
Road accident.
Traffic jam at .....

transmission time, for instance.
Also, it provides an amount of
privacy for your conversation,
considering tha t CB is an open
medium. Apart from all that, a
good many people will be tising
codes for a long time to come. It
means you will he ahle to talk
confidently, and understand others
who use it. And there's notl'iing .
more embarrassing than getting
involved in a conversation with
somebody who uses the 10-code
fluently, when you haven't a clue!
111-44
IH5
10048
10-60
10063
l(M1O

10-62
10-63

10-84
10-65

Message for you.
Anybody within range?
Assist motorist.
Break channel.
Accident - road blocked.
Next message number?
Can't copy - use phone.
Network directed to .....
Network clear.
Next assignment/message?

10086 Cancel message.
10-67 All units comply

with .....
Message received.
Fire at .....
Proceed with message.
Speed trap at .....
Negative/no.
You are causing
_ interference.
10077 Negative contact.
10-61 Reserve hotel room
for., ...
10-62 Reserve lodgings.
10-84 My telephone number
is .... .
10-66 My address is .....
10086 Advi81l telephone number
of. ....
10-69 Radio repairs needed.
10-90 I have TVI.
IMI Talk closer to the mike.
10-92 Adjust your transmitter.
10-93 Check my frequency.
10094 Give me a long count.
10-95 Transmit dead carrier 5
seconds.
10096 Subject is mental.
10097 Check (test) signal.
10099 Mission completed,
secure.
100100 Going for a pee.
100200 Police needed a t . . .. .
100400 Drop dead.
1001000 Homosexual.
10-69
10070
10071
10073
10074
10075
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How to insult somebody witbout
infringing the libel laws or the
obscene publications act. The '
13-code is in general use
throughout America, of course,
but in this country it hasn't caught
on as well as it might. Mind you,
we can think of a good many
CBers that deserve a choice
selection of the 13-code! I mean,
how would you deal with a
"Wally" who just wants to know

•

13-1
13·2
13·3
13-4
13-5

13-6
13-7

13-6
13·9
13-10
13-11
13·12
13-13
13·14
13·15
13·16
13-17
13·18
13·19
13-20
13·21
13-22
13·23
13·24
13·25
13·26
13-40
13-42
13-43
13·44
13-45
13-47
13-50
13-51
13·52
"1 0-34, anybody "
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the distance, signal strength and
what rig you're running? There
ought to be a breaking code tha t
asks for intelligent conversation how about a 7-code, all questions
along the lines of: Anybody know
anything about cars? Women?
Sex? Plumbing? And other things
like: Directions needed to (town
name), or where's the nearest CB
club? And so on. Anyway, here's
the 13-code for the time being.

All units copy, and think you're an idiot
I copy, but I'm ignoring you
You're beautiful when you're mad
Sorry 'bout that big fella
Up yours
OK I goofed, but we're all human
If you don't copy don't blame me, 'cos I'm producing 3,000
watts
You sound so illiterate. Were your parents married?
Are you running AM?
I'll help you, but how did you get here in the first place?
Try blowing your nose - it might clear your ears
You have foot In mouth disease
Has someone stolen your antenna cable?
Now I know what an antenna with " less than unity gain"
sounds like
If you're running only 130 milliwatts, how much did you pay for
your licence?
Isn't it about time you replaced that tired mouse running your
generator?
•
The only reason you're able to go horizontal is because your
antenna's fallen over
If I could read you, I'd be tempted to answer
Are you talking into the back of your mike?
What's that clicking noise? Is your upper plate loose again?
Bloody hell. Are you being paid by the word?
.
If you had talked for another few seconds, you'd be eligible for
a broadcasting licence.
You make more sense when you're smashed
Either my receiver is out of alignment, or you're on channel 28.
I could get a better signal from a piece of damp string.
Hey, a fabulous signal. Hang on until I arrive in your driveway
so I can copy what you're saying.
Shut off and give me a land line so I can find out wha t you
want
Either my speaker is uls or you're out of your tree
That was a beautiful 10, now try it again with your mike
connected
Love the tone, Now I know why the makers discontinued that
model.
Your transmitter must be faully, because there's smoke coming
from my speaker
How close do you want me to get before you read me?
Can you drop down to 250khz?
You've tried upper and lower sidebands, Now you're satisfied,
will you please go QRT so we can use the central slot?
Only one good thing about hearing you on single sideband.
You're only half as offensive as you were on AM

"This is

8

ORB"

The Q-code is the interna tional
code, used by hams and amateur
radio enthusiasts, but more
recently by CB operators,
especially when talking skip,
DXing.
Unlike other codes, those on this
page can be used as questions or
answers: so QRA could be
"What's your handle or 20? or
"My handle or 20 Is ... ". It's a
good idea to have a copy of the Qcode (and the other codes for that
ma tter) pinned up on a notice
board or on the wall behind your
transceiver, for an at-a-glance
reference.
Anyway, there are seven major
points to remember when
transmitting and they are:
1 Transmission should be kept
uniform to prevent
misunderstandings.

2 Use clear and concise, and
consistent speech.
3 Keap your message simple.
4 Develop a speech style - use
known repeat phrases and
maintlrin consistency.
5 Learn and use the phonetic
alphabet.
6 Same with the 24-hour clock.
7 There are standard phrases
used hy breakers. Use them.
In answer to the question: Are
you receiving me? You could say
something like: Well to wall, etc,
etc. But why not use the Strength
Code? It goes like this:
Strength 1 Intermittent. Very
poor.
Strength 2 Poor, barely
intelligible.
Strength 3 Difficult to read.
SI.!'engtb 4 Clear. Fairly readable.
Strength 5 Loud and clear.

QSO

QRA

Communica tion with!
contact.
QSP I will relay message.
QSX Listen to (name) on
channel. .. ,
QSY Change frequency.
QSZ Send each wordmorB-1han
once,
QTII Location.
Q'I'J Whet is your speed?
QTN What time was your
deperture?
QTR What is the correct time?
QTU Wha t are the hours your
station is open?
QTV Shall I stand by for you on
channel . . . ?
QTX Will you keep your station
open for further Info,?
QUA What news of (name)?
QUD Did you get emergency
signal from (name)?
QUF Did you receive distress
signal from (name)?
QUM Is the distress signal
finished?
QUO Shell I look for (name)?
QUR Information on survivors
wanted.
QUS Have you spotted
wreckage survivors?
QUI' Is position of Incident
marked?

QRB

QRD
QRE
QRF
QRH
QRL
QRM

Your station number?
How'far away are you?
What's your destination
and where do you come
from?
What's your ETA?
..Are Y01L8oing beck to•• : ? ,

The frequency varies.
Are you busy?
Interference from other
stations?
QIN Netural interference/static.
QRO Increase power from
trensmitter.
QRP Decrease power from
transmitter.
QRQ Trensmit at a faster rate,
QRS. Transmit at a slower rate,
QRT Stopping transmission.
QRU Have you anything for me?
Qitv Are you ready?
QRW Shall I tell (name) you're
calling him on channel .. ,?
QRX Stand by. Call hack later.
QRZ Who is that calling me?
QSA Readibility of message.
QSB Fading Signal.
QSL Acknowledge receipt.
QSM Repeat the last message.
QSN Did you read me on
channel?

PRACTICAL CB
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590/ 2 Bristol Road
,
Selly Oak,
Birmingham B29 6BQ

21 Radio & Electrical
Wholesalers Ltd

ARE YOU GETTING
THE SERVICE
YOU DESERVE?

The Largest CB Wholesalers
in the Midlands.
FOR THE BEST
PRICES, COME TO
THE BIRMINGHAM
CB CENTRE.
TIME IS MONEY, WHY GO
TO LONDON WHEN YOU
CAN PURCHASE STOCK IN
THE MIDLANDS?
Telephone our hot line
021-472 6448
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What's that'? You know all about fitting rigs to cars?
Oh you do, do you? Well then, ignore the next few
pages, and I hope the bleedin' thing blows up in your
face and it serves you right for not perusing these
words of wisdom (they make toothbrushes don't
they?) before you started.
Now, the rest of you line up against the wall. No,
face ·this way. Nigel. And no, that's not what we
meant either, Wendy. Anyway, if you're all ready,
then I'll begin. This is the story of how to fit a
citizens' band radio to your car. Or in the words of
the prophet, nail a rig to your mobile.
In the old days, when men were men and women
were mens' in any case, it was a case of if there was
a technical thingie to do, then it should be left to
someone who knows about those things. In other
words, every man to his trade. But since the advent
of greed, ordinary people are doing other peoples'
jobs! I mean, I even saw the editor of this esteemed
(or is it steaming?) publication making his own cup of
tea. Perhaps the secretary had told him to go away
or something. Heh heh. They say that familiarity
breeds contempt. Serves you right, I say ...
Where was I? Oh yes, Big jobbies. Now, fitting a
rig to your car isn't really a big jobbie, but for the
purposes of this particular literary gem, I'll assume
that each and everyone of you is an ignorant
beggar. So, ignorant beggars read on, and experts
needn·t. But that's where we came in, isn't it?
Anyway, there's bound to be the odd (very odd) hint
or tip that'll tickle your fancy, so even if you're the
proverbial expert, you should find a few bits and
pieces to add to your inestimable reservoir of
knowledge.
.
The first. and possibly the most important stage in
the installation is to plan the entire operation
thoroughly. Having waited all this time for the
legalisation of CB, a day or two spent in
consideration of the best ways of mounting and
wiring the various components won't make that much
difference. Running amok with a Black & Decker
without pre-planning can only result in a less than
professional standard of workmanship - and in aU
possibility a leaky motor!
For technical. apart from cosmetic reasons,
antenna mounting should ideally be in the centre of
the car. Having said that. it is appreciated that
positioning your twig in the middle of the roof
presents problems, not the least of which is reducing
the resale value of the vehicle. Roof-mounted
antennae tend to cause leaks due to the lack of
drainage on flat surfaces, and incurs the problem of
how to conceal the co-ax cable under the headcloth
and all the way down to the rig.
Consideration should be given to buying a magnetic
base or gutter mounted antenna which takes no
fitting wha tsoever. although it must be admitted that
a cable across the roof disappearing through a rear
window does lack the neatness of a through-thebodywork job. Mind you, these antenna systems are
not only vandal-proof if removed when not in use, but
also do NOT give a clear indication to intending
thieves that there is a wireless set on the Qther end.
The bootIid would be my next choice for antenna
mounting, or failing that the rear wings, well away
from the ignition system of the car.
Wherever you decide is the best place for your
twig. remember that a long and relatively heavy
antenna, when presented with wind-speeds (often in
excess of 70mph) will put considerable stress on
whatever it is attached to, and a backing plate on
the underside will spread this stress over a wider
60
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area.
Having decided where to mount the antenna, sit in
the driving seat and figure out just where to mount
your rig. For obvious reasons, it is impossible to
generalise as the dash configuration of every car is
different. The criteria to be considered include easy
access on the move, a minimum of sight-line change,
the availability of metal to attach the rig to, and its
security against flailing arms and legs - even under
erotic circumstances! I have mentioned metal as the
best mounting material in the knowledge that many
cars have plastic facias which might suffice, but the
glorified ca rdboard used by some manufacturers
certainly wouldn't. For reasons best known to
themselves, pre-legal breakers have hitherto felt
compelled to conceal their rigs in glove
compartments or under the dash. Although this is no
longer necessary, it should be considered as an
effective anti-theft device in addition to, and
certainly not instead of. adequate insurance. The
problem with car component thieves is not just the
value of the rig , but the damage they do getting at
things!

TIME FOR ACTION
The basic planning stage having been completed,
the time has come for action. This should preferably
be taken in a garage. Apart from your personal
comfort in the face of Britain's unpredictable
weather, the consequences of rainwater infiltrating
the plug on a mains extension can be as spectacular
as they are lethal - especially if you are holding a
drill at the other end! For that matter, the gauge of
metal used in the manufacture of cars these days
requires little more than a screwdriver to pierce,
and a hand drill can adequately cope with the job.
Before boring ANY holes in your motor car,
explore the area on the other side to ensure you
aren't drilling into anything vital. An X made of
insulating tape will not only ensure that you are
banging a hole in the right place. but also guard
against that dreaded gyration of the bit which has
ruined many a proud motor car and reduced strong
men to tears! Always use a small bit first to make a
pilot hole on the principle that if you've made a
mistake, it is conSiderably easier to make a small
hole bigger than a big one smaller. A circular file is
best for this job.
The co-ax cable from the antenna is made up of a
layer of plastic, covering a layer of copper mesh or
braid, which in turn contains a waxy core in the
centre of which is a thin copper wire. And it is this
thin copper wire that is attached to the antenna at
one end and the aerial connection on the rig at the
other. The copper braid acts as a shield to ward off
extraneous electrical interference. In most cars,
access from the boot area (which would
accommodate both boot and rear wing mounted
antennas) can be made under the rear seat squab.
and the .aeriallead concealed under the trim at the
side of the car to emerge under the dash ready for
connection to the rig. Merely hiding co-ax under the
carpet is not recommended, as it can be damaged by
continual foot-pounding by passengers, can get wet
and doesn't do a lot for the carpet either. If possible,
the co-ax should be cut to provide just enough length
to suit the purpose, as any excess that is looped will
cause resistance to the signal and loss of power.
Having given the impression that my mistrust of
mankind is all-consuming, through my constant
introduction of anti-theft devices, I will further
confirm my suspicious nature by suggesting the use
of a slide mount. A throwback to illegal days when
rapid rig removal was a matter of survival. these
components continue to act as a safeguard in 'that
the entire rig can be removed from the vehicle
without the inconvenience of detaching or attaching
all the electrical connections individually. As can be
appreciated, a slide mount consists of two halvesthe upper or static part which is attached to the car,
and the lower or mobile half which is fixed to the
rig. But before installing the static bit. connections to
the antenna and battery must first be made to the
appropriate connectors.

\
vI

(\
• The things you 'If need to fit a Radiomobile rig (CB20 1J. It is
possible to get away without a professional crimping tool, wire

snips, but it makes the job

8

sight easier. All these tools are to be

found in most kits, apart from the scriber, possibly. Use a pencil
instead.

2 . Radiomobile kit CB201, which does not include the mag mount
antenna Of adjustable-angle speaker. The rig itself comes with

mounting bracket, microphone, screws and tilt adjuster. You can
mount the rig under-dash or top-dash style, and even sideways if
there's a handy console or deep door pocket.

We took the power lead from under the fascia, using a spade
connector although a soldered join t to the fuse is probably a better
idea. As with other in-car radios etc, an in-line 2 amp fuse is
provided in the kit. This Radiomobile rig is negative earth only.

7 . Drill the holes
making sure you don't slip and gouge the
paintwork or other trim. In some cars there is a wiring loom
immediately behind the fascia panel, so beware! Check also, that
you can get your hand behind the panel in order to tighten up the
mounting screws.

4 . Here the earth lead is connected to the steering column mount,
although of course, it can go anywhere where there's a good
chassis connection. If there is any doubt about where to fit these
leads, Radiomobile provide detailed instructions with every kit.
Route any wires tidily.

8 . Here, small screws with nuts are provided and they should be
tlghtened well so they don't rattle loose. Self-tapping screws can
be used, but they're not recommended for this reason alone. A
supporting plate should be used (not provided) if you are mounting
to a plastic console.
PRACTI CAL CB
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with the help of God and a following wind you should
be able to slide the rig into position having
effectively connected it to the necessary power and
antenna sources that make it work, after first fixing
the rig to the mabie slide mount. This may, but
hopefully won't involve drilling holes in the top of th'e
rig casing. But if it does, extreme care should be
exercised to ensure that no damage should be done
to the printed circuitry, or that no nut or bolt comes
in contect either.

ANTENNA
Power connections should be made direct from the
battery (which eliminates most of the ignition end
other interference sources) along a length of co-ax
(which will erad icate any that are left). The power
co-ax should reach into the battery but not connected
at this stage with the braid ready to connect to the
negative pole. end the inner wire to the positive one.
Access through the engine bulkhead, if not available
through an existing rubber cable access, should be
suitably protected by B grommet. Do NOT merely
bore 8 hole and stick the co-ax through it. as
vibration will soon cause the sharp metal of the
bulkhead to cut its way through the power cable
cau,Sing at least a short if not a fire!
You are then left with the power and antenna
cables ready to connect to the static half of the slide
mount and it would be convenient at this time to also
attach the leads from the SWR meter for reasons
which will become apparent later. But first a word
about electrical connections. It is understandable in
your haste to get on the air and flushed with
confidence having got thus far in the installation
process without screwing up the whole thinB. that
impatience may tempt you to take short cuts. Resist
it. A plastic tape botch up will diSintegrate either in
time or on the first occasion that the sun shines long
enough to make the inside of the car hot, and the use
of bullet or spade connectors which squeeze on with
pliers is the ONLY way to do the job properly.
Co-ax connectors, I must admit, are slightly more
complicated to fit than the bullet type, and enta ils
the use of a soldering iron. Using one of these
devices successfully is something that improves with
practice, and the novice usually finds that he will
melt away a couple of yards of solder and still not
glue the bits together. The secret is a hot iron and
the pre-heating of the joint. rather than the
haphazard dropping of solder in the vain hope that
some of it will stick. The connectors used for CD-ax
enjoy the somewhat mysterious title of PL259s and
an explanation of how they are fitted would be made
easier if you have one before you, and it can be seen
that the unit separates into sections. namely the
sleeve and connector. Firstly. strip an inch of the
plastic covering from the end of the co-ax, then comb
back the bared braid. Vou will be left with an inch of
waxy core and half an inch of this should be
ca refully cut away to reveal an inner wire. Push the
sleeve over the prepared section of CD-ax to await
final screwing down, and insert the bared inner into
the connector, gently pushing it up the hollow tube.
Holding your soldering iron against the end of the
tube, touch the solder against the end of the iron.
and, with luck, a neat bead of the stuff will seal the
end and hold the wire inside it. All that remains to
be done is to screw the sleeve down, and snip off the
surplus braid that pokes out from underneath it. It is
important that the braid is trapped under the sleeve,
as this forms the return part of the circuit.

RIG POSITION
Having connected your cables to the static mount,
it should be attached to the position of your choice
(either directly, or by using the fixing bracket that is
usually provided), which will be dictated by the
contours and general geography of your dash. Again
check before you drill to ensure that you are not
carving your way through the heater, and bolt or
self-tap the static slide mount half in place.
The next task must be to attach the power and
antenna terminals on the rig to the equivalent
positions on the "mobile" half of the slide mount , and

Now is the time to make that final connection
between the power leads and the battery, to switch
the rig on and marvel a t all the little ligh ts! It is also
the time to mention the mysterious SWR meter that
was casually introduced earlier, and which is the
only indication (apa rt fro m the apparent deafness of
fellow breakers) that your signal is going out. In
effect your rig has to be matched to your antenna,
and this is done in an area free of urban influences
such as tall buildings, gas holders, swing bridges,
power lines and erections of similar ilk.
Meanwhile, out in an unrestrictive area, put the
switch marked "Fwd-Ref" to "Forwards", tune to
channel 20 and press the mike button. Turn the knob
on the SWR meter to give maximum reading, then
release the mike button: switch to "reflected", push
the button ag8in and you should get a meter reading
below 2:1. Anything in excess of this figure indicates
a need for antenna adjustment, and this can ):>e
checked by testing on channels 1 and 40. As a rule
of thumb if the reading is higher on channel 40. you
will have to shorten your antenna. On the other
hand, if it is higher on channell. it would need to be
lengthened,
On some twigs like the DV27, antenna adjustment
is Simply a matter of moving a slider at the tip.
Conversely, on a Firestik, it involves peeling back the
plastic covering and actually cutting the wire
underneath. But be warned, this type of permanent
adjustment should be done a little at a time with
frequent SWR checks in between snips. Excessive
pruning could necessitate the long and expensive
haul back to the shop with six inches of twig in one
ha nd and a cheque book in the other!
At this stage in th~ proceedings you are. no doubt.
champing at the bit - anxious to enjoy the fruits of
your labours. I would urge you, nevertheless, to have
a final check that you haven't forgotten anything
vital. Now. how about a licence?

"TRIMMING IN" THE AERU.L
RadiomobUe's range or CB accessories is fairly wide. and.
includes the pictured external speakers and magrDount serial.
Needless to s.y, the .eri.1 hes to be SWR trimmed, and 80 an
SWR meter will be needed. They don't cost much. and of COUJ'88
you could buy an in-line "permanent" meter which can mount
under the fascia. to the parcel sbeH. or anywbere that is away
rrom damp and undua vibration.
As you will see rrom the pictures. tbe element in the
magmount is able to slide up and down (an inch or so) aDd ill
tightened with an Allen key, The output of the RadiomobUa
CB201 transceiver is 50 ohms. Now. the aerial has to be
adjusted to present tha same impedance in order to set
maximum power transfer from the transceiver to the asrla•. To
obtain this. connect up the SWR muter (Dol shown in the
pictures) and move the aerial element up and down slowly. <4
our meter there are two dials_ The left hand dial shows the
power from transceiver to aerial. and the right band one shaWl
the power ... Rected heck to the transceiver. So adjust the ael'lal
element (tha long thin thln. thet sticks up!) until you ,at the
minimum renectoti rBBding.
If you've followed all the instructions and obtained'the
optlmum aerial adjustment via the SWR meter. there 18 DO
reason why you shouldn't DOW be seUing tbe best reception frqjtl
your CB r.dio. If there is any doubt .bout OtUng, aiw8)1 follotii
the supplier's instructions, and even if you're
pualed, ~
is always somebody on hand at their head office to help out WIll(
technical and other geoeral enquiries. For further information
on RadiomobUe products get in touch with thalr head olOce at
Goodwood Works, North Circular Road, Cricldewood, LondoD,
NW2 7)5. Telephone: 01-452 3333.
'
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9.

The rig goes into position, and the side
knobs are tightened. Note how the rig's
front fascia lines up neatly with the switch
panel above. Some manufacturers believe
that CB will eventually be seen in a/l cars,
so the car makers will provide mounting
apertures a la radios.

10.

Radiomobile's kit does not include this
magnetic mount aerial which is SWR
trimmed with this neatly worked out
system using an allen key at the base. The
aerial (also available from Radiomobile) is
simply screwed securely into the mag
mount base section. and the cable ..

1 1.. . is

tucked into the rubber surround
or in some cases behind the windscreen
surround. The ultimate, of course, is to
take it through the roof panel, but you'll
find it difficult to remove the roof lining,
and re-fit it afterwards. Unless you're an
expert, that is.

12 . This picture shows the cable being
led down the surround and behind the
safety belt reel before it goes towards the
rig. Take the cable under the carpet, if you
can, avoiding any sharp edges, damp, and
places where it might chafe against your
feet under the carpet!

13 . The cable co-ax screw· fits into the
rear of the rig, Remember this cable
connection juts out and you should make
sure there is nothing to foul against it
under the instrument panel, This is the time
to connect up the speaker and power
leads, by the way.

14 .

The finished product, It looks good, and
was fitted in under an hour, The
instructions explain any problems you
might have, and here the microphone
(which connects up the side of the rig
easily) is being checked, The Radiomobileprovided mike mount finishes off the job
perfectly.

15. Although there is a speaker in the
base of the rig, we thought we'd fit a
Radiomobile external speaker to improve
reception. Here it is mounted on the parcel
shelf, and angled so that it faces directly at
the driver. There is a speaker connecter in
the rig.
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directional properties. And whereas the
fitting of a directional aerial to a car is
inpractical but not impossible, its
installation on a base sta tion is not only
easier, but can also enhance the success
rate of the operator. The choice between
the two types is dependant upon the
requirements of individual breakers. As
their names imply. directional a ntennae
receive signals from one azimuth only.
ornni-<iirectional a reia ls refl ect
signals from 81/ directiol).s. a lbeit at
a correspondingly reduced level of power.
The immedia te advantage to the base
breaker. therefore. is that he has the space
to mount both a n 'omni' for contact and a
directional antenna for subsequent
improvement of signa l qualit y.
By comparison, the mobile beaker must
accept a considerable amount of
compromise to his antenna system by virtue
of the physical space available to him. He
is. to a ll intents and purposes. restricted in
antenna choice to the various types of
monopole or "whip" ae rials of less than a
wave-length, as 34 fee t of twig would make
for big problems under bridges. not to
mention lashing everybody to death in a
high wind. Some. on the other hand might
get to like it!
Having. in a way, put Ihe cart before the
horse by considering the practical
application of antennae be fore the theory,
a simple explanation of how a complex
radio wave depar ts fr om. and arrives at,
an antenna, together with the properties of
the various types. would not come amiss.
Every transmitter radiates three waves.
ca lled sky. direct and ground waves . The
direct or "line of sight" wave has a limited
forwa rd range compared with the skywave,

• PETER DODSON looks at
antennae suitable for home and base
sta tions, and explains the principles of
wave propaga ti on.

if not
downright promiscuous to conduct your
love-life in such a manner - there is
nothing like keeping 6 little dish in the
back-ya rd .
Otherwise known by its almost obscene
title of para bolic reflector. this product of
advanced technology represents the
ultimate in directional recepti on of minute
radio signa ls from sources as remote as the
moon or even the stars, and not, as might
be suggested, a pplian ce of science!
Having said that . there must be very few
breakers in the UK who can a fford to have
a n erection of such dimensions on or about
their premises. (and even fewer on their
car roofs !), and who must settle for a less
sophi sticated for m of signa l collection.
Basically, the properties of a receiving
and a transmitting antenna are identical
and represen t the most important part of a
breaker 's equipment; without a good
a ntenna, the best rig in the world is
worthless. Antennae are sensitive in the
extreme, in that although their size and the
impedance of the feed wire must match the
equipment they serve, physical di mensions
must be kept within practical limits. 1n this
respect. any compromise in design applies
less to home base brea kers than it does to
mobiles, in tha t the range of a ntennae
suitable for fitt ing on the roof of a house
far exceeds those that can be a tta ched to
the top of an Escort!
One of the main d ivisions in antenna
types is that of directiona l or omniAlthough it might a ppea r unusual -
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Fig 1: Example of "multi-hop" propagation, showing the advantage of using the higher "F"
ionised layer to reflect a wave in preference to power-absorbing lower "En layer.

,

ionisation

"

Transmitter

Fig 2: Sporadic E effec t, showing the double reflection of a wave due to in terruption of the
original downward path giving a forward extension of range.

but which nevertheless carries the bulk of
CB traffic. Skywave on the other hand . can
provide CB cont acts over phenomena l
distances by the use of a frequently talked
about. but often littl e understood facil ity
known as "skip". Skip working is achieved
by "bouncing" a transmitted wave off a n
ionized layer high in the sky known as the
ionosphere. These layers of ionized gas, of
which there are severa l, for m, disperse
a nd combine according to the temperature
at diffe rent times of the day have reflective
properties with regard to radio waves, and
va ry in their degrees of absorption
according to the frequency of the
transmitted sign al. Broadly speaking. the
lower layers reflect the lower fr equencies
whilst higher layers re flect hig her
frequencies, (see fig 1). Having returned to
earth, a transmission will "bounce" back to
a layer, down again, and continue in this
manner, losing power at each bounce, until
a ll the electrica l energy has been
dissipated.
Any receiver in the "pool of ilum ina tion"
or location where the wave-front touches
the earth. will be in a position to hear the
tra nsmission, alt hough one which has
bounced more freq uently will be that much
weaker. It fo llows therefore that a signa l
which bounces fewer times by reflection
fr om a higher layer will a rr ive in a
stronger condition that that which has
made more hops on its journey. There is.
however. a n upper limit of frequency .
beyond which the ionosphe re will not
re fl ect a wave, and the higher CB band of
934mHz fa ll s into this category.
Transmissions on this fr equency continue
to emit both di rect and sky waves. but
whereas the line of sight wave is of

pra ctica l use. the skywave continues on its
end less journey into outer space.
Apart from ionospheric reflection, there
exist ot her means of propaga tion, although
few if any are so reliable. One of these is
"Sporadic E" which can, (but not
necessarily will} be of supplement ary
benefit to skip working (see fi g 2). This is
brought about by the reflection upwards by
spurious ionized ma tt er of a reflected wave
on its way ea rthwards, subsequent rereflection downwards by the original layer
to arrive on earth conSiderably further
forward than it would have been if it had
followed its original path. "Ducting". or
temperative inversion, on the other hand
will affect users of 934mHz by causing
ducts a long which signa ls can pass over
long distances.
Before leaving the subject of wave
propagation, there is one furth er criterion
that is considered relevant, and tha t is the
sun-spot cycle. Occurring every eleven
yea rs, this predicta ble phenomena is
caused by "cool" spots on the sun which
reduce ultra violet light radiation which in
turn decreases the reflective properties of
the ionized layers. This results in a
detr imental effect on radio communication.
and as the last "peak" {time of optimum
conditions} was in 1961, the next three of
four years will bring problems to those
concerned with long-dista nce radio
operation. It will not , however, affect
direct or line of sight waves.
There is a popula r misconception that
radio waves are transmitted like la ser
beams. flashing around the world from one
point to another. In fact, a radio wave
emitted from an omni-directional antenna
spreads from the transmission source very

r;:====::!
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fed
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co-ax
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•

Fig 3: Vertical dipole with omni-direc tional
properties.

/

Direction of wave
/'

Support
Fig 4: Dipole in horizontal position having
bi·directional properties.
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Four examples of Binatone mobile antennae.

* South Coast CB Superstore *
Same Day Despatch. Our Hotline 0705 662145.

Simply ring quoting you r Barclaycard/Access
nu m ber for immed iate despatch of items listed
Ferrite rings (per pair) .......................................... £ l ,60
BASE STATION ANTENNAS
Retractable Mast 6 meter..........
.. ......... £20.70
Stardu sterlSkylab 6.2 Dbs .. .... ......................... £21.74
Retractable Mast 9 meter ................................... £3 1.05
Silver Rod 3.8 Dbs.........
. ................ £26.84
Wall brackets 12in stand off (pair) ........................ £6.77
GPA 27 Half Wave End Fed 3.2 Dbs .................... £2 1.56
Wall brackets l8in stand off (pair) ........................ £7 .SO
City Sta r De-Luxe Base Antenna ......................... £28.95
Double Chimney Lashing Kit.. ............................... £5.86
Alcomm DPAIIVR Very Popular 4 Dbs .................. [24.95
Dummy Load 30 watt ............................... .. ........ £6.80
Avanti Sigma IV highest gain base ant ................. £69.95
Dummy Load 5 watt ............... , ........................... £1.06
Avanti POLII Quad Ant 12 Obs .......................... £106.26
Zetagi B30 50W SSB/ 25W AM ........................... £16.50
3 Element Beam, 8 Obs ..................................... £34.41
Sattelite Dipole 2.2 Dbs 9ain . ............................. £10.26
ACCESSORIES
C. T.E Boomerang loaded base ant ....................... £10.78
PA Horn 15 watt, .............................................. £9.23
Philips
wave base ant. facia mounti ng ............... £25.44
PA Horn 5 watt ................................................. £5.08
Kraco Extension Speaker ..................................... £5.09
MOBILE ANTENNAS
Headphones w ith boom mic ........... .. .................. £ 12. 50
Avanti 6ft Moonraker Mag Mnt ......................... £49.95
C.T.E. Commun ications Headphones ..................... £6.79
Avanti 4ft Moonraker Mag Mnt .. ........................ £26.56
Slide Mount (sledge) .. .......................................... £4.S5
C.T.E.MG27 base loaded Mag Mnt. ..................... £ 10 .33
C. T .E. Ca r Ala rm wi th Pocket Bleeper (range 5 miles)
We stock the complete range of C.T. E. Avanti, Va lor and
.................................................................. £85.45
Sirtel an tennas. Ring us for a quote.
C.T.E. Frequency Counter FD40 5 digit ................ £88.67
C. T.E. Frequency Counter FD50 .......................... £5S .27
LIN EARS /PRE-AMPLIFIERS
C. T. E. Frequency Counter FD3000 6 digit ............ £99.28
Zegati 150 watt Dummy Load/TW A. .
.. .......... £58.24
POWER MIKES
C.T.E. Colibri 60 watt SSB 30W AM ........ ........... £39.95
Ham Master 4500 Base Mic (or equivalent) .......... £36.S5
C.T.E. Colibri 100 watt SSB 50W AM .... .. ........... £59.69
Ham
Master 4200 Base Mic (or equivalent) .......... £29.00
C.T.E. Jaguar 200 watt SSB mobile .................. £ 123.86
K40
Power Mic ................................................. £27.00
C.T.E. Speedy 140 wa tt mains amp ............ ........ £S7.29
Cobra Power Hand Mic ...................................... £16.3 1
C.T.E. Jumbo 600 watt mains amp/pre-amp ....... £199.77
Turner JM + 2V quality hand Power Mic ............... £27.05
C.T.E. Galaxy 1000 watt mains amp/pre-amp ..... £363.75
Turner Expander 500 De-Luxe Base Mic ............... £48.S5
C.T.E. "O n Air" pre-amp de-luxe, model
.... £24.61
ATTENTION TRADE BUYERS
Zetagi P27/ 1 pre-amp..
.. ............................. £ 17 , 18
We have a weekly delivery service to the following counties - Hampshire, Wiltshire, Dorset, Somerset, Berkshi re ,
POWER SUPPLIES
Surrey and Sussex. contact: Bob Devereux of our Trade
3/ 5 amp 13 .8 volt .............. ............................... £ 12.24
Dept for further details.
3/ 5 amp 13.8 volt De-Luxe ................................ £ 13.70
5/7 amp 13.8 volt .................................... •.. ...... £19.83
THE OTHER AREAS
C.T.E. RG 1200 12 amp adjustable ...................... £99.95
24 hour delivery by carrier as usua l.

*

INDOOR/LOFT ANTENNAS
C,T.E. GP1 27 popular loft ant.. .......................... £ 17.7 1
. ......... £ 16.68
C,T.E. Mini boomerang...................
Ground Plane kit for DV27 loft mnt..
........... £7 .85

SWR METERS
Basic SWR Meter........................
.. ........ £8.54
SWR/Power Meter ........... ...... ..... , ..... , ........... , ... £ 12.42
C.T.E, FM 1000 SWR/2kw power meter. .............. £28.64
C.T.E, Twin meter SWR/ l 00w power meter ......... £ 1S.S5
Reace RC1000 SWR/mod/power (3 meter unitJ ..... £57.78
Zetagi SWR/power meter 2kw ................. ........... £25.09
Zetagi SWR/power meter 2kw twin mtr ............... £41. 7 1

ANTENNA ACCESSORIES
Zetagi
Zetagi
Zetagi
Zetagi
C.T.E.
C.T,E.
C,T,E.
C.T. E.
T.E.

70

TM1000 2kw ant matcherI SWR/ power ...... £58,75
M27 500wt matcher, ............................... £14.86
MM27 100wt matcher ... ............................ £9.59
ant Splitter FM/ MW/ CB .............................. £9.32
2 way ant switch .................................... .. £7.25
3 way ant switch ...................................... £8.86
De-Luxe ant splitter AM/FM /CB ................... £6.95
300wt ant matcher ................................. £13.69
T VI lilter. .......... ............................ £ 10.58
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NEW TRADE CUSTOMERS

Write in for ou r com prehensive catalogue ove r 1,000 accessories at the lowest prices.
We are the South's main distributors of: Zetagi, C'.T. E.
SirteL Avant;' O.C.T. products.

TRANSISTORS AND ICs
2se 1306.
2sc 1760 ..... .. .... .. ................ .
2se 2029 .. .
M51513L .... .. .
TLL02A/PLL02 ................. .
TA7205P ..
TA7310P
................. £2.75
UPC l1 56 H ............... ............ £3.75
UPD858UR ........................ £ 10.20
UPC575C2 ......................... £13.10
LC 7 120 ............ .. .............. £7.50
2se 1307 .......................... £3.60
2se 202B ....... ................... £2.00
BA521 ............................. £4.25
UPC2816 . ......... ........... ... £11.30
AN612 ............................ £4.30

The Souths Leading

like the ripples on a pond when a stone is
thrown in. Similarly. the wave length or
frequency can be equated to the ripples in
that the distance Cram one wave top to the
next is the wave length. and the closer the
waves a re together. the more frequently
they will a rrive a t the edge of tho pond.
Just 8S a ma tte r of interest. 8 radio wave
has two components; electro-magnetic and
electro-static. which are active at right
a ngles to each other, travel at a speed of
3,000,000 met res a second. and give rise to
the equation fro m which all
frequ ency/wave length problems are
calculated - namely that Crequency is
equated to velocity divided by wave length.
The range of available a ntennae is
infinitely wide and can vary from a few
inches of vertical monopole to a piece of
equipment whose dimensions must be
measured in hundreds oC feet. However, as
the terms of reCerence for breakers a re
bounded by the fa ct that their transmitting
Ireceiving frequency is 27mHz (o r 934).
antennae must be of the correct size. being
Cull, half, or quarter of the wave length.

Direction of

wave

Dipole

Reflector
Su pport

Fig 7: Uni-directional horizontal dipole with
parasitic reflec tor.

Direction of

w~

Directo r

Dipole

Support

Fig 8: Triple element horizontal dipole with reflector and one director.

Support

Y8gi antenna, being a horizontal dipole with reflector and two directors

Furthermore, as the antenna system must
be accommodated within the confines of a
normal domestic situation or motor car,
circumstances have demanded the use of
·the "dipole" or its derivatives. On the
principle that the simplest things are often
the best. so the dipole, in a U its SimpliCity
is the fun damental unit upon which many
other systems are based. and aga inst which
all other aerials are measured for
efficiency.
The principle of the dipole is that it is
the shortest length of wire that will
resonate (be in tune with) a given
frequency, and it must be just long enough
to permit en electrical cha rge to travel
from one end to the other. and back again
in the time of one radio frequen cy cycle. 11
is ca lled, therefore. a half-wave dipole.
Idea lly. this type of antenna (see fig 3)
should be connected (or fed) to the feeder
co-ax in the centre. principally because of
maximum power transference a t that point.
Whilst current in a half wave dipole is
maximum et the centre and negligible at
the ends, the vol tages concerned are
directly opposite. being at minimum in the
centre and maximum at th e ends. it follows
that the lowest impedance (or radiated
resis tance), and therefore the most suitable
connecting point is in the centre, being the
region where impedance is about 750hms,
a nd ideally suited to match 750hm
impedance co-ax feeder.
Unfortunately, attaching a 27mHz half
wave verti ca l dipole to a molor car
presents problems by virtue of the fact
tha t, although there is plenty of room aloft
to accom modate one "arm" of the dipole, it
would require a deal of ingenuity and some
very big wheels to allow for the other one!
The compromise is to use a monopole. whip
or standard twig, which. in effect. is half of
a dipole. the function of the missing "half"
being performed by the reflective
properties or ground plane of the car roof.
On bumper-mounted twigs, this is supplied
by the ground itself, and those with
aspirations of using this type of antenna on
glass-fibre boats will therefore have
problems!
As "centre-feeding" the co-ax to the
antenna system on ca rs is to say tho leost,
impractical. the twig can be base fed using
a matching device to coupl e 750hm
impedance co-ax to the 500hm end-ofantenna impedance, but as this is just
adding more compromise to the system,
cannot make for peak efficiency. More
common is the use of a quarter wave
antenna such as a DV27, where impedance
is 750hms at the base, or a K40 5/S-wave
unit, both of which ca rry the additional
advantage of having less wire to deal with
(see fig 4). There are, of course, other
methods of dealing with the problems of
excess wire, one of which is built in to a
helica lly-wound twig such as a Firestik
which simply coils it round a glass fibre
rod. Alternatively it can be stowed in a
neat compar tment at the bottom of a base
mounted antenna such as the M400
Sta rduster.
Home base breakers, on the other hand,
do not have to cope with the constraints of
space. Even those who. in the past, had felt
reluctant to advertise their leisure-time
pursuit s, ca n now extend their collective
erections ad infinitum - and put up bigger
aerials as well! From a technica l
standpoint. not only are they in a situation
whereby they ca n take full advantage of all
the properties of the half wave dipole.
home breakers ca n also ava il themselves of
the directional properties of this

fundamental yet highly efficient antenna
system. As stated earlier, the dipole, when
in a vertic&1 position, is omni-directional in
wave emission. If however. it is mounted
horizontally, then it assumes the properties
of a bi-directional antenna in that it will
concentrate maximum power output in two
(directly opposite) directions (see fig 5).
What is more. the addition of a parasitic
reflecto r. which is merely a nother rod
pa rallel to the dipole, will suppress the
unwanted directional emission, turning the
antenna into a unidirectional unit (see fig
6). Those of more ma tu re years might well
remember this type of antenna was used
for TV reception in the late 1940s!
However, having gained the adva ntage of
tra nsmitting (and receiving) maximum
powe r in one direction. the home-lOVing
brea ker is then stu ck with the
disadvantage of operating in that direction
only. The answer is the acquisition of one
of the rotating device on the market such
as the three-element Shakespea re unit
which. incidentally, is also fitted with a
"director" si mila r' in appearance to the
reflector, and mounted on the opposite side
of the dipole. Even more sophisticated is
the ASP M201, which cons ists of a dipole,
a reflector and two "directors" estima ted
to produce around 5dB ga in a nd is in effect
a Vagi antenna belonging to the modern TV
a rray fa mily, It is nevertheless based on
Ihe funda men ta ls of the half wave dipole
(see fig 7).
Even sitting on an orange box in the
spa re bedroom with a mobile rig a nd his
twig stuck out of the window the base
brea ker has a height-adva ntage over hi s
mobile mates. Nevert heless. the close
proximity of bri cks, mortar and other
domestic paraphernalia will offset some of
the advantage he has gained. An antenna
in "free space". fed by the minimum of coax has by far the greatest "gain", although
its erection must be dependant upon the
at hletic capabilities of the individual
breaker and his res istance to the effects of
vertigo ...
For those who chicken out and go for a
lort-mounted antenna, any lack of
dedication to the cause will probably be
punished by an attack of "sta nding
waves". Although usually applicable to
users of frequencies hig her than 27mHz,
this phenomena can cause problems 'for
breakers, emana ting from large metal
objects such as loft water-storage tanks.
Standing waves are those reflected back
along the feeder wire and which act in
opposition to the outgoing transmission and
which results in a dramatic reduction of
power. Un fortunately, the detection of this
problem is not easy without the use of a
"probe" eerie I to sense the condition,
although when disoovered, the remedy is
often merely a matter of resiling the
antenna.
But for those who have not only braved
the elements. but bolted their thingies to the
chimney pot as well. they can rest easy in
the knowledge that they have taken every
possible step in the production of maximum
power output - until the wind blows! And
in this respect. it is advisable to make
fin ancial provision for three eventualities:
the replacement of your a ntenna should it
disappear in a force eight gale, adequate
compensation for your neighbour should it
end up through his sitting room window and the wife and kids, should you fall off
putting it on!
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YOU'VE SEEN A
COUPLE OF OUR
\ ACCESSORIES,
NOW CALLAND
SEETHE
FULL RANGE
at ,

eU~(@)onc

TRADE ENQUIRIES TO:

Europasonic (U.KJ Ltd, Britannia Works
Buildings, Sherbourne Street,
Manchester M3 1EF.
Tel: 061 8348818 Telex: 668652 Eusoni.
Clyde Importers Ltd,
24/32 Coburg street,
Glasgow G5 9JF. Tel: 041 429 2058.
we are now the main distributor of the full range of TAGRA C.B. Antennas and accessories.
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Now that all the hassle of CB legislation is
thing of the past. the problem facing not
only new breakers. but also old bands
changing over to FM is. What To Buy?
Disregarding the many types of AM
equipment tbat are on the market, and
concentrating on authorised rigs. the choice
is really quite wide. And when we speak of

8

"authorised". we are referring to full
compliance with government specification
as contained)n MPT 1320. with regard to
moduJation. channel spacing and
everything thal goes with these criteria. 'By

and large. the average breaker is
concerned. primarily with the entertainment
value of his rig. and not only the technical
details. He should therefore be prepared.
when buying CB equipment. to make
exhaustive enquiries as to the legality of
the gear with particular emphasis on the
frequency range. tbe mooulation and
channel suitability.
The only CB rjgs that are fully
authorjsed will bear the stamp of approva}
as shown at the top of this page. And so.
having regard for the normal precButions
of making sure that whatever you buy is
adequately covered by guarantee. let's look
al what is being offered in the way of legal
CB.

resent time.
ri ht up to th~ P ou want to
u'h \'s available g il everythlng Y t
vv a
and we .
roduc s .
n . ces specS.
t these neW P
c rl
. know abo u
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Amstrad have developed two in-car units
"designed specifically to conform with
every aspect of Government specification".
Compact, in that their dimensions are
similar to a car radio. tbe units are driven
by a "positive" power lead and earth retur n
-·a method probably deserving of the
disapproval of purists. who would rather
see a twin lead direot cOlUleclion to the
battery to reduce electrical interference.
The first of these units. the CB900. has
LED indicators for channel monitoring,
power and signal strength. also transmit
and receive indicators. and sells at aroWld
£69.95. The CB90 1. on the other hand,
incorporates everything that the 900 has,
and is also ritled with a "Roger Bleep"
unit, automatic squelch system, and will
cost about £84.95. Both have aD integral
speaker and come complete with
microphone and fitting instructions.
Binatone, well-known for their in·car
broadcasting receiver and tape players.
have also produced a wide range of CB
equipment. concentrating at the moment on
mobile rigs but with a base unit ready for
marketing earl y in the new year, All these

mobile rigs are reasonably priced with
their bottom-of-range unit costing £65.95.
This is tbe 5-star model. number 01/8554. a
conventionally shaped rig for under-shelf
mounting. Next in range is the 01/8546
"Speedway" at about £80.
The Radiomobile range of rigs has also
been produced in accordance with
Government specification MPT1320, and
their CB201 features LED channel readout.
SIRF power meter, integral bottom mount
speaker with external speaker jack. The
unit is supplied complete with dynamic
microphone, mounting bracket and full
instruction manual at a price of £90. The
CB202. at £120 includes the addition of
squelch, tonelRF gain controls, 4-digit LED
SIRP power meter, transmit power end
receive indicators - all with dimmer
control. The unit also boasts 8 PA function.
integral speaker, all styled in satin chrome
and black, and represents Radiomobile's
top-of-the-range product.
"Direct from factory to you" bearing the
official stamp of authorisation. for only £43
plus VAT. is the Johnson mobile
transceiver. One of the cheapest rigs on
the market, the distributors of this unit
claim that it complies with official
speci£ication, and is available from Johnson
Electronics. Star Warehouse, Camden
Goods Depot, Chalk Farm Road, London
NWl - or Tel: 01-485 3918. It must be
said that this particular rig has not been
seen by anybody at Practical CB, but the
press blurb definitely lists every
specification as being in accordance with
MPT132l.
Opposite page, top: Now coming to Britain
- rigs you can hide away in the boot, The
mike plugs into the dash, and a/l the
controls are on ,the microphone itself,
Centre: Opposite page: Binatone's
40-channel Explorer, the basic model in an
extensive range.
Top left: Autumn Products "PE Ranger"
in kit form,
Top r(qht: Binatone short-range walkietalkie.
Bottom right: Sirtel "Searcher" rig.
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orthampton
ommunications

Communications House
76 Earl Street
Northampton

TEL: (0604) 33936

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN ALL
COMMUNICATIONS EDUIPMENT
***CB, AMATEUR AND
PRIVATE MOBILE
RADIO***
THE BEST REPAIR SERVICE IN THE
MIDLANDS
WE STOCK A WIDE RANGE OF
ACCESSORIES AND SPARES

FOR ALL CB AND AMATEUR RADIO ACCESSORIES
PHONE:

DORKING (0306) 883314
SURREY SUSSEX ELECTRONICS
27 MEADOWBROOK ROAD
9.30-6.00
MON-SAT
10-2 SUN
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DORKING SURREY
TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

Originating from the same source for a
mere £25. the CB Phon~patch is available
al.o. Originating from the Goldllne
accesssory firm, this unit can be fitted in
one to two hours with simple tools, and
enebles 8 breaker to transmit from his rig
to a 'phone. although its use is
recommended more for base station use.
If you're a believer that British Is besl.
Ihen the Bedford firm of JWR are cUJ;l'enUy
producing the set for you. At £65 including
VAT, their M2 rig has the standard 40
channels with extension speaker jack. It
also sports a PA facility and green LED
channel read-out. Squelch is by manual
control and 8 built·in altenuator is yet
another aspect of this value-far-money unit.
For £21 more. the Ml is available which.
among other refinements. has a built in
circuit protection facility. Firstly. the unit
is a dual-polarity set. which means that not
only is it impossible to damage the rig by
putting the positive of the battery to the
negative of the rig. but a lso that it will
work which ever way you connect it up.
Secondly, what is Virtually a "dummyload" is automatically connected to the
output to safeguard the equipment if used
without an antenna connected to it. This
failsafe system wiU continue to operate for
five minutes, by which time it is hoped that
the fault will have been discovered! Both
units come complete with microphone and
fitting instructions.

Fidelity CB2000FM mobile.t £89.95. (Below)
Amstrad duo. The CB900 and the CB901. (Bottom)

BASE STATIONS LATER
"A name you know. a name you caD
trust" is the way Fidelity put across their
sales promotion - and in the somewhat
suspect world of CB sales. this can count
(or a lot. Fidelity equipment is made 10
their (and the Government's) specifjcations
in the Far East and produced in tbree
models. the CBloooFM. CB2000FM and the
CB3OOOFM. tha 1000 and 2000 being
mobile units and the 3000, due on the
market early next year is a base station.
This practice of bringing oul the "base"
model in January is a reflection of what
has been happening in other countries. as
experience has taught manufacturers that
breakers go first for 0 mobile, and only
later (presumably after being frozen to
their microphones during the winter
months!) do they appreciate the value of a
base rig}.
The CBloooFM is priced a t £69.95 and
is pretty well standard stuff with a rotary
on/off/volume control and rotary squelch
switch. Channels ere indicated by the usual
LED and the unit has a signal strength
meter. microphone (with bracket) and rig
fixing brackets 81ld mains connecting leads
are a U supplied 88 standard. The antenna
is also attached through an attenuator as
per the orficial spec. On the other hand,
tba CB2000FM starts where the 1000 left
off having a PA facility. LED dimmer. RF
8ain control and microphone gain control.
But it does have one almost unique (acility.
and that is 8 paniC button which
automatically overrides any other cbannel
selection to give instant access to the
emergency channel nine. All this will cost
£89.95.
On the other hand. for £110, give or take
a pound or two, the CB3000FM when it
comes out. will be a very attractive base
rig Indeed. Full UK spec. of slim design
being 15 x 7~ x 3iin and made in silver, it
has the look of a much more expensive set.
Autumn Products Ltd. of Letchworth,
make something which may appeal to the
PRACTICAL CB 77

do-it-yourself brigade - CB rigs in kit
form. Again. full authorised specification is
claimed. and the unit operates from 240V
AC mains. 12V DC car outlet or from its
internal power pack (including battery
charger). Their press handout does say.
however. that this unit in kit form is "(or
those with some experience of electronic
construction projects. a complete kit is
available so that you can build your CB
ready to use". Price in kit form, ex-stock
and as an introductory orrer, is £49.95
[plus £2.50 PP plus VAT). if on the other
hand. you aren't so clever with a soldering
iron. built aDd tested sets are available in
the shops or by mail order at £65!
Well-known distributor o( CB
accessories. the Peterborough firm of Sirtel
have also marketed a fully authorised PM
rig named the Searcher PM. incorporating
an easy-to-read LED display and external
speaker jack. The unit is compact (gin x
2iin x 5in) and weighs only three pounds.
Breaking on a budget appears to be the
sales approach of many electronics firms
as CB equipment floods onto the market.
although most of it has crossed a couple of
oceans before it made it to the UK! One of
the biggest is LeL Imports of Dudley. For
the breaker who doesn't want the hassle of
chOOSing separate items and prefers his CB
equipment handed to him like a Lego set,
LCL can oblige with one of their package
deals which include rig, antenna. SWR
meter and patch leads for only £65
including VAT.

FULL COVERAGE
Lowe Electronics. of Matlock, has been
stocked to the gutters for some time with
rigs. including their TX22 22-channel set.
Intending breakers should, however, take 8
good look before accepting one of these as
rumour has it that they have only been
authorised for use in Holland and France.
Lowe also seU their top-of-the-range Belcom
LS102 priced at £240. would you believe.
but beware. apart from an FM mode, the
model also carries the facility for SSB and
AM - which makes it a little bit illegal. On
the other hand, it also provides full
coverage of the UK 10 metre band which
makes it a very useful tool (or amateurs
and those with intentions of becoming one.
The She££ield firm of Air Bear UK are
also catering for the down-market customer
with 8 4Q..channel rig at around £49.
Slightly cheaper are their 3-channel walkietalkies. and they also sell a 1().channel
hand-held bt that will. rumour has it, take
a four watt booster. Again caution is
racommended as the working frequency on
these two hand-held units is not 8pecified.
We bave by no means mentioned aU of the
firms that are currently making authentic
UK-spec CB rigs, as they are springing up
all over the country as part of one of the
biggest current growth industries. They
are, nevertheless, the best known ones. and
therefore have 8 reputation to keep. After
all, it boils down to one thing - you get
what you pay (or in the end.
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Top.' Midland trio. A model
2001 at £69.95 shown on top of
the 3001 rig at £79.95 and the
4001 priced at £89.95.

Bottom: The BinBtone 5·5tar
40-Channel transceiver.

I

r

I
Top left: "Hi-Power" (but low range) 49MHz hand-held units.
Middle left: Radiomobl1e 202 4O-Chsnnel FM rig.
Bottom left: Binatone Breaker-Phone.
Top right: Radiomobile 201 transceiver fitted to vehicle with
power-mike.

"Yep. That's the live one".
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Left: The alternative to a car ba ttery
and trickle charger set-up, a 13.8v
mains regulated power supply. This
Altai i tem has the added safeguard
of a short-circuit protection facility.
Remember, if you do intend to use a
mains transformer, make sure that it
is a purpose-built CB unit, and not a
left-over from your old train se t!
Below left: Everything you'll ever
need to know abou t your rig's
performance at the ffick o f a s w i tch
- a Micronta
SWR/ power/modulation meter.
Bottom left: Variations on the same
theme - two more forms of SWR
meter.
Opposite page: A selection o f desktop microphones in tended for basestation use.

Having fitted th e basic essentials of your
CB equipment, it won 't be long. we
guara ntee. before you will want to turn
your rig into a "super-rig" by the addition
of the many and varied accessories (some
are even termed as "i mprovements") that
a re ava ilable. Ju st as many, a nd almos t as
varied. are the distributors of these items.
so you would be as well to choose a wellknown distributor of CB products as many
of them import equipment from countri es
with which we don't even have diplomatic
rela tions. let a lone recourse to gua rant eerights!
Among the best is Haces Ltd, also known
as Home a nd Ca r Entertainment Specia lists
whose Howard True is no stranger to the
offices of Pra ctical CB, and whose prices
a re quoted below.
Filter syste ms, which will affective ly
elim ina te ca r-type electrica l inter ference
a re available at £9.50 and comprise
suppressor units for coil. distributor.

ignition and gene rator (or alterna tor). And
hav ing improved your recep ti on.
transmitting can be made thot much easier
(if not better) by the addition of the
telephone-type hand set a nd clip-rest to
replace the standard microphon e at £13.45.
Thi s requires only the aUa chement of a
plug to put you in business.
SWR meters fO I' mobile use range from
£8.00 to £12.00 in price. Easily fitted in-line
to the antenna a nd powered from the carbattery. one of these units is essentia l not
only for initia l ae rial tuning. but also for
pe riodic checks on outgoing power. And on
the subject of power . lin ear amplifiers (if
you feel that you MUST fit one!). pushing
out 25 watts are available at £25.75. but
the 60 watt ve rsions - a bit naughty for
mobile use - come a bit more expensive.
If. on the other hand. it is only a boost to
reception you crave. for £1.595 you can get
a car-battery powered pre-a mp uni t.

SECURITY KICK
Ex lension speake rs can be bought for as
little as £4.50. Conversely. the de-lu xe
£12.50 models have bUilt-in amplifiers a nd
fitting capabilities suitable for rear shelf.
above a nd under dash posit ions or even on
door-ja mbs if you wa nt to give your eardrums a rea l bashing! For external use.
£6.50 will get you a bullhorn - and a laI
of hass le from passing motori sts!
On a secu rity kick. the Kr3CO locking
slide-mount is now on the market. which
might not discourage the master criminal.
but will certain ly deter the casual thief and
is certainly worth £3.95.
For those who want to Ii slen to AM
breakers on 27 MHZ (if on ly to hear how
the other half lives!) it is possible to buy a
conve rl er fo r Ihe standard car radio.
Elenco market such a unit at £9.50 whi ch
is easily fitted to a domesti c radio and
converts the medium wave 5-16 slot tu the
40 channels of AM CB. On the other hand.
it is possible to "build your own" AM
transceiver - not that anybody would wit h crysta ls at £3.00 a pair {you need 8
to 16 of them) together wit h the necessarv
boards. but we won't go inlo that!
Like ma ny other breakers who are
initially satisfied with using their mobile
rigs a nd antennae as base units. you will
no doubt eventually get fed up performing
th e ph ysical contortions necessa ry to
performing the transition, and aspire to
having sepa rate rigs. Similarly. the bother.
mess a nd smell of keeping (and charging) a
12-volt batte ry indoors will compel you (if
not the good lady) to demand a mainsope rated set (she should be so lucky!)

YEAR'S GUARANTEE
To this f!nd . a new British power supply
trans form er by Fisher Karpack Industries
has been marketed at £13.BO. giv ing 3 to 5
amps output - adequate for a CB rig of
a ny Iype. Futh ermore. the un it comes with
a 12-month guaran lee. which is more than
they give the highways authorities when
they put up all the motorway overhead
lighting.
Indoo r break ing also offers an
opportunit y to use mo re sophisticated
microphones. These range in price from
£18 to £45 for an a ll-singing-all-dancing
Ha ndmas ler home power-mike with gain.
PRACTICAL CB
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tone and volume control. Similarly test
meters vary in cost from £8.50 for a basic
SWR job to a multi-test system at £23 with
SWR. power matching and Field Strength
capability and dual display to cover up to
10 watts. Mains-fed linear amplifiers unit. or
cost as little as £23 for a 25 Watt unit, or
£500 for one pushing out one kilowatt 1000 walts - although for that sort of
bread you will get a lot of grief not only
Cram officialdom. but also the feUow
breakers that you are bleeding over!

quite so prolific in volume were the claims
of lega lly speCified CB antennae.
Nevertheless, Antiference of Aylesbury is
one firm which can justifiably claim 25
years expertise in the business of building
twigs "to professiona l standards". Made
with high-grade materials and precision
coil-winding. their WlitS are subjected to
rigid quality control for reliability and
performance. Top sellers in the States for
many years, their full range of twigs is now
available at local stockists.
And on the subject of antennae,
Firestik's new Diesel-stick has now hit
the streets. A hand-adjustable twig, the
unit requires only the turn of a lock-nut to
alte r it s position, and it is rated to 1000
Walts. Currently in stock at Connexions of
Maidenhead. Also new to the market is the
Rebel antenna which is in many respects
very similar to the K40 base job, but with
one eighth gauge wire. Stainless steel as a
basic material for twigs seems to be
catching on in the CB world. as more and
more of them are to be seen these days.
Sirtel of Peterborough have brought out
no few er than fourteen new products to
welcome new breakers to the fold. Their
DM307P power-mike. for instance, uses a
standard 9-volt battery for power and has
a built-in noise filter ideally suited for
drivers of many vehicles. The firm also
"does" an in-line fixed SWR meter.
complete with mounting brackets and
instructions.
Reduction of TV! features among Sirtel's
products. along with a Power Reducer - a
necessary item for those with base-station
antennae fitted more than 23 feet above

FINE TUNING
Better, really. to go for a really efficient
antenna system. Most home twigs. like
the CPA17, Silver rod. Stigma 4. 3-unit
beams and Big Stick come already SWR'd,
but still require a little "fine tuning" to
match the rig. Aerial ma tching thereCore is
essentia lly a part of getting on the air. and
units to assist you are readily available.
On the other hand, you are still using
a mobile antenna in your home, for £6.50.
you can avail yourself of a ground plane
unit. especially if using twigs such as a
DV27, DX275/8. Log 275/8 on a base rig.
ButJ or those unfo rtunate enough not to
have a loft in which to mount an antenna, a
window mount has been designed at
£22.95, especially with high-rise flat
dwellers in mind. So no matter where you
live. there's no excuse - get breaking!
The annOWlcement of legal CB triggered off
a veritable landslide of CB rigs whose
press releases posit ively oozed sanctimony
in their compliance with MPT 1320! Not

ground level, so being required by law to
reduce output by 10dBs. Quoted as being
one of the most forward-looking companies
in the CB field, Sirte) also ofCer a unique
opportunity to those with aspirations of
owning a CB shop. for as little as £400.
they will provide a "package" of
accessories (not rigs!) to get the show on
the road, and similar arrangements can be
made for the number two package at £600
or number three at £1,000.

SHARP BREAKERS?
Based in Cambridge, the new company of
EMU Systems is currently marketing a
power-reducer at £16.50. Claiming to
improve VSWR. reduce TV! and minimise
swamping. the unit cuts the transmitted
signal to 1 watt (and watt) without
reducing the received signal. It also
provides a dummy load facility, all with a
typica l VSWR of 1:1.1.
For the sharp breaker with an eye to
sartorial elega nce, Astrali (no relation to
Rolf HarriS!) are marketing the CB Vest a sleeveless a norak-type jacket, suitably
decorated with Ihe "British CBe r" badge.
Lightweight in design (having only 80z of
polyester filling. the garment retails at
around £20 including VAT.
And finally, in what must be a thieves'
paradise of potential ripped-oCf rigs, Valor
have produced their masterpiece of
electronic wizardry in a "wail" alarm.
Easily installed. their modest price
represents an insurance against loss that's the way they see it, anyway!
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ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

LARGEST RETAIL SUPPLIES AND
STOCKS IN THE MIDLANDS

AM

FM

YES WE CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF CB Equipment
including over 50 TYPES of ANTENNA, SWRS,
BURNERS, SPEAKERS, POWER SUPPLIES, SUPPRESSORS,
PRE-AMPS, CABLES, ETC. PLUS LOTS LOTS MORE!!!
SPECIAL OFFERS

Fully retractable
AMIFM CB Antenna
with Splitter. Only £12.95
315 amp Power Supply
Only £12.95

'OV27 Only £4.50
Magmount An tanna
Complete £7.95
SWR Meters £5.95
Range 01 Home Base
£9.95
Antennas

*
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*REMEMBERWe 8Ie Direct Importers and
therefore can offer the

BEST PRICES AROUND
27 HOPE STREET
HANLEY
STOKE·O N·TRENT ST1 5BT

Telephone: 0782273815

CITIZENS BAND ... THE NEW WAVE ... CITIZENS BAND

\

AMERICA AND THE FAR EAST
FRANCHISE RETAIL OUTLETS REQUIRED ON
NATIONAL BASIS

90 STOCKWELL GATE, MANSFIELD,
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE. TEL: (0623) 651965

o

CITIZENS BAND RADIO CENTRE

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SUPPLIER
FOR THE SOUTH MIDLANDS
BIRM INGHAM

OPENIN G TIM ES:

2-8pm Weekdays
10-6pm Saturday
Telepho ne: (0242 ) 39783

Address:

The Breakers Yard

Croft Street, Leckhampton, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire
\".Ie

IN STRA TFORD -

her e

on tile c ome r of Crolt St reet
01'10 Moore.nd St~e et.

VISIT OUR SISTER COMPANY

CB CENTRAL

Western Road, Stratford-upon-Avon . Tel: (0789) 294400. Retail Shop
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WALLTOWALL

A barely believable story of one man's strugg le against the inevitable. A lost Russian battleship, an ice-breaker that wasn't
there, an oi l rig where bears mated in mid-a ir. Oh it's all here.
World copyright by the author Peter Dodson - who else
would wa nt it?
A friend in need. it has been said by those
over-burdened with needy fri ends, is a pain
in the ass! Taken a t face value, this might
appear to be 8 singularly uncharitable
attitude to take towards one's fe llow men,
but having suffered to no small degree
from the after effects of an unwanted. not
to say ill-fated. association with a certain
Randy Andy, any inherent humanitarian
instincts I may have harboured in the past
are now los t and gone for ever.
Unlike his namesake Handy Andy,
Randy's approach to dO-ii-yourself wa s at

best di sastrous and at worst, catastrophic.
Come to that. his aptitude for almost
everything left much to be desired as his
only academic achievement to date has
been an A level in sex education. And as so
frequently happens to those of a low IQ,
Randy soon fe ll into bad company, his first
contribution to organised crime being a
prosecution for failing to display a rear
li ght on his bicycle at the tender age of to.
As the years passed he ran the enti re
gamut of adolescent trends from long·
haired layabout in tatty jeans to skinhead
with an a lacrity that would have made the
most a rdent social climber green with
envy!

Handicapped though he was by his
menial shortcomings. Randy's lack of
application to the practical aspects of life
was exceeded only by his extraordinary
lack of luck; he was the sort of guy who
would break a leg in an eye hospital, and if
he confessed to three murders on his death
bed. he'd probably get better! Typical
example of Randy' s homework was his car.
which was a monument to his ineptness,
bearing all the hallmarks of a complete
absence of mechanical and cosmetic know·
how. His efforts at engine tuning left the
vehicle with a marked reluctance to start
(or, for that matter. stop!) interspersed
with s purts of kangarocrtype acceleration.
and its vivid appearance gave ever y
indication of close proximity to an
explosion in a paint factory!

It was. however. trendy to the extent
that it had been customised with raised
rear s us pension and "names" coming out
of the bonnet - only on Randy's car, they
were for real! Detracting somew hat from
the overall effect was an absence of the
usual tractor tyres on the rear. and with
sta ndard wheels the car looked as if it had
been driven off without first removing the
axle sta nds! The resultant restriction of
rearward vision has to date caused the
demise of three pedestrians. 14 dogs and a
traffic warden, whi ch must have been
Randy's rirst contribution to the
improvement of the human race!
The frequent mechanica l malfunctions
that beset Randy's car as he went about
his lawful (and unlawful) persuits was of
course costing him dearly - in fact both
the AA and the RAC had refused his
request Cor membership renewal following
a year when at least one of their road
patrols had been on permanent 24-hour
call-out solely for his benefit. He was,
thereCore. looking for some mea ns of
summoning assistance in his frequent hours
of need, and as Citizens' Band radio had a
distress fa cility, that. he decided. was for
him!
And in the fullne ss 01" time, Randy
installed his rig. which really had to be
seen to be believed. Within his limited
intelligence Randy fo llowed the fitting
instructions to the letter, correctly
mounting his twig at right-angles to what,
on a normal ca r, would have been the boot
Ltd. Unfortunately, as the vehicle was an
Estate. his K40 protruded from the rear
like a lance upon which countless close·
following cyclists managed to impale
themselves. Furthermore, baulking at
prospect of shortening the
antenna co-ax.

the ca ble lay in grea t coils in the hind·
quarters of the vehicle like a dormant
reptile. This hand. to my certa in
knowledge, been responsible for ruining a t
least one paSSionate moment by restricting
hi s movements. and on one occasion nearly
strangled a gi rlfriend's chihuahua. But as
its incessant yapping was putting Randy off
his stroke. the timely garotting of the
animal not only permitted the return of his
concentration, but also represented a
further benefit to mankind.
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Randy's final technological travesty
concerned the rig itself. In the absence of
self.tapping screws or nuts and boits. and
with only the wa lnut fecia of his car to fix
his rig to, he used the only method of
attachement of which his limited brain
power could conceive - he nailed it on!
It was about this point in time that
Randy's annual holidays came up but
having spent all of his bread on the CB
gear , had none left to finance even a week
at Butlins. Being not only of a generous
disposition but also the owner of a little
cottage near Clevedon in Somerset, I
offered the use of it to Randy in a moment
of weakness and misdirected sympathy.
And complete with girlfriend, sleeping
bags, three crates of Newcastle Brown and
the CB rig, off they went for a week in my
West Country retreat which overlooks the
Bristol ChanneL
I have only Randy's word for what
happened next - apart from sworn
evidence provided by the Royal Navy,
Protective officers of the Department of
Customs and Excise and the United
Nations Investigatory Committee - to
name but a few! It would appear that on
the first night of their stay, with thick sea
fog restricting their
and
nothing better to do
Randy took the

rig out of his car and fixed it up in the
kitchen to do a little home·type breaking,
And for some considerable time he couldn't
get any joy at aU - a lack of success
which was subsequently traced to the fact
that when he nailed the rig in the car, he
did some terrible mischief to its innards
which changed the working frequency;
whatever it was transmitting on I don't
now, but it wasn't 27 megs!
Meanwhile out in the foggy Bristol
Channel a gale·stricken Russian battleship
was feeling its way along, with a bust
radar and nearly all of the radio equipment
up the chute, Its presence in that area
might not have surprised British Naval
Int elligence, but it would have given the
Russian captain a shock. because he
thought he was five miles outside
Murmansk! Suddenly, over his hitherto
silent radio receiver crackled the faint but
heaven-sen t words "Th is is ace·breaker
Randy. Will somebody give me a ten four
c'mon."

As qui ck as a fla sh, the Russian skipper
seized the microphone. "Ice breaker, Ice
breaker," he shouted, "vat is your position.
Vat position are you in, ofer." Back in the
cottage. Randy went wild with excitement,
and his lack of knowledge of the
terminology and procedure as used on the
air did not deter him one bit from bouncing
back "Roger-D good buddy. I'm sittin' at me
rig with me feet up. it's been a heavy day
here today."
"You are at the rig eh? How you read
me. ofer."
"Treetop tall an' blowin' the doors off,"
drawled Randy in his best trucker style.
"Ve do not blow anybody ap," came the
angry reply, "unless it is for their own
goot!"
"Alright already," said Randy soothingly.
"What's your handle?"
"Handle, vot is der handle?"
"What do you ca ll yourself?"
"Ah - I am Admiral."

"Nice one mate," laughed Randy. who
appreciated a little overkill when it came to
handles. "What ears you got?"
"I have two, tarovitch, one on each site
of the heed."
"No comrade, what antenna?"
"Ve haC the - how you say - eight
metre dish."
"Wow." Randy's mind boggled at the
tought. "Howja get that on yer car roof
man! You're putting me on - pull the other
one!"
"I did not know that you haf another
one," said the Admiral. Obviously this was
yet another Anglo-American imperialist
ploy perpetrated by the CIA!
And so, the situation as it stood was that
the Russian Admiral, aboard a warship
with a dish aeria l that couldn't be rotated,
had to rotate hi s ship instead to keep in
touch with what he earnestly believed to be
some lunatic on an ice·breaker moored at
an oil rig - and his only hope of survival.
Furthermore he was steering his ship on
the bearing from which Randy's inane
prattlings were emanating, so the
"conversation", for what it was worth, had
to be endured. Randy on the other hand
was suffering under the misapprehension
that he was talking not only with some
Russian dissident 6reaker hungry for
intellectual
with a free world,

but with the only contact he could get. and
was determined to make the most of it!
"Might have to go down on the side. 01'
buddy," said Randy after a while. "The
bleed in' bears are restless tonight."
"You haf the breeding bears?"
demanded the Admiral incredulously.
Breeding rabbits on Echofisk was one thing
- but bears!
"Affirmative, they're at it all the time in the bushes, in the air, in the
"
"In the air?" The Admiral
had heard of

sex olympics supposedly indulged in by the
soft uncter·belly of the western bourgeoise
- it had obViously been adopted by their
domestic pets as well!
"We even have bears with hairdryers,"
added Randy, a touch of patriotic pride
creeping into his voice.
"Niet!" gasped the Admiral as this
ultimate vindication of capitalistic
decadence assailed his ears. Queer bears!
By now the incoming signal was so loud
that it was making Randy's rig vibrate. and
on the warship his transmission had
improved from barely audible garble to
intelligent speech, if any thing Randy ever
sa id could be descirbed as such! He was on
the point of getting up to make coffee when
a strange rumbling sound reached his ears.
Coming from the beach, he listened intently
as it grew louder and louder. Then, with an
almighty crash, the sitting room (MY sitting
room!) wall diSintegrated to reveal the
gaunt bows of the Russian war machine,
still dripping. And as the dust settled and
broken glass tinkled everywhere, Randy
gazed in awe at the steel monster and
uttered words that would have done credit
to any British Head of State under similar
circumstances. "Bloody 'ell" he said.
Even has he cowe.red beneath the towering
hulk. a porthole opened above him, and
Randy looked for the first time into the face
of the Admiral. Struggling to maintain not
only his dignity but also his composure at
the very thofl,ght of the repercussions
which would inevitably flow from
breeching an Englishman's castle with a
few million roubles worth of Peoples'
Republic battleship, the Admiral cleared
his throat. "Dosvidanya, big buddy," he
said respectfully. "Ve are, how you say,
in Wall to Wall!"
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Fed up with the same old chat on 40 channels? Want
something more exclusive. more intelligent conversation? A
certificate on the wall and a number instead of a handle?
Then try amateur radio. suggests John Nelson.

Yaesu HF transceiver. With a
synthesized frequency range from
3.5MHz to 30MHz, this set can
accommodate all of the amateur bands,
including those on 10, 18 and 24 MHz
scheduled for use in January 1982. The
mode facility is AM SSB and CW with a
power-output of 100 Watts, On top of
the set is a Hansen FS5E SWR and
power meter unit.
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ONE of the many misconceptions knocking
a round the world of radio is that CB a nd
amateur radio a fe somehow related. It's
something the media a lmost never mana ge
to ge l right. and a n event such as a CBar
managing to obliterate the bloggslown taxi
service frequency inevitably gets repor ted
as "Radio Ham W ipes Out Cab Company
Ai r waves" or some such junk.
Three pOints; (a) a "radio ham" is one of
that breed of people who have passed the
Radio Amateur's Examination and maybe a
Morse test - he probably thinks of himself

as a radio ama teur, {b} the word "ham" is
one of those nansenses the media love to
use as though that's how the fraternity
think of themselves. whereas most of the
amateur frater nity repress delica te
shudders if you ca ll them hams, (c) Tony
Hancock ha s a lot to answer (or,
The only si milarity between CB and
amateur radio is that they happen to make
use of radio; apart from that. there's no
point in trying to put them in the sa me
mould. You wouldn't say that the
broadcasting ser vice was in any way
comparable to the maritime mobile radio

service, would you? In this a rticle ,
therefore, we'Blook at why they're
different anima ls a nd a lso why, if you' re
interested in radio a nd want to find out
more about hawa II the joll y little electrons
whizz around inside the wires and enable
you to talk from A to B, it's not a bad idea
to think about getting an a mateur licence.
In a sense, a ll the early work in radio
(sorry, wireless) was done by amateurs,
and their his tory goes back to the days
when 2LO ruled the waves and then a bit
before that. Originally, the amateurs
operated in that bit of the spectrum we
re fer to today 8S Medium Wave, until the
authorities of the day banished them to the
s hort waves on the grounds tha t these
latter were no good at a ll for "real"
communication [in those days , it was
thought that the secret of success for longdistance work ing, such as to His Majesty's
Ships and 'to the more remote outposts of
the Empah, was to use longer and longer
waves and stacks of power). So the laugh
really was on authority when the amateurs
found that they could easily communi cate
a ll round the world using the freque ncies

of short waves that no-one else wanted ! To
add unsu lt to injury, they were doing it
wit h flea power. It must have been great
fun being a n amateu r in 1924, when it was
possible to talk to Australia from your
rickety garden shed when the professiona ls
were saying "hrrumph - oh no my dear
chap, can't be done ".
So the early amateurs were very much
pioneers and make - it - out - of - odd - bits
- and - pieces people, a nd to some extent
that trend has continued in the amateur
world up to the present day, It has been
somewhat diluted by commercial fac tors,
bu t it's here that the single biggest
difference between CB and ama teur radio
has its roots, and all else springs from it.
Most CBers aren't too bothered a bout how
the nuts and bolts and transistors of their
rigs work together to let them
communicate, as long as they more or less
do. whereas the amateur has to be if he's
to ge l on the air at all. WeU - that isn't
Quite true any more, because one can go
out and buy all sorts of classy ama teur
radio gear and get on the air without so
much as putting the mains plug on the rig ,
but that sort of amateur radio doesn't
strike me, a t any rate, as all that di ffe rent
from CB.
MerCifully, most amateurs still have
stashed in thei r subconscious some
memories of how it was in the early days
a nd many of them ge t more kicks out of
scrounging, building, bodging, modifying
and so on than they do from actually
nattering to other amateurs.
In fact , there's a split in the a mateur
world, which is between those who like to
make and mend and those who like to talk.
The make rs and menders also include the
la rger proportion of amateurs who spend
time messing about wit h one or other area
of interest, finding our more about it and
maybe even writing about it for everyone
else's benefit. The ta lkers include those
who like to chase OX and operate contests.
There is a sma ll slice of the latter who
seem to view the amateur service as a
personal rad io communication system for
them and their friends, and it has to be
admit ted that this version of it ;R
practica ll y indistinguishable from CB:
somehow it isn't Quite in the spirit of the
amateu r licence (but at leas t there is a
licence ... J
CB sta rted in the for ties in the United
States as a "utility" - tha t's to say, a
radio service intended for private use using
low power gear, A frequency of 27MHz
was chosen for some rather weird reasons,
some of which were technically dubious a t
the time and with hindsight even more so;
however, CB has stayed on 27MHz in
pract ically every country in the world
where it has been introduced. Channel
arrangements vary, but 27MHz. until the
int roduction of 934MHz in the UK a nd one
or two minor exceptions, is the only band
ava ilable fo r CB.
By contrast, amateurs in most parts of
the world have about 14 frequency bands
to use. and in the UK after January 1,
1982, the re will be no less than 23 to play
with. The reason tha t the ama teur serv ice
does Quite well for itself is that the
amateur service still commands a good deal
of respect in the professional world; it's
actually the "amateurs" who've shown the
professionals the way in some areas, so
they get a pretty good slice of the
spect rum. Because of the way in which
high-frequency (or short wave - they're
the sa me thing) radio waves propagate,
ama teurs have a lot of flexibility with their
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Amateur radio shack of Ted Wake of West Hendfed, near Oxford.

communications, and by an appropriate
choice of frequency they can speak to
practically whoever and wherever they
like, As well as the high frequency bands,
they also have allocations at VHF and UHF
and higher bands, and a good deal of
quasi-CB nattering, The other important
point is that they can use a lot more power
than a CBer can (legally) and the. d are no
restrictions on what antennas they use
except those that the planning committee of
the loca l council usually put in their way
(many amateurs dream of whopping
antenna systems in the back garden, but
they don't usually happen un less you' re a
Ca liforni an).
This question of power is an interesting
one actually; although CBers often hanker
after bigger and better "burners", the
basic rules of propagation on a frequency
such as 27MHz mean that they aren't going
to be a ll that much help! Given that CB is
intended as a personal communication
service over short distances. higher power
than the licensed maximum really isn't a
lot of use except as an ego trip. For longdistance weak-signal com muni cation such
as the amateurs get up to it's a help
(although the knowledgeable amateur
would rather spend the cash on improving
his antenna system. since it helps on
receive as well as transmit) but for 27MHz
ground-wave type nattering it's just a pain
in the electricity bill.
"But why" I hear you ask, "should the
amateur have all these goodies and the
CBer have flea power on two bands?"
Because the amateur has worked for the
privilege. friend. that's why. And he's
supposed to know what he's doing. The
trouble with radio transmitters, even if
they're on ly innocuous looking boxes under
90
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"This is Daventry putting the pedal to the metal, Do you copy c'mon?"

the dashboard of you r passion wagon , is
tha t they can cause one hell of a lot of
problems if they' r e not either used and
maintained properly or built in such a way
as to satisfy the author ities that they're not
going to cause major hassles to other users
of the rad io spectru m - some of whose
messages might just be a teensy bit more
im portan t tha n the fac t that you 're on
you're way to the pub. Authority isn't ,
believe it or not, just out to spoil your fun:
there really can be big nasHes. For
ins tan ce, under certain conditions. it's
possible for any transmiller to put some
power ou t on a multiple of its proper

NOT the general rule, but amateur hams
appear to be using the area around the
28MHz region for teleprinter and satellite
operation, while the full area up to 28MHz is
utilised for voice work. Between 144MHz to
about 1215MHz;s widely used by hams with
SSB, while above this - at the 3400 mark,
computerised systems operate.

frequency - to wit, in the case of a
27MHz transmitter. the re might be some
output on 54, 81 or l 08MHz (ther e a lways
will be a very tiny amount anyway, but
sometimes something can go wrong.
particularly wit h a transistor transmitter,
and the ti ny amount can easil y become ha lf
of your 27MHz powe r).
Now it just so happens that frequencies
around 108MHz are used by international
ag reement for the instrument la nding
sys tems found at major airports. If they get
clobbe red by spurious outputs Crom a CB
transmitter, it doesn't need a vivid
imagination to Coresee the consequences;
think on that one next lime you're coming
into Heath row in a 7.47 in fog . It'll have its
autopilot coupled to the ILS, which is
reciev ing signa ls on 108MHz. Hopefu ll y
Ratchet Jaw isn 't sit ting in his ca r at
Hatton Cross tube station telling someone
that the weather's horrible with his bum
transmitter. It hasn't happened yet, chaps,
but I'd bet a week's pay that it will one day
- and it ain't comforting.
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The 10, 18 and 24MHz amateur frequencies will be in

use as from January 1, 1982.

Radio a mateurs are licenced by the
Home Office. They're iss ued with 8 ca llsigo
that is unique to them, and they get a
licence by passing the afo rementioned
exam. They know, or at any rate are
s upposed to know (persona lly I think th e
amateur's exa m is too easy by half) about
how to kee p trans mitt ers doing th eir thin g
on the corroct frequency and how to stop
any spurious output getting radiated. To
some extend they are trusted to do the
right things (a lthough an a mat eur station
can be inspected at any lime by the Post
Offi ce and he can be closed down with no
messing about ir he isn't) and ma ny
a mateurs take a great deal of pride in
designing a nd building equipmen t that's
ever y bit as good and works to the same
sort oCspecification as pro fessional gea r,
at a fra ction of the cost. So the thing is
that he's less likely to clobber anything
because he ought to know more about his
transmi tter in the first place, but if he does
and starts ca lling CQ DX all over Hea throw
Approach, a t least someone ca n say "right,
what's his ca Usign? - G3XYZ? - right. go
r ound and close him down pron to". I
haven" a clue who Big Mac is, except that
he sounds as though he's somewhere in
Souf Lunnun, so how do I stop him in a
hurry?
However, that's really a problem for the
Home Office to sort out. The thing is that
the amateur service is subject to exactly
the same rules and regulations as any
other radio service - even the call-signs
fa ll in the sa me groups - and, like
everyth ing else, if you show yourself as
knowing the rules and regu lations and able
to satisfy them - and let' s reiterate that
where radio transmitters a r e con ce rned,
there's some reason for them - you're
likely to get a few more privileges thrown
in.
Like more modes, for instance. CD is
allowed to use FM and FM only. Amateurs
can use practi cally anything they like AM. FM. SSB. CWo RITY. TV (yes.
television), facsimile and even computertype data. They even have sa tell it es and
r epeaters.
And the other big privilege , if you want
to call it that, is of building your own gear
from the ground up. If you're a CBer and
you don't know much about radio and only
want to be able to natte r, it seems quite
reasonable that your equipment should be
"type-approved" - that's to say, to a
design that's been checked by someone that
does know about tr ansmitte rs and their
potentia l ail ments and approved as being
sanitary. Beca use the amateur does know
about them, he's allowed to build his own,
to whatever spec he likes provided that it
complies with the conditions of hi s licence.
The amoun t one can learn by doing this is
truly phenomenal. and there's no feeling in
the world quite like that you get when
someone te Us you that the equipment
you've jus t spent a year li cking into bellerthan-pro fessional shape is put ling a good
signal into his receiver in Lower Siobovia
and that is sounds fine. Mind you, there's
also no fee ling in the world quite like that
you get when you've just s pend a year etc,
and the man says it sound appalling , ..
One could go on - but in the end it·s
better to have a go yourself. It's worth
getting hold of a receiver tha t will tune the
amateur bands (if you want to know what
they a re, any of the radio magazines or the
Radio Society of Great Brita in will tell you)
and having a listen, You'll hea r some
interes ting things and some boring things,
but it just might give you a taste for
something other than CB,
PRACTICAL CB
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Incase ofEMER6ENC~
how would you
REACT UK has been set up to monitor emergency calls. It's
one of the ways in which the British Breaker can make
himself useful. And that means Very Useful. Would you like
to save a life ? Practical CB report.
OK then, one of the main aims of CB radio
is fun. And fun it certainly is, but what
about the usefulness of CB? And when we

say usefulness. we mean roal practical
help. Not yer actual cr y for 8 ga llon of
petrol if you've run out on the way to work.

but the sort of help that could save lives.
Already there have been reports of
illegal breakers ca lling for help from the

scene of road accidents (and so on) and in
these circumstances, the police have
turned a blind eye towards the rig in the
caller's ca r. Now this is how CB ca n really
help in 8 big way. And it will, because of
the efforts of a recently formed
organisation called REACT UK.
So, ono of the more serious uses of CB is
direct contact in cases of emergency. If you
a re out driving and come across an
accident or a re involved in an accident . to
date the only way of calling the emergency
services is via the telephone. Now. with the
lega lisation of CB we have a second line
means of communication when help is
needed. I stress the phrase "second line"
for if it is available. the telephone can still
be the quickest and most efficient way of
ca lling help.
Although the Home Office ha s not
legalised the use of channel 9 as an
emergency channel, almost without
exception CB clubs and associations across
the UK have agreed that channel 9 is to be
used only to obtain help; it is not to be used
as a general chat channel. Likewise
channels 8 and 10 should also be left free
for the use of the REACT emergency
monito ring organisations. CB radio is a twoway communication system. and in an
emergency situation there will be a need
for monitors up and down the country
waiting for emergency calls on channel 9.
REACT UK is an entirely voluntary
organisation. run and worked by
volunteers. Individual teams agree to work
a 24-hour monitoring system on channel 9
as part of their agreement with REACT's
national headqua rters. REACTers, as they
are called. will be trained to help in all
forms of emergency situations at any time
of the day or night.
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HOW IT WORKS
The C8-equipped motorist. or indeed
anyone who is in need of assistance and
has no access to a telephone. will
communicate his needs for assistance to
the REACT monitor on channel 9; the
monitor will then take down full details of
the emergency and convey them by
telephone to the proper agency be it the
police, fire brigade, ambulance service or
motoring organisations. Once the call is
made. the REACT monitor will advise the
ca ller that help is on its way. The caller
will then be asked to move to either
channel 8 or 10 and keep in touch with the
REACT monitor until assistance has been
given, thus leaving channel 9 free for
further ca lls for help which may be made
at the same time.

BIG BLOW
REACT is an internationa l organisation,
for med in 1962 in the United States. REACT
stands for Radio Emergency Associated
Citizen's Teams and in the US REACT has
been called upon to help in many kinds of
emergency situa tions. For instance, June 3,
1980 saw Grand Island (Nebraska)
devasted by a series of multiple tornados.
During the big blow, "Grand Island REACT
2736" kept two stations monitoring channel
9 and put five mobile units and two
additional stations into the field to assist
with traffic and relay messages. The
failure of power supplies on the island
meant that teams had to power the radios
by 12 volt car batteries for 36 hours. With
telephones out of action CB proved to be
the only form of reliable communication the
islanders had for nearly two days.
Mike Myers, the team 's public
information officer, in an interview with
Practical CB, recalled: "The storm ca me up
so fast that I didn't have a chance to be
scared. I hed a job to do. and I did it ."
Word arrived at the Sheriff's deportment
that assistance was needed in the hard-hit
Capitol Hights area of the city. The
Sheriff's department called in REACT. The
team set up a field HQ and for four days

helped with security of the area, provided
food. hot drink and other necessities. Other
teams throughout Nebraska State we re
mobilised and joined the 67 REACT
members from throughout Nebraska .
working with 71 loca l REACTers provided
a id throughout the disaster.
We in the UK can. thankfully count
ourselves lucky. We have very few
tornados. and those we do have are very
small; also we don't have the variety of
weather there is in the States. but we s till
do have our own fo rms of emergencies.
Villages cut off in the winter due to snow,
phone lines in isolated areas blown down
through high winds. power failures etc. CB
can help in this count ry too.
Eventually, it is planned to have every
organisation capable of helping in
emergencies (British Red Cross Society. 51.
John Ambulance Planning Officers have
been negotiating with REACT UK over
radio links which could be made available
in wartime and other conditions. The li st of
possible help lin es is endless - road
conditions. traffi c hazards, diversions,
traffic jams. accid ents. rail accidents.
crime reports, missing persons. lost
children. vandalism reports, hospital
services. flood conditions. family
emergencies, even down to relaying
emergency family calls. Not to mention the
potentially enormous amount of help that
could be utilised by the police.
Reports of how REACT have helped in
conditions of emergency have been arriving
here thick and fast from America; one of
the most recent is from Illinois, where Roy
Jacob of McLean County heard a skip call
from Texas. The coller told him there was
a "plane down" here , and because nobody
seemed to be answering the ca ll . Jacobs
decided to notify the county sheriff at
Beeville. and continued to relay messages
to and from the accident until help arrived.
It appears that a t least one man's life was
saved due to the quick call for help from
breaker Ja cobs.
Another ca ll , this time in Arizona, came
from a woman in Sandy, Oregon. whose
car was stuck in a snowbank (this was in
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February!) and perched on the edge of a
cliff. Her distress call skipped to Tucson,
and the REACT monitor called the local
Sandy based sheriff who, in turn, went out
to rescue the driver and car. Her now wellknown thank-you call then went out over
the the air: "God bless you REACTers in
Tucson,"
And so it goes on. There are literally
hundreds, if not thousands. of cases where
REACT monitors have helped save lives in
emergencies, It will work in the UK, of
course, but only if there are enough
REACTers to work the monitors (their own
rigs) and report any emergency calls on
channel g, Interested in becoming part of
this operation?
If you are, then conlact the REACT UK
National Office at 142 Lutterworth Road,
Nuneaton, Warwickshire CVll 6PE.
Man to speak to is Nuneaton Borough
Councillor Alasdair Mackay, who is
Executive Managing Director of REACT UK
at the time of writing, You'll find a map of
the UK alongside these words - this is the
structure plan for REACT UK and as you
will see, there are seven regions, each with
subdivisions of counties and other areas
where co-ordinators will
monitor calls.
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ETC
AVON
BATI-I: Aque Sulis Club.
BRISTOL: Avon Be; Bristol Be; Bristol CSC;
Holly Town Be; New Town Be; Pit Stop Be;

DERBY: Color town BC; Hazard County BC;
Ram City BC; Western BC.
ILKESTON, Convicts BC;
Ilkeston BC.

West Country BG.
WESTON-SUPER-MARE, Weston BC.

DEVON
BARNSTAPLE, Barnstaple BC.

BEDFORD SHIRE

EXETER: Roadrunner Club.
EXMOUTH: River Exe BC.
NEWTON ABBOT, Moorland Riders Club.
PLYMOUTH: Border BC; Port City Breakers
SC; Singing Wheels Club; Sugar Bowl
(Emergency) BC.
SOUTH MOLTON, Wool Ridge BC.

BEDFORD: Delta Tango Group.
DUNSTABLE: Christian Buddies

esc;

Oscar Charlie Club.

BERKSHIRE
BRACKNELL, Bracknell BA.

READING: Biscuit Town Be; Club 27; Slate
City BC, 10-36 Club.
SLOUGH, Chocolate City BC.
WINDSOR, Windsor 20/27 BC.
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
BUCK INGHAM, Buckingham BC; North
Bucks BC.
HIGH WYCOMBE, Hillbillys BC.
MILTON KEYNES, CB Musketeers Club;

Milton Keynes CSC.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CAMBRIDGE: Cambridge BC.
HUNTINGDON, Delta Echo Club; St Neots
Be; Uniform Kilo Side banders Club.
PETERBOROUGH, Alpha Beta Sideband

Club; Handbreak Club.
WISBECH: Whiskey Bravo Club.
CHESHIRE
CREW: Crewe BG.

LYMM: Canalside BG.
MACCLESFIELD, Silk Town BC.
NORTHW ICH, Mid Cheshire Wheels
Association; Smog City Breakaways Club.
RUNCORN, Boom City BC.
TARPORLEY, Big T BC; Tiny Town BC.
WARRINGTON, Red City BC; 10-4 Club;

Warrington Breakaway Club.
CLEVELAND
STOCKTON-ON-TEES, Sedgfield BC.
CORNWALL
BODMIN, Jail BC.
BUDE, Surf City BC.
HELSTON, Rolling Road Club; 10-13 Club.
L1SKEARD, Caradon BC.
NEWQUAY, 21 BC.
ST AUSTELL: Rocky Mountain Be; White

Mountain CSC.
WADEBRIDGE, Ca mel BC.
CUMBRIA
BARROW-IN-FURNESS, Furness BC.

CARLISLE: Carli sle Truckers Club; New
Breakers loners Club.
COCKERMOUTH, Solway BC.
SEASCA LE, Country BC.
DERBYSHIRE
BUXTON, Spa Town BC.

CHESTERFIELD: Circus Town BC; Concrete
Canyon BC; North East Derbyshire 10·4
Club.
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DORSET
BOURNEMOUTH, Bournemouth

Independent SA.
CHRISTCHURCH, Beachcombers BA.

SHAFTESBURY: Three Counties BC,
DURHAM
BISHOP AUCKLAND, Bishop Auckland BC.
NEWTON A YECLIFFE, 5-0 BC.

STANLEY: Derwent Va lley BC.
EAST SUSSEX
BEXHILL-ON-SEA, Northeye Pidgeons Club.
EASTBOURNE, Eastbourne BC.

HOVE: Kingsway BC; Tango Kilo Club.
SEAFORD, Seaford BC.
ESSEX
CANVEY ISLAND, Canvey BA.
COLCHESTER: East Coast BA.

GRAYS: Kent and Essex BA.
HARLOW, Breakaway 14/27 Club; GBA of
Harlow.
LOUGHTON, Beech BC.
SOUTH OCKENDON, Breakaway Club;
South Ockendon BA.
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, South East Essex BA;
Southend's Newly Organised BC.
STANFORD LE HOPE, Corringham and
Stanford BA.
TILBURY, Sunnyside BA.
WITHAM, Essex CBC.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
CHELTENHAM: Cheltenham Breakers;
District Association; Jolly Roger DX Club;
Trout Farm BC.
CIRENCESTER: Ci rencester United BA.
DURSLEY: Diesel Town BC.
GLOUCESTER, Gloucester BC.
STROUD, Cotswold BC.
WOTTON-UNDER-EDGE, Wool Town BC.
GREATER LONDON
BARNET, Barnet BC.
BELVEDERE, La keside BC.
CARSHALTON, Breakers Town CBC;

Carshalton CBC.
CROYDON, Croydon BC; Stickers Club.
EDGWARE, North London BA.
ERITH, Delta BC.
FELTHAM, Middlesex BC.
HARROW: Harrow and Wembley CB

••

Group; Midnight BC.
HORNCHURCH: Cranham. Hornchurch and
Upminster BC.
ISLEWORTH: Breakers and Takers SC.
LONDON. E, East London BC.
LONDON, N, Big Eyeball BC.
LONDON. SE, All BC; CB Radio Action
Group; Club 27; Elite BC; South London
Associated Breakers; 27MHz Club.
NEW MALDEN, Whiskey CBC of Great
Britain.
RAINHAM: Rainham, lIford. Goodmayes,
Barking In Essex Club.
RUISLIP, 10-25 Club.
SHEPPERTON, Ancho r BC.
SOUTHALL, West London BC.
SURBITON, Molesoy Open Channel BC.
TWICKENHAM: Silly Breakers' Society.
UXBRIDGE, Hillingdon Borough CBC.
GREATER MANCHESTER
ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE, 10-5 Club.
BOLTON, Clog Town BC; GBA; New

Untouchables Club; Twig Town Pirates
Club.
BURY, Bury BC.
DUKINFIELD: Tameside Good Buddies
Club; Tameside 99 Club.
HYDE, 99 Club.
LEIGH: Executive BC.
L1TTLEBOROUGH, Tiger Town BC; Tiger
Town Younger BC.
MANCHESTER: CBA Manchester; Eccles
BA: 57 Club; Flixton, Urmston and
Davyhulme GBA; North Cheshire BC; 10-4
Club of Greater Manchester; Trafford
Breakers SC; 20·00 Club.
OLDHAM, Oldham BC; Saddleworth
Breakers CBRC.
STOCKPORT, Box Town BC.
.
WIGAN: Adult BA; Pier Town BC.
HAMPSHIRE
ALDERSHOT, Big ABC.

ALTON: Alton and District BC.
ANDOVER: Andover 27 Club; Test Valley
BC.
BASINGSTOKE: Basingstoke BC; Popular
BC.
EASTLEIGH, Eastieigh BA; Inter City BC.
F«-REHAM' Mean Valley BC; Toad Hall BC.
HAVANT, Bandit DX Club.
LYMINGTON, Paradise BC.
PORTSMOUTH: Southern Breakers; Society
SC; Victory BC,
SOUTHAMPTON, Alpha Bravo Charlie
Sideband Club; Arrows BC; Big S BC; New
Forest CBC; Southampton Breakaway and
'79 Club; Southampton Crumb Snatchers
Club.
WINCHESTER, Olde Capital BC; Round
Table BC.
HEREFORD AND WORCESTER

BROMSGROVE: Bromsgrove BC.
DROITWICH: Droitwich BC; Wyre Forest
BC.
EVESHAM, Wychavon BC.
MALVERN: Malvern SA.

PERSHORE: Plum Town BC.
REDDITCH, Redditch Area CBRC.
STOURPORT-ON-SEVERN, Stourport-on-

Severn BC.
TENBURY WELLS: Hunters Heath and
Orchard Town BC.
WORCESTER Worcester CBC.

LINCOLNSHIRE
GAINSBOROUGH, Gain,bo rough BA.

GRANTHAM: Active CBC; Fixit Club;
Grantham SA; The Orig ina l Gran tham BA;
November Mike Club.
HORNCASTLE, Tom Thumb Club.
LINCOLN, Cathedral BC.

STAMFORD: Four Counties BC.
HERTFORDSHIRE

BOREHAMWOOD: First North London BC.
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, Hemel Hempstead

BC; Hemel Independent BA.
LETCHWORTH: Letchworth and District
BC.

ST ALBANS: Brown Bottle BC; St Albans
27 BC.

TRING: Triog and District BC.
WATFORD, Bushey and Oxhey BC.
WELWYN, Welwyn and Hatfield BC.
HUMBERSIDE

MERSEYSIDE

BIRKENHEAD: Merseyside CB Information
and SC.

LIVERPOOL: Freedom Breakers;
International Club; Liverpool BA; 20-00
Club.

ST HELENS: Bottle City BC; Concrete City
BC; Grass Court BC; South West
Lancashire BC.
SOUTHPORT, Ama lgamated BC; North
West CBC.
WIRRAL, Apollo CBC.

BEVERLEY: Beverley and District BC.
BRIDLINGTON, Attic BC; The Orig ina l

Brid ling ton BC.
COTTINGHAM, Castle Hill BC.

HULL: Bridge Town BC; Lockwood Arms
BC.

BC; Roman Road BC; 20-00 Club.
MEXBOROUGH, Mexico City BC.
ROTHER HAM: Braithwell Rig and Twig
Club; CB 007 BC: Maltby Campaigners For
Open Channel Radio.
SHEFFIELD: Dinnington & District BC;
Dronfield CBC; Hope Valley BC; Outer City
BC; 69 Club; Steel City Air Pirates Club;
Steel City CBC; Yorkshire Elite BC.
STAFFORDSHIRE

BURTON-ON·TRENT: Burton-on-Trent and
Dis trict RC; Chicken Chokers RC; Jet Sct
Club; South Derbyshire BC; Styx County
BC.
CANNOCK, Chese CBRC; Leamore CBRC.
STAFFORD' Castle Village BC.
STOKE-ON-TRENT, China Town BC.

TAMWORTH: Square 4 CBC; Tamworth
and Tame Va lley BC.
SUFFOLK
BURY ST EDMONDS, Bury CBC;

Moonshine BC; Polo BC.
NORTH YORKSIDRE

ISLE OF W IGHT
FRESHWATER Wight BC.
VENTNOR, Earthquake BC.
KENT
DOVER, White Clirls BC.
HERNE BAY, East Kent BA.
MAIDSTONE, Mid Kent CBC.
SHEERNESS, Sheppey BC.
SITTINGBOURNE, Medway CB Radio

IPSWICH, Anglia BC.
LOWESTOFT, Ness Point CBC.
NEWMARKET, Pony Town BC.

HARROGATE: Conference City MC
NORTHALLERTON: Northallerton and
District CSA.

STOWMARKET: Eastern Counties OCC.

SELBY, Aire Va Uey BC.
SKIPTON, 27 Club.

SURREY

YORK: Hamlet BC; Yankee Kilo BC.

CAMBERLEY: Woderick and Wax Town
BC.

(Emergency Monitor) Group.
TONBRIDGE, Castle BC.
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, Tunbridge Wells CB

Radio Association.
WESTERHAM, Biggin Hill CBC.
LANCASHIRE
BLACKBURN, Open Channel CBC -

NORFOLK
DISS, Border BC.
KINGS LYNN, Kings Lynn BC.
NORWICH, Canary City BC.

SOUTH YORKSIDRE
BARNSLEY, Barnsley BC; Boxer Club.
DONCASTER, Don Valley BC; Polo Town

NORTHAMPTONSIDRE

WOKING: Woking Centre BC.

CORBY: Corby Town Junior BC; Side
Bandits BC.
DAVENTRY: Daventry Breakaway Rubber
Ducks Club; Daventry BC.

TYNE & WEAR
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, Newcastle City

KETTERING, Kettering BC.
NORTHAMPTON, Foxtrot Charlie SSB DX

SUNDERLAND, Sunderland BC; Sunderland

Group; Northampton BC.
WELLINGBOROUGH , Welling borough BC.
North

West.
BLACK POOL, Blackpool BC; Over Wyre
Wind Up Club; 10-4 Club.
BURNLEY, Copycats Club; Padiham CBSC;
Pendle CBSC.

CARNFORTH: Crimson Water BC.
CHORLEY: Chorley Organised BA; Chorley
United BA.
CLITHEROE: Cement City CB Supporters
Association.

NOTTINGHAMSIDRE
MANSFIELD, Big Tree BC; Brook BC; Stag

Town BC.
NEWARK; Airwavos BC; Country BC;
Newark BC; Smoky Town BC.
NOTTINGHAM: Bread and Lard Origina l
BC; Bulwell and Huckna ll BC; Castle BC;
Dixie Town BC; Leapool BC; Nott ingham
Area Club; Rising Sun Club; Roger Bleep
Club; Se lslon and District BC; Tango Victor

BC; Concrete City BC; West End BC.
North Side BC; Sunderland Sideband
Society; Wearside BC.
WASHINGTON, Breakaway BC; CBRC-

North East; Washington BC.
WHITLEY BAY, White City BC.
WARWICKSHIRE
ATHERSTONE, Hat Town BC.
LEAMINGTON SPA, Call Box CBC; North

Leamington CBC.
NUNEATON, Heart 01 Engla nd CBC; She ky

Town BC.

Club.

RUGBY, Rugby Town BC.
STRATFORD-ON-AVON, Nor th Cotswold

RETFORD: Bassetlow BC; Ferryside BC.
WORKSOP: Carlton and Langold United
BC; Dukesville BA; North Notts BC.

CBRC; Shakespeare County BC.
WARWICK: Warwick and Leamington CB
Organisation.
WEST MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM, Big 6 BC; Birmingham

NELSON: First Aid Post BC; Flag Town

OXFORDSHIRE
ABINGDON, Abingdon Jeil BC.
BANBURY, Cake Town BC.
BICESTER, Bicester BC.

CBSC.
ORMSKIRK Big 0 BC; Merseyside 27 Club.

OXFORD, Dream City Rebels Club; OxIord

COLNE, Big S BC.
DAR WEN: Dan-ven Sunday Club.

FLEETWOOD: North Fylde Moonlighters
Club.
LANCASTER, Cinderella BC; Lune Valley
BC.

MORECAMBE: Morecambe and District
MC; South Fork BC.

DIDCOT: Didcot and District 27 Club.

PRESTON: Guillotine and Top Shop
Breakers SC; Leyland and District BC;

WANTAGE, White Horse CBC.

Ribble BA; Sa lwick BC; TX21 Club.
ROSSENDALK Stag Valley BC.
SKELMERSDALE, Newtown BC.

SALOP

LEICESTERSHIRE
ASHBY-DE-LA-ZOUCH, Nort h West

Leicester BC.
HINCKLEY, Hinckley BC.

LEICESTER: Barwell CBRC: Bees Knees
CBC; Free Wheel Club; Gypsy Lane BC;

Leicester Area BC; Leicestershire CSC;
Midlands CBC; South Leicester Area BC;
Tiger Town BC.

18 Sliders Club; Quarry BC.

SHREWSBURY: Brewery Town BC.
TELFORD, Tellord CBRC.
SOMERSET
BRIDGWATER Smelly Town BC.
CHARD, Chard and IIminster BC.
CREWKERNE, Circle CBC.
TAUNTON, Apple County BC.
WELLS, CBA South West.

YEOVIL: South Somerset BC.

Smallheath Area CBC: Central
Birmingham CBC: CB Specials Club; Crystal
Set; Kings Norton CBC; Kitts Green BC;
Mid lands CBRC; North Birmingham eBC;
Northfield and Surrounding Area Club;
South Birmingham CBC; South West Region
Birmingham Club.
BRIERLEY HILL, Sandwell Area CBRC.
COVENTRY, Muppet Town BC; OCC;

Radford and District BC; WKCB.
DUDLEY, Dudley 200 CBC.
STOURBRIDGE - Black Country Breakers
CBC.
SUTTON COLDFIELD, Falcon Breakers
CBC.
WALSALL, Saddle Town BC.

WARLEY: Sandwell Sister BC; Smethwick
United BC.
WILLENHALL: Clean Air Association.
PRACTI CAL CB
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Club: Wroughton CB 361 Club.
WESTBURY: White Horse Town BG.

WEST SUSSEX
BOGNOR REGIS, Coastal Area BA: Red
Rump BC.
BRIGHTON, Big 4 Club: Brighton BC: South

NORTHERN IRELAND
ANTRIM
ANTRIM: Lochneagh OX Group.
BALLEYMENA: Bann Valley CBC.
BALL YMONEY: North Antrim RC.
BELFAST: Belfast CBC: Green Acres CBC:
,ally Roger Club: Smoke City CBC.
CARR ICKFERGUS: Kilo Foxtrot RC: Painted
Island BC.

Coast Area BG.

LARNE: East Coast Breakers CBC.

CHICHESTER, Chichester District BC:
Whiskey Tango Victor Club,
CRAWLEY: Crawley United BA.
HAYWARDS HEATH, Square Weald BC.
HORSHAM: Night City BC.
LANCING: College Town BC.
L1TTLEHAMPTON: Arun BC: Southern

LISBURN: Lagan Valley CBC.
NEWTONABBEY: East Antrim CBRC:
Whiskey Alpha BC.
PORTRUSH, Surf City BC.
ARMAGH
ARMAGH: Armagh RS.
CRAIGAVON: Craigavon CBC.
DOWN
BANBRIDGE: Bridge Town BC.
BANGOR: Kilo Charlie SC.
CASTLEWELLAN: Ballywa rd CBRC.
NEWRY: Kilkeel RS .
NEWTOWNARDS: Music City BC.
FERMANAGH
ENNISKILLEN: County BC: Lakeland

Breakers Society SC.

WEST YORKSHIRE
BRADFORD: Bradford SA; United Breakers
Nationa l.

BRIGHOUSE: Band Town BC.
HEBDEN BRIDGE: Five Bridges BC.
HUDDERSFIELD: Big H Luddites Club: Milk
Town Be; Summer Wine BG.
KEIGHLEY: Aire Va lley BC.
LEEDS: A64 Be; Breakaway Be; Circle City
Breakers SC; Kippax and Garfor th Be;
Leeds GSA; Slab Town Be; Yorkshire
United BG.

PONTEFRACT: Queens BC.
PUDSEY: Little P BC.
WAKEFIELD: Wakefiald CBC.
WU.TSHIRE
SALISBURY: Lima Bravo Association.

SWINDON: Swindon CBC: Thames Valley
27 OX Club; Thamesdown Transceiver
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SCOTLAND
ADERDEENSHIRE
ABERDEEN: Grampian Be; Granite City

CBC.
ELLON: Ythan BC.
INVERURIE: Bennachie BC.
ARGYLLSHIRE
CONNELL: Campaign for 27MHz AM CB
Radio.

AYRSHIRE
AYR: Ayrshire Be; Burns Be; Coyle SA.

DALRY: China Town BC.
DARVEL, Breaker Alley BC.
GIRVAN: Girvan BG.
IRVINE: Disneyland Be; Newtown Be.
KILBIRNIE: Garnock Valley BC.
KILMARNOCK: Kilmarnock K19 Club:
10-20 Club: Voice of Scotland DX Club.
KILWINNING, Beech House BC: Good
Buddies Club.
MA YBOLE: Carrick CBC.
PRESTWICK: Seahavan BC.
SALTCOATS: Clyde Coas t BC.
TROON: K19 Club.
DANFFSHIRE
BUCKlE, Thorn City BC.
CAITHNESS

Breakers CBC.

WICK : Caithness BC.

LONDONDERRY
COLERAINE, Bay City BC.
LIMA VA DEY: Roe Valley CBC.

DUMFRIES-SHIRE
DUMFRIES: Dumfries BC.

TYRONE
CLOGHER: Clogher Valley CBRC.
COOKSTOWN: Rainbow BC.
DUNGANNON: Dallas Breakers CBRC:
Dungannon CSC.

STRABANE: Tango Delta BC.

FIFE
KIRKCALDY: Kingdon BC.
LEVEN: CBA Fife.
INVERNESS-SHIRE
INVERNESS: County Area Breakers CBC:
Highland BC.

KINCARDINESHIRE
STONEHAVEN: Bedroc k BC.

ROSS·SHIRE
CROMARTY: Northern BC.

LANARKSHIRE
AIRDRIE: MonkIands BC.
BIGGAR: Tinto GBG.

ROXBURGHSHIRE
JEDBURGH: Border BC.

GWYNEDD
BANGOR: Dragon SA; Ogwen Be.
BETWS Y COED: Gateway BC.
CAERNARFON: Big C BC.
CEMAES BAY: West Mona BC.
HOLYHEAD: Black Cet BC; Free BC;

Harbour BC; Pimpernel! BG.

GLASGOW: Boulevard Be: Glasgow esc;
Gla sgow CBC (two clubs); Greater Glasgow
Be; Kilsyth Be; Kirkintilloch Be; Scottish

SHETLAND
LERWICK: Shetland BC.

DX Club.
HAMILTON: Ci rcle Breakers CBC.

STIRLINGSHIRE

LLANDUDNO: Fugitives Club.
LLANFAIRFECHAN: Hazard County BC.
LLANGEFNI: Cefni BC.
PORT DINORWIC: Snow Town Be; Victor

LARBERT: Central Scotland CBC.

Osca r Whiskey Club.

MIDLOTHIAN
EDINBURGH: Edinburgh CBRG.

WIGTOWNSHIRE
STRANRAER: Red and Blue Club.

MORAYSHIRE

ELGIN: Moray Breakers

esc; Radio City

BC.

PWLLHELI: Pen Lieyn BC.
TALSARNAU: Ardudwy BC.

WALES
CLWYD

COLWYN BAY: Colwyn Bay Cruisers Club.

ORKNEY
KIRKWALL: Orkney Airfaree BG.

MID GLAMORGAN
BRlDGEND: Bridgend BC; Rattle Town BC.
CAERPHILLY: Cheesey BC.
MOUNTAIN ASH: Da re BC.
PENTRE: Rhondda BC.
TREORCHY: Sandringham BC.

DENBIGH: Clwyd Valley BC.

RHYL: CB Popular Front: North Wales Be;
27 Coastline BG.

SOUTH GLAMORGAN
BARRY: Barry BC.
CARDIFF: Cardiff and District BC.

PERTHSHIRE
AUCHTERARDER: Langtoon BC.
PERTH: Fair CiIy CBC.
RENFREWSHIRE
GREENOCK: West Coast BC.
RENFREW: Renfrew and District CSC.

DYFED
NEWPORT: West Wales CBC.

LLANTWIT MAJOR: Liantwit Major BC.

GWENT

WEST GLAMORGAN
SWANSEA: CB Charity Club; Single

CWMBRAN: Cwmbran and District Be;

Sideband Club: South Wales Big 10·4 Club.

Fireplace BG.

NEWPORT: Big K Club.
PONTY POOL: Pontypool BA.

ISLE OF MAN
DOUGLAS: Isle of Man BC.

If readers want to get in tOUGh with a particular club they Gan obtain the address from
Bill Ridgeway, Citizens' Band Information Centre, 7 Sandringham Crescent, Harrow.
Middlesex HA2 9BW. Telephone: 01-422 7570.

BREAKERWAY

The CB Centre
for Wales
and the West

VIDEO LIBRARY
NOW OPEN
101 ALEXANDRA ROAD
NEWPORT
GWENT

TEL: (0633) 213332

FOR ALL YOUR
CB REQUIREMENTS
8am-8pm MON-SAT
10am-4pm SUN

'FirestiK'
ANTENNAS
PRACTICAL CB
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Area committees:
All Ha mpshire Commit tee.
Associa ted Midland Breakers Clubs .
Centra l Lan cashire Co-ordina ting
Commit tee.
Confedera tion of North Wales Brea kers
Clubs .
European CB Federa tion.
Federa tion of Sout h Wa les Breakers.
Joint Commit tee for the Lega lisa tion of
27MHz CB Radio.
Kernow United Breakers (Cornwall).
Lincolnshire, Nottingha mshire, Derbyshire
and Yorkshire Area Committee.
Nationa l Commit tee fo r the Lega lisa tion of
CB Radio.
North Down CB Council.
North West Breakers' Associa tion.
North West Coasta l Federa tion (Cheshire).
Northern Association of CB Clubs
(Doncaster).

Northern Ireland Breakers.
Northern Irela nd CBA.
Red Rose Co-ordina ting Committee
(Lancashire).
Scottish CB Committee.
Ulster CB Council.
United Kingdom CB Federa tion.
West Scotland Federation of CB Clubs.
Yorkshire CB Action Group.

National organisations:
Association of FM Users.
Big Ben DX QSL Club.
Big Wheelers Association.
Britannia Interna tional Sideba nde rs Club.
British Sideba nd Network.
Citizens' Band Associa tion.
English Interna tional DX Cl~b.
Holland Duck Club.
Interna tional DX BC.

Na tiona l Federation of FM Breakers.
Truckers of GB CB Radio Associa tion.
United Breakers Associa tion.
United Kingdom (International) Radio
Group.
Yankee Mike Interna tiona l 100 DX Group.
D, EMERGENCY ORGANISATIONS
Doncaster Emergency Control Organisation
(DECO).

Emergency Action Radio Service (EARS).
Long Eaton and District Emergency Radio
(LEADER).

Na tional Emergency Service (NES).
Radio Emergency Associated Citizens
Teams (REACT) UK Supporters Club.
Radio Users Send Help (RUSH) (Brighton).
Traffic Help Accident Monitoring
Emergency Service (THAMES).
Watchdog (Grantham).

Citizens' Band'Association (CBA)
President: James Bryant, 16 Church Road, St Marks,
Cheltenham. Gloucestershire GL51.

REACT UK Supporters' Club, (Radio Emergency
Action Citizens' Teams).
28 The Coots. Stockwood. Bristol. Avon BS14 8LH.

United Breakers' Association (UBA),
Pr esident: Andy Donovan. 50 Gaskell Street. London.
SW4 6PJ.

British Sideband Network,
President: Albie Vickers. 15 Carman Walk.
Broadfields. Crawley. Sussex.

Citizens' Band Informa tion Centre,
Bill Ridgeway. 7 Sandringham Crescent. Harrow.
Middlesex HA2 9BW. Telephone: 01-422 7570.
Citizens' Radio Information Service (CRlS),
Director: Mrs Louise Briscoe. 55b Brook Drive.
Southwark. London. SEll 4TU. Telephone: 01-582
94 79.

Traffic Help Accident Monitoring Emergency Service
(THAMES),
9 Selsdon Crescent. Croydon. Surrey.
English International DX Club
Lez Carroll. 225 Arnold Street. Boldon. Tyne and
Wear NE35 9BA.

Clubs below affiliated to the UBA
WD40 Weymouth. Dorset; Dorset
Knobs. Lyme Regis. Dorset; The
Airwaves. Br eakers of Poole;
Titanic Br eake rs. Teignmouth.
Devon; Ards Peninsula CB Club.
Newton Ards. N. Ireland; The
First Nor th London Breakers.
Borehamwood. Her ts; The Jolly
Breakers Club. Lowestoft. Suffolk;
Dukesville Breakers Associa tion.
Worksop. Notts; West Coast
Breakers. Greenock. Inverclyde.
Scotland; WCBA Walla sey.
Merseyside; Cheesey Brea kers.
Caerphilly. Gla morgan. S.Wales;
Welsh Big Wheelers Association.
Caerphilly. Wales; Ace Brea kers
Club. Woolwich. London; Surf City
Breakers. Skegness. Lincs; Big A
District Breakers. Lawerence
Weston. Bristol; South Wales Big
Ten Four Club. Manselton.
Swansea; Apple County Breakers
Club. Taunton. Somerset; Great
Yarmouth CB Club. Caister-on-Sea;
Gloucester Breakers Club.
Gloucester; Oxford 19 Sliders
Club. Kennington. Oxford; Rand B
Club Stranraer; New City
Breakers. Milton Keynes; Pen
Lleyn Breakers Club. Pwllheli. N.
Wales; Bottle City Breakers . SI.
Helens. Merseyside; The Wizard
of Oz Club. Oswes try. Salop;
HUBA. Hemel Hempstead; DABS.
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Dunstable. Beds; Wind Up City
Breakers Club. West Lothian.
Scotland; United Breakers
.Association. Paisley. Scotland;
Middlesex Breakers Club.
Hanworth. Middlesex; Quarry
Breakers (UK) CB Club. Oxford;
South Derbyshire Breakers.
Newhall. Derby; Shakey Town
Breakers. Nuneaton; Hazard
County Breakers. Kendal.
Cumbria; Mid Tyne Breakers.
Prudhoe; WGBA Port Talbot. West
Glamorgan. S. Wales; Wool Ridge
Runners. South Molton. Devon;
Big Tree Breakers Club.
Mansfield. Notts; Torridge
Breakers Club. Bideford. Devon;
Heathfield 20 Club. Heathfield. E.
Sussex; TCBC Thankerton. Biggar.
Lanarkshire; Carrick CB Club.
Maybole. Ayrshire. Scotland; The
DX 27 Club. Wetherby. W. Yorks;
Moorland Riders Club. Tiverton
Devon; Saddle worth Breakers.
Lancs; Boston Breakers. Lancs;
Soar Valley Breakers. Leicester;
Invaders Club. Forfar. Scotland;
Cotswold Breakers. Stroud.
Gloucester; Lancaster City
Breakers. Lancaster; Worth Valley
Breakers. Keighley. Yorkshire;
Abermole Breakers Club. Powys.
Wales; Exeter CB Club; Exeter;
Friendly Breakers Club. Chiswick.

London. South Northants Club.
Northampton; Gateway Breakers.
Cornwall; North Coast Breakers.
Barnstaple; Ram City Breakers.
Derby; SCBC Souihampton; Little
River Breakers. Plymouth and
District; The Plainsmen Club.
Plymouth; Neptune Breakers Club.
Plymouth; Port City Breakers.
Plymouth; United Breakers
Association. Wheels Association;
SLAB 27. Black Fen. London;
Crawley United Breakers
Association; South Somerset
Breakers. Sommerton. Somerset;
Kings Road Breakers. Chelsea;
Kent and Essex Breakers.
Canterbury; United Breakers.
Deutchland Germany (Bergin).
The above list of affiliated clubs is
as of yet not complete. and a full
list will be published later. If your
clubs wants to become affiliated
contact me straight away at : A.
Donovan (Disco One). 50 Gaskell
Street. Clapham. London. SW4
6PJ, or ring 01-720 7468. right
now.
Your UBA card will be accepted
in any of our affiliated clubs. and
you will be made most welcome
should you intend to visit them.

SIRTEL~~
24 Alfric Square, Off Maxwell Road,
Woodston Industrial Estate, Peterborough PE2 OJP.
Telex : 32376 ANGTEL-G.

